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RESOLUTION COMMITTEE

Chairman - Ron Younger, Chief, Division of Resource Management, Malta
Member - Rex Colton, District Manager, Miles City
Member - Duane Sonnenburg, Area Manager, Billings
Member - Frank Barnes , Area Manager , Dillon
Member - William Cutler, Area Manager, Lewistown
Member - Don Mellgren, District Manager, Missoula

Resolution Commit te Recommendations

I. Range Study Procedures

(1) Actual use should continue as an important evaluation
component of allotment studies and the districts should use the
methods and forms that obtain the best results for them.

(2) Utilization studies should be optional with the
districts and should not be used to adjust stocking rates...

(3) Trend studies should continue as a mandatory study
component but the numbers for each allotment and how often they
need to be read and photographed left to the discretion of the
district manager.

(4) Weather records from stations at a distance or eleva-
tion from the allotment itself should be used with some
discretion and adjustment by acceptable methods.

;..v , :

(5) To do an adequate studies job requires additional
camera equipment of quality and a studies filing record system.

II . Sec . 15 Lease Procedures

(1) Combine Section 15 with Section 3 regulations and
manual to the extent permitted under the Taylor Grazing Act.
Some specific items are:

a. Billing procedures (43 CFR 4125.1-l(m) (3))

.

b. Non-use authorization (4125.16B2(b))

.

c. Provisions for short-term grazing authorizations
on perennial ranges (4125. 13c 1(a))

.

d. Environmental protection provisions.

e. Crossing permit fees.
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f. Management objectives on Section 15 lands the
same as on Section 3 lands.

g. Section 15 lessee representation on all District
advisory boards in districts having Section 15

lands

.

(2) Applications to lease lands presently in existing
grazing leases must be filed not more than 60 days prior to
the expiration of the current lease.

(3) Have provision for a courtesy notification to the
lessee of lease expiration.

(4) A show cause notice form be developed for use in
Section 15 administration.

(5) Lease be cancelled for loss of control by the leasee
if all non-Federal lands that have been recognized as the
basis for a grazing lease.

(6) Eliminate the requirement for a billing and payment
when the successful applicant is notified that he is the
authorized lessee.

III. Other Items

(1) Support all efforts to improve efficiency in Range
Management administration through adaptation to Automatic
Data Processing.

(2) District offices should have an input into any State
Office policy consideration directly affecting the districts.

(3) Recommend steps be taken to provide for a multiple-
use advisory board for all BLM districts

.

(4) All "workshops" should be structured, as this one
was, to provide for outstanding input from individuals outside
the BLM such as; Burl Winchester, John Morse, Dr. Lee Sharp,
Norman King, Dr. Wilson Clark, Dr. Merle Meyers, and others.

See Appendix 32 for full discussion of the Resolution Committee
recommenda t ions
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AGENDA

MONTANA RANGE MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
March 1-5, 1971

Holiday Inn
Bozeman, Montana

Workshop Chairman - James M. Linne

Monday. March 1. 1971

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 1:10 p.m.
1:10 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m. to 3:00 p„m.
3:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m. to 4:20 p.m.
4:20 p.m. to 4:40 p.m.

4:40 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 2. 1971

8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a. m.

10:00 a.m. to 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m. to 10:40 a.m.
10:40 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 11:20 a.m.
11:20 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Registration
Welcome and Introductions - Jim Linne
Workshop Objectives - Ed Zaidlicz
Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in Phillips Resource Area
(Slides) - Dick Cosgriffe

Discussion
Winnemucca Range Workshop - Rex Cleary
Discussion
Coffee
Documentation of AMP Benefits and Outlook

for Changes in Grazing Administration
Regulations - Bill Luscher

Discussion
New Horizons in Bureau's Training

Program - Floyd Kinsinger
Discussion

Waterfowl Social Habits and Habitat
Requirements - Dr. Robert Eng

MSU Research on Effects of Rest-
Rotation Grazing Management on
Waterfowl and Waterfowl Habitat •

Frank Gjersing
Coffee
Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in South Dakota (Slides) •

Hy Wilson
Discussion
Malta's Approach to Billing Procedures

Glen Stickley
Discussion
Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in Billings District
(Slides) - Duane Whitmer
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10:50 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Resolution Committee report recommending
specific regulation, manual and policy
modifications. Ron Younger, Chairman

11:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon Workshop Recapitulation - Bill Luscher
12:00 noon Adjourn
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Name

Lee Holden

Town

BLM

Affilia

, District

tion

41. Malta, Montana Office
42. Glen Stlckley Malta, Montana BLM , District Office
43. Lee Chamberlain Malta, Montana BLM ,

District Office
44. Jerry Knoll Malta, Montana BLM , District Office
45. Lowell Brown Malta, Montana BLM , District Office
46. Ron Younger Malta, Montana BLM , District Office
47. Hyrum Wilson Belle Fourche, S. Dak. BLM , District Office
48. Norman Bower Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
49. Loyal Haun Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
50. Dennis Jones Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
51. Jerry Hawkinson Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
52. Jack Schield Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
53. Lloyd Ferguson Miles City, Montana BLM ,

District Office
54. Rex Colton Miles City, Montana BLM , District Office
55. Horace Sanders Billings, Montana BLM , District Office
56. Ron Hall Billings, Montana BLM , District Office
57. Birrell Hirschi Billings, Montana BLM

,
District Office

58. Bruce Daughton Billings, Montana BLM District Office
59. Duane Whitmer Billings, Montana BLM District Office
60. Duane Sonnenburg Billings, Montana BLM District Office
61. Dick McEldery Dillon, Montana BLM. District Office
62. Hans Larsen Dillon, Montana BLM District Office
63. Wallace Elliot Dillon, Montana BLM, District Office
64. Sam Short Dillon, Montana BLM District Office
65. Scott Anderson Dillon, Montana BLM. District Office
66. Clint Howery Dillon, Montana BLM. District Office
67. Paul Sladish Dillon, Montana blm! District Office
68. Frank Barnes Dillon, Montana blm' District Office
69. Rolland Jorgensen Lew istown, Montana BLM. District Office
70. Eugene Jonart Lew istown, Montana BLM District Office
71. George Nelson Lewistown, Montana BLM, District Office
72. Orien Grover Lewistown, Montana BLM. District Office
73. Allan Strobel Lewistown, Montana BLM. District Office
74. John Buck Lewistown, Montana BLM, District Office
75. John Nesselhuf Lewistown, Montana BLM, District Office
76. William Cutler Lewistown, Montana BLM, District Office
77. Darrell Sail Missoula, Montana BLM, District Office
78. Don Lotvedt Missoula, Montana BLM, District Office
79. Don Mellgren Missoula, Montana BLM, District Office
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Winnemucca Range Workshop

4. Documentation of AMP Benefits and
Outlook for Changes in Grazing
Administration Regulations

5. New Horizons in Bureau's Training
Program

6. Waterfowl Social Habits and
Habitat Requirements

7. MSU Research on Effects of Rest-
Rotation Grazing Management on
Waterfowl and Waterfowl Habitat

8. Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in South Dakota

9. Malta's Approach to Billing
Procedures

10. Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in Billings District

11. Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in Miles City District

12. Possible Applications of Infrared
Aerial Photography to Range Studies

13. Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing
Management in Sacajawea Resource Area

14. How to Communicate With Slides

15. Range Management Filing Procedures
and Stereo Photo Stations
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Appendix Presentation

16. The Role of BLM in Public
Conservation Education

Panel Discussion - "How Can Allotment
Management Plans be Improved?"

Moderator - Dr. Don Ryerson

17. Wildlife Viewpoint

18. Watershed Viewpoint

19. Academic Viewpoint

20. Rancher Viewpoint

21. Committee Report on "Correlation
of AMP With Other Resource Programs"

22. Committee Report on "Building Public
and User Understanding of AMP's"

23. Committee Report on "Section 15
Regulations and Manuals"

24. Committee Report on "Livestock
Forage Components of Planning System"

25. Committee Report on "Allotment
Management Plan Objectives"

26. Committee Report on "Range Management
Programming and Progress Reporting"

Panel Discussion - "AMP Studies
Evaluation, Supervision, Maintenance
and Record Keeping"

Chairman - Sam Short

27. Dillon District Viewpoint

28. Malta District Viewpoint

29. Miles City District Viewpoint .

30. Billings District Viewpoint
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Chairman

33. Workshop Recapitulation Bill Luscher
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Appendix #1

RANGE MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

by Edwin Zaldllcz
Montana State Director

At this time of national environmental awakening, we have gathered
here a broad array of experience and knowledge In the art and
science of rangeland management.

No action program Influences a larger area than grazing land
management. Remember—44 percent of the earth's land surface Is
rangeland.

The environmental influence of livestock grazing is dramatic

—

either good or bad. Livestock grazing without management is

inevitably destructive; with management it can be highly constructive.

Seven months ago, President Nixon delivered an environmental quality
message to Congress. He stated in part and I quote:

" 'Environment' is not an abstract concern, or simply a
matter of aesthetics, or of personal taste—although it

can and should Involve these as well. Man is shaped to
a great extent by his surroundings. Our physical nature,
our mental health, our culture and institutions, our
opportunities for challenge and fulfillment, our very
survival—all of these are directly related to and
affected by the environment in which we live. They
depend upon the continued healthy functioning of the
natural systems of the earth....

"...We must train professional environmental managers
to deal with pollution, land planning, and all the other
technical requirements of a high quality environment.
It is also vital that our entire society develop a new
understanding and a new awareness of man's relation to
his environment—what might be called 'environmental
literacy.' This will require the development and
teaching of environmental concepts at every point in
the educational process." End of quote.

Last week the society for range management conducted its annual
convention at Reno, Nevada, with the timely theme "Rangeland
Environment and Man."

Assistant Secretary for Public Lands, Harrison Loesch, in his keynote
address, chided the society for their failure to take a more active
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part in environmental planning. He stated in part and I again
quote:

"You are the ecologists. You are the experts. You are
the managers. You know what we should do. But we don't
hear from you.

"You professional resource managers have not brought to
the government a cohesive plan on multiple use problems
we face.

"The pseudo ecologists are beating the drums all over
the country. We need skilled people to give us their
views also." End of quote.

No managers are closer to the land than you--and in this time of
environmental awareness, this responsibility assumes worrisome
domens ions

.

These dimensions embrace all the rangeland environmental components
as well as the socio-politico-economic relationships of the livestock
industry. Believe me, that covers a lot of sins and blessings.

After taking office, Assistant Secretary Loesch asked a lot of
searching questions about the Bureau's Allotment Management Plan
Program. He personally visited some Plans to satisfy himself. He
has now given strong endorsement and stated that it is the Bureau's
most productive program.

You land managers have created and applied grazing management tech-
niques at an accelerated rate for six or seven years. The product
in Montana totaled 159 Allotment Management Plans as of last June.

Your experience is broad and deep. It is broad in a variety of
ecological types—and mixtures of types. It is deep in numbers and
diversity of grazing systems.

You are pioneers. And here we hope to probe and analyze the experience
you have gained from that pioneering.

That is the central objective of this workshop: To probe, analyze
and to disseminate your experience.

To help accomplish this objective, we have prevailed on professionals
who are among the most knowledgeable in their fields. These
professionalshave come from other agencies, from academic institutions,
and from industry.

The blending of this knowledge and experience should be productive to
say the least.
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To carry the objective a little further, we want you to interpret
your experience for possible Bureau-wide benefit.

To accomplish this, we first asked you to select the workshop
topics. Your highest priority selections were included on the
agenda

.

Secondly, we involved you to the highest degree we could conceive.

It is truly your workshop.

Thirdly, we brought in the outside professionals. We called on
the best in the business.

And finally, we have placed a great deal of responsibility on the

resolution committee to analyze and interpret the mixture of
overlapping and sometimes conflicting ideas. We have asked this
committee to sort them all out and make whatever recommendations
they deem advisable. We ask them to make recommendations relating
to streamlining and updating Bureau procedures and policies--all
in search of a more effective program for the environment, for the

public, and for the industry.

The recommendations will be considered in the light of broader
ecological, economic, social and political relationships.

The Directorate is constantly evaluating procedures and policies,
so we have asked Bill Luscher from the Washington Range Staff to

tell us of any new developments he might be at liberty to relate.

Bill will do this near the beginning. At the conclusion, we have
also asked Bill to recapitulate the workshop and tell us how we
progressed in accomplishing our objectives.

How far we progress is up to you. It is entirely dependent on the

degree to which each of you participate and involve yourselves; and

how effectively you relate your experiences.

We are fortunate to have with us BLM personnel from four other states,

both Service Centers and Washington in addition to the other agencies,

institutions and industry. I ask everyone to participate at every
opportunity.

Only in this way can we break down the sensitivity barriers and take

full advantage of the unique group gathered here.

I have the utmost confidence that you will create a productive work-

shop and take back memories of a rewarding and fulfilling experience.

Good luck.
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Appendix #2

BENEFITS FROM REST-ROTATION GRAZING MANAGEMENT
IN PHILLIPS RESOURCE AREA

Slide Presentation by Harry R. Cosgriffe
Natural Resource Specialist, Malta District Office

This series showed the results of grazing management in Nichols
Coulee RCA, Square Butte RCA, Milk River Association and Leo
Petrie allotments in Phillips Resource Area. These allotments
encompass approximately 132,000 acres and represent the major soil
and vegetative types in northeastern Montana.

Slides showing the same view ranging from 2 to 5 years later were
shown simultaneously so direct comparisons could be made. Most
slide comparisons were taken at the same time each year, with the

same grazing treatment.

Comparison and contract slide pictures of these allotments demonstrate
that grazing systems benefit many resource uses. The watersheds are
improving. Slides show an increase in ground cover. Springs are

beginning to flow and streams are flowing for longer periods . Stream
channels are revegetating, thus channels are stabilizing and headcuts
and gullies are healing. Important channel stabilizing species such
as willows (Salix spp .) and prairie cordgrass (Spartea pectinate) are

increasing.

Wildlife habitat is improving. Slides showed phenomenal increases of

vigor and condition in silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana ) , Rose (Rosa

spp .) , winterfat (Eurotia lanata) , Nuttall saltbrush (Atriplex

nuttallii ) , and willow. Before and after grazing management slides

of reservoirs illustrated immeasurable improvement in waterfowl
habitat. Shorelines that once were devoid of vegetation show out-

standing recovery, and emergent and submergent vegetation which
provide nesting habitat and food for waterfowl now exist.

Upland game bird and song bird habitat has improved by increasing

residual vegetation on the uplands and coulees.

The quality and quantity of livestock forage has been improved and

increased. Slides showed heavy stands of western wheatgrass, bearded
wheatgrass (Agropyron subsecundum) , and new plants of green needle-

grass (Stipa viridula )

.

Slides showed that the scenic values and aesthetic quality of these

allotments has been improved. Before grazing management was initiated,

reservoirs, wells and intermittent stream bottoms were written off as

sacrifice areas and in the public eye were blemishes on the landscape.

Through management , vegetation on the sacrifice areas has covered up

15



the exposed soil, thus giving them a natural appearance and color

variation.

It was illustrated that ponderosa pine reproduction responded
favorably to rest-rotation grazing in Nichols Coulee RCA.

The series pointed out that different grazing formulas will produce
products other than the grasses or shrubs being managed for. In
other word", some formulas will more efficiently meet the needs of
some wildlife species or livestock animals than others.

To give the viewers a basis to evaluate the results of the grazing
systems, graphs showing the average annual precipitation during the

growing season (April to September), annual AUM's harvested, and
weighted utilization were presented.
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Appendix #3

WINNEMUCCA RANGE WORKSHOP

Slide Presentation by C. Rex Cleary
Range Management Specialist

Montana State Office

The purpose of this presentation was to inform the group about the

Bureauwide Range Management Workshop conducted in Winnemucca,
Nevada, September 21-25, 1970.

In attendance were the Range Management Specialists from all State
Offices, the range staffs from both Service Centers, and George Lea
and Carl McCrillis from Washington, D.C.

The Workshop included a two day field tour conducted by the
Winnemucca District Office. The field tour included visits to three
different rest-rotation grazing systems. One system was Les
Stewart's who is Chairman of the Nevada State Advisory Board. The
other two systems were on two units belonging to the Nevada Garvey
Ranches. Les Stewart and Dr. Bob Lundgren, General Manager for

Nevada Garvey Ranches, both helped conduct the tours on their
respective ranches.

Fifty slides were shown to illustrate the benefits being created by

these rest-rotation grazing systems. The benefits shown included
increased wildlife production through improved habitat, improved
environmental quality, increased livestock production, and increased
ranch management efficiency.

This was the second Bureauwide Range Workshop in recent years
following a 1969 Workshop in Santa Fe , New Mexico. The Workshop
attendees felt the Workshops were of sufficient value to warrant
another in 1971, and New Mexico was tentatively selected as host
state.
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Appendix #4

DOCUMENTATION OF AMP BENEFITS AND OUTLOOK FOR
CHANGING IN GRAZING ADMINISTRATION REGULATIONS

by Charles W. Luscher

It is a real pleasure to have this opportunity to join you at this
Range Management Workshop.

Most of what I have to say will be in an optimistic view— for good
reasons. We are all involved in a dynamic era of changing times in
the use and in the status of our public lands and the resources
associated with them. There is a greatly expanded public awareness
and concern for the environment.

We, involved with range management, have a special interest and
challenge in this respect. Traditional livestock use is receiving
special scrutiny and unfavorable comment, in part, because of the
deteriorated condition of much of the Western public lands. Thirty-
six years of grazing administration under substantially unchanged
regulations and procedures has not provided adequate progress toward
improving public rangelands to meet our National needs and the demands
of the changing public interest.

People are now more aware of the tremendous potential of these lands
for various types of recreation, open space, unpolluted streams, and
wildlife habitat. These uses have now blossomed into recognized
demands for a greater share of public resources. It is clear that
environmental degredation resulting from livestock grazing is
inconsistent with our National objectives and will not be condoned
by the public.

The role of domestic livestock grazing is at a cross roads. Livestock
grazing is by far the most universal use of the public lands. The
same forces that deteriorated the rangelands through improper grazing
can be used to improve conditions through proven management techniques.
Livestock grazing can be beneficial. Grazing animals are a natural
part of the rangeland environment. The Bureau and particularly you
here in Montana have ambly^ demonstrated that well-managed grazing
will result in increased production and improved environment bene-
ficial to all uses of the public land -- better watersheds, plentiful
forage for livestock, improved wildlife habitat and enhanced
environment

.

Since embarking on this exciting program in" 1965, the AMP program has
had remarkable success and acceptance by livestock users. In short,
we now have the technology to manipulate grazing to improve conditions
on the land, but we have not been completely successful in securing
the necessary funds and manpower to fully implement the program. In
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addition we lack the real administrative tools to implement the
techniques

.

Attempts to obtain additional funds have been improperly designed
in the past and have been unsuccessful principally because the
benefits and costs associated with AMPs have not been quantified
and the criteria for determining priority ranking of AMPs have not
been explicitly set forth.

How are we endeavoring to prove to the Department and Congress what
we know is occuring on the ground? Our basic approach has been
through a specific issue in the PPBS system. An integral part of
this is a Cost/Benefit Analysis of selected AMPs. I will endeavor
to explain the rationale and status of this effort.

I. Objective

A. Pretest the model to be used in economic analysis of AMPs

B. Estimate the benefits and costs on a selected number of
AMPs

II. Measurements of AMP Benefits & Costs

A. Criteria used to measure benefits to livestock
1. Increase in AUMs
2. Increase in meat turnoff

(a) Less death loss
(b) Increase lambing and calving percentages
(c) Lower replacement rates
(d) Heavier sales weights

B. Criteria for wildlife benefits
Increase in hunter days

C. Criteria for watershed benefits
Increase in equivalent acres stabilized

D. No other benefits were measured

E. Costs of the AMPs included both Federal and operator
costs including costs of capital improvements, planning,
operation, and maintenance

F. Time period covered 25 years from implementation

G. Discount rate used 5 1/87.

19



H. A monetary value was not placed on equivalent acres
stabilized therefore, the B/C ratios included only
benefits to livestock wildlife

III. Results of Study

A. Two-thirds of AMPs showed B/Cs of 1:1 and over

B. B/Cs ranged from 0.4:1 to 5:1 (See table 1 for B/Cs
by allotment)

C. Equivalent acres stabilized per allotment ranged from
1500 to over 200,000 (Table 1)

D. Wildlife contributed a maximum of 6.77. to the B/Cs
(See table 3)

E. Capital improvements costs ranged from 13% of the
discounted total costs to 767. of the discounted total
costs. Both of these AMPs had B/Cs less than 1:1.
(Table 4)

IV. Future

A. Economic analyses of AMPs before implementation is

anticipated

B. Problem of developing a model that:

1. Will provide acceptable answers
a. In terms of accuracy
b. In terms of consistency

2. Be reasonable in costs of
a. Data Collection
b. Analyzing

3. May be used by non-economist

How have we approached the problem of providing the administrative
tools to accommodate the intensive management efforts? I'm sure
you are well aware that our grazing regulations are not in tune with
the times and are oriented largely toward adjudication efforts rather
than intensive management. We have made some piece-meal changes in
recent years oriented toward intensive management, but not enough.

We presently have a proposed amendment to the Section 3 and 15

regulations in the Department. This has been there since November
and may or may not be acted upon this year.
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In brief, the amendments for inside districts would (1) make
specific reference to the multiple use and environmental
protection policies for public lands as set out in Subpart 1725
of the regulations, (2) specifically provide for wildlife forage and
habitat needs in accordance with this policy, (3) allow an allotment
management plan to operate as terms and conditions of a grazing
permit, and (4) provide for standards for design and construction of
range improvement projects.

Provisions would be specifically made for total wildlife forage and
habitat requirements. Present regulations deal only with sharing
of forage in dual-use areas. The regulations would clearly reflect
policies for allocation of forage and habitat to fish, big and small
game, other wildlife, and free-roaming horses and burros.

Present Section 3 regulations do not clearly identify allotment
management plans as do the Section 15 regulations. The proposal
would correct this. The proposal would also allow an allotment
management plan to operate as terms and conditions of a permit.
This would improve administrative efficiency and save time for the
livestock operator and the Government.

Cooperative and Section 4 range improvements within districts must
be constructed in such a manner that they comply with standards and
specifications for Bureau projects. The proposal would state this
clearly. Such provisions are presently incorporated in the
regulations relating to improvements on lands outside grazing
districts.

Outside grazing districts the proposed amendments would (1) provide
for an animal-unit-month charge for crossing permits, (2) establish
end-of-season billing procedures, and (3) add a cross-reference to

the policies in 43 CFR 1725 (environmental consideration) in the

section on management consideration.

Trailed stock often consume as much forage as free-roaming animals.

The present trailing fee outside districts is based on head/day
rate. This is unrealistic in that it is not related to actual
forage use. The proposed change would make the charge for crossing
permits the same as for any other grazing lease or permit, i.e.,

the AUM's involved. This is the way that crossing permit fees for

lands within grazing districts are computed now. Under the existing
rules, issuing a permit is complicated when the crossing involves
both Section 3 and Section 15 lands.

The end-of-season billing procedures proposed for lands outside
grazing districts are applied now to lands inside districts. They
eliminate the need to issue supplemental licenses throughout the

season. One license, based on actual use, can be issued at the end
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of the grazing season. This practice simplifies billing procedures

both for the Government and the user.

We are fully aware that these changes are only useful as interim

measures and only partially provide the regulatory tools to fully

carry out an intensive management program in the most efficient

manner. Therefore, we are presently looking further into the

future

.

We are now working on a draft of a revised regulation and manual for

unauthorized grazing use (trespass). In brief, we are endeavoring

to provide more stringent penalties which will serve primarily as a

deterrent to unauthorized use. Some of our present thinking is that

it should include a minimum trespass fee regardless of time or

circumstances and provide procedures which act as a deterrent and

provide a positive means to stop such use when it occurs. It should

also include provisions for impoundment of unauthorized livestock

in specific situations.

Probably our most ambitious consideration is the combining of the

regulations for inside and outside grazing districts so that we

have only one set of regulations and manual. The present arrangement

was satisfactory when limited intensive management was involved,

particularly on Section 15 lands. However, at the present time the

management distinctions between these two types of land are no longer

valid. This is a major undertaking which will take much effort on

the part of the field offices as well as the Washington office to

provide a product of maximum useability and efficiency.

A significant factor which will affect any future regulation changes

is proposed legislation. As you know, the Department has identified

an Organic Act for the Bureau as a priority legislative need. A

proposal is now being circulated for field comments and we will await

ultimate disposition before finalizing any grazing regulation

proposals

.

I have talked about a number of items which are in various stages of

thought and consideration. Prior to any final action we will be

coming to you people for advice and assistance. I anticipate much

help and direction will be forthcoming from this meeting. We do not

have all the answers or do we profess to have them. We need your

help if we are to develop policies and programs which will result in

improved on-the-ground management of our natural resources.

It has been a real opportunity to talk to you today and be able to

participate in the remainder of your workshop. I challenge you to

use this meeting as a real means to identify some of your on-the-

ground problems and suggest some viable approaches to solving the

problems. This is your opportunity to let your thoughts and needs
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be known. I congratulate you on the range management job you are
doing here in Montana—keep up the excellent work.
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Appendix #5

NEW HORIZONS IN BUREAU'S TRAINING PROGRAM

by Floyd Kinsinger

The objective for development of a Bureau Resource Management
Training Program is to provide skills needed to fulfill Bureau
goals in resource management and will be accomplished in
conformance with Bureau training systems

.

UNIVERSAL 100 SERIES

History of Public Lands
Public Land Laws & Regulations
Records & Status
BLM Organization, Mission & Goals
BLM Planning System
Communication
Programming System
Introduction to Public Service
Advisory Boards
The Public & The Administrator
Source Materials for Resource Management
Adjudication, Appeal & Litigation
Work Planning, Organization & Supervision
Land Identification & Site Description
Photography
Audio-Visual Presentation
Introduction to Environmental Quality
Safety & Survival
Introduction to Resource Economics
BLM Research & Technology
Resource Protection
Interagency Relationships

200 SERIES - General

Basic Ecology
Multiple Use Interrelationships
Resource Economics

200 SERIES - Coordination
RANGE

Range Management Background, policy, "Goals & Objectives
Awards of Grazing Privileges
Management Practices
Supervision & Inspection
Grazing Advisory Boards
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Livestock Forage Component of the Planning System

WILDLIFE

Wildlife Management Background, Policy, Goals &
Objectives

Habitat Management System

Impacts on Wildlife

Engineering
Forest Management
Lands
Minerals
Protection
Range Management
Recreation
Watershed

Life History & Habitat Requirements
Population Dynamics

WATERSHED

Watershed Management Background, Policy, Goals &
Objectives

Watershed Conservation & Development System

Impacts on Watershed

Lands
Minerals
Forest Management
Protection
Range Management
Recreation
Engineering
Wildlife

Water Management
Soils Management
Vegetation Cover Manipulation

FORESTRY

Forest Management Background, Policy, Goals &
Objectives

Forest Management System
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Impacts on Forestry

Lands
Minerals
Protection
Range Management
Recreation
Engineering
Wildlife
Watershed

Silvicultural Applications

RECREATION

Recreation Management Background, Policy, Goals &
Objectives

Recreation Management System

Impacts on Recreation

Lands
Minerals
Protection
Range Management
Engineering
Wildlife
Watershed
Forest Management

Archeological & Historical Sites
Off-Road Vehicle Use

LANDS

Classification
Access
Withdrawals
Acquisitions & Exchanges

MINERALS

Background, Policy, Goals & Objectives
Surface Protection (Part 23)

ENGINEERING

Impacts of Resource Management on Engineering

PROTECTION
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TECHNICAL PROCEDURE SERIES

(BLM Methodology)

PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERIES

(Post Graduate Updating of
Scientific & Professional Knowledge)

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT SERIES

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR SERIES
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TECHNICAL PROCEDURE SERIES

Range

RANGE MANAGEMENT POLICY & GOALS

ADJUDICATION OF GRAZING PRIVILEGES

GRAZING APPEALS & HEARINGS

GRAZING MANAGEMENT CRITERIA

RANGE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

RANGE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

ENFORCEMENT

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN SYSTEM

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF GRAZING
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Watershed

WATERSHED POLICY & GUIDELINES

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

GEOLOGY & SOILS EVALUATION PROCEDURES

COVER EVALUATION PROCEDURES

CLIMATIC DATA SOURCES

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGIC PROCEDURES

GROUND WATER HYDROLOGIC PROCEDURES

EROSION EVALUATION PROCEDURES

WATER QUALITY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

WATERSHED CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

JOB MANAGEMENT

LAND TREATMENT PRACTICES

WATER CONTROL PRACTICES

WATER DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
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Wildlife

WILDLIFE PROGRAM HABITAT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
POLICY & PROCEDURES

WILDLIFE POPULATION MANAGEMENT

EXTENSIVE HABITAT INVENTORY ANALYSIS

INTENSIVE HABITAT INVENTORY ANALYSIS

HABITAT MANAGEMENT PLANS

HABITAT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMING

HABITAT MANAGEMENT STUDIES

HABITAT DEVELOPMENT POLICY & PROCEDURES

STREAM HABITAT

POND, LAKE & RESERVOIR

MARSH HABITAT

FOREST HABITAT

WOODLAND HABITAT

SHRUB HABITAT

GRASSLAND HABITAT

DESERT HABITAT

DEVELOPMENT
TECHNIQUES
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PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERIES

Courses Now In Existence

RANGE MANAGEMENT SHORT COURSE U.S.U.

RANGE SHORT COURSE U.I., W.S.U., O.S.U.

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT SEMINAR U.A.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT SHORT COURSE. ..... C.S.U.

SOIL SCIENTIST TRAINING INSTITUTE C.S.U.

ADVANCED SOIL CLASSIFICATION N.M.S.U.

PESTICIDE ECOLOGY F.W.Q.A.

WATER QUALITY STUDIES F.W.Q.A.

FRESH WATER BIOLOGY & POLLUTION ECOLOGY F.W.Q.A.

MARINE BIOLOGY & POLLUTION ECOLOGY F.W.Q.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS & SCIENCES SEMINAR ASPEN

HYDROLOGY SHORT COURSE I.S.U.

HYDROLOGY SHORT COURSE U.A.

ESTUARY STUDIES F.W.Q.A.

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS INSTITUTE

REGRESSION METHODS. ... C.S.U.

STATISTICAL METHODS C.S.U.

OUTDOOR RECREATION SHORT COURSE C.S.U.

AERIAL PHOTO SHORT COURSE . . O.S.U.

PESTICIDE SEMINAR O.S.U.
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PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERIES

Courses Proposed

SYSTEMATIC ECOLOGY

SIMULATION MODELING

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WATER QUALITY

AIR QUALITY

GEOMORPHOLOGY

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY

GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY

WATER BUDGET

ENERGY BUDGET

SOIL CLASSIFICATION

CLIMATOLOGY & WEATHER MODIFICATION

REMOTE SENSING

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

A.D.P.

WILDLIFE SPECIES ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORIES & HABITAT
REQUIREMENTS

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR WILDLIFE SPECIES

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT SHORT COURSE

RESOURCE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
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Appendix #8

BENEFITS FROM REST-ROTATION GRAZING MANAGEMENT
IN SOUTH DAKOTA

Slide Presentation by Hy Wilson
Natural Resource Specialist, South Dakota Area Office

Belle Fourche, South Dakota

Western Wheatgrass is encroaching on the selectively grazed bare
areas at an amazing rate. On the Crago Allotment, where the plan
has been in effect for 5 years, some of these areas have completely
closed in (Van Kirk #4, plot). In 1967 this plot had 4 mature
plants and 1 seedling of western wheatgrass; in 1970 it had
increased to 272 mature plants and 92 seedlings. On the Moreau
Grazing Association, the plan has been in effect since July of
1969, this encroachment is already visible (Aspect views of West
Side #1 and Hills #2)

.

Vigor is improving on the willows and sage brush on the MGAA (Teepee
Ring #1B, Deep Cut #1 & 1A) . Along with this improved vigor of the
willows and increased forage in the streams, the roughness coefficient
is increasing, causing an increased amount of silt to be deposited
on the allotments. (Deep cut #1 & 1A) . A good example of this is
on Crago's where I had to dig the plot stakes out of the ground in
1969 and in 1970. 4-5 inches of silt has been deposited here each
year. This plot is now staked with 12 inch stakes, graduated by
inches to aid in finding this plot and to keep track of this
deposition (Driskill #5).

Some of the side benefits are:

Increased Habitat for waterfowl (Mule Creek #6) , for furbearers
(muskrat house) , and nesting cover for songbirds (meadowlark nest)

.

Increased numbers and vigor of browse species for big game (salt
bush and rose) . Re-establishment of species that were once
believed to have been removed from the area by grazing (Little
bluestem, on Crago's) and the volunteer establishment of Cottonwood
trees, (Mule Creek #6A and New trees on Moreau Grazing Association).
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Appendix #9

MALTA'S APPROACH TO BILLING PROCEDURES

by Glen Stickley
Natural Resource Specialist

Malta District Office

First of all I'd like to make a slight change in the title of my
presentation to - MALTA'S APPROACH TO AMP BILLING PROCEDURES.

With only 20 minutes, there is little time for preliminaries or
minor details and still leave time for questions. If you have some
questions when I'm finished, I'll try to answer them.

There are several conditions or prerequisites to billing after
grazing use occurs:

1. The public lands must be within a Grazing District
(Sec. 3, Taylor Act). Outside Grazing Districts,
leases must be paid in advance (CFR 4125.1-l(m) (3))

.

2. There must be an approved AMP (CFR 4115.2-l(k)2(i))

.

3. The AMP must specify some user flexibility (BLM
Manual 4115.2lClf).

4. The AMP must specify the billing procedure to be
used. (BLM Manual 4115. 21C2b (3) and 4115.21C2b(7))

.

5. Almost taken for granted, accurate actual use figures
are mandatory.

Assuming that we have met the prerequisites and prepared the AMP
properly for billing "after the fact", then the method is optional
with the District Manager. (4115. 2- l(k) (2) (i) (a) and (b)).

Option a. Issue a fee notice upon termination of the
grazing period authorized and reflecting the actual use.

Option b. Issue a fee notice in advance based on the
"normal" operation, with an adjustment at the end of the
grazing season. The adjustment is in the form of a
second fee notice, a credit, or a refund and reflects
actual grazing use.

We have tried both alternatives at Malta and without any reservations
whatsoever prefer Option a. This preference is based on several
reasons

.
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1. Only one billing is required. Where Cooperative
State Grazing Districts are concerned, they too
would only need to issue one bill.

2. Processing refunds or credits requires substantial
amounts of additional administrative time. Credits
also may be carried for a maximum of only 90 days.
(BLM Manual 4ll5.21C5c and BLM Manual 1372 and 1374).

3. There is a substantial monetary benefit to the
operator if he isn't required to pay his fees in

advance. This is just one more selling point for

AMP's. We may just as well use it.

4. Problems associated with $5.00 minimum adjustments
are avoided.

In billing AMP's on actual use, one problem immediately crops up. At
what stage of AMP implementation do we start? When first signed?
When all improvements are in place and the grazing system is fully
functional? Or at some stage in between? Our decision was that "All
AMP operators be billed on actual grazing use when the plan has been
signed by the operator and the District Manager and the approval
occurs before the cooperative state grazing district certification
or the regular Section 3 billing is issued for that year."

Details of actual billing procedures we are using in the district
follow: These details were extracted from a district memo and will
be included in the training session minutes. A sample billing
procedure section from an AMP is also included.

Steps involved in actual use billing:

1. Actual Use Forms (as they apply to billing)

a. Resource area received actual use forms from the operator.
The allottee or his official representative should sign
the form.

b. Resource area calculates actual use. Refer to BLM
Manual 1371.5 for figuring AUMs

.

2. AMP Billing Index Card (Malta DO form 1370-7)

This card will be used as a worksheet and record in correcting
total AUMs actual use to AUMs grazing use of public lands.
The complexity of some allotments requires that separate line
entries be made for each grazing system (when there is more
than one as with some FHA Associations), each CSGD, (if the
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allotment straddles district boundaries) , and for any
extensively managed public land areas (such as small
tracts fenced with base property)

.

a. Line 1 - Total actual use is entered in Line 1 on the

reverse side of the AMP billing index card (Illustration

1) . You may wish to show in the remarks column how much
of this total use was actual months of yearling use.

Remember that full charges for a month of yearling use
must be made regardless of any yearling factor flexibility
granted.

Place the percentage of PD and LU, as listed from the

normal operation, into the applicable columns. Multiply
the total actual use times these percentages to obtain
the actual use based AUMs of public land grazing.
Remember to round all fractional AUMs to the next whole
AUM.

Under remarks, enter "AMP grazing system". Also enter
"AUMs payable" if this is the entire operation.

b. Line 2 - If the AMP also involves public land which is to
be billed for carrying capacity only, enter the AUMs
involved in the appropriate actual use based billing
column. Note in "Remarks" that it is carrying capacity
with base or identify other reasons for so-called 100

percent license.

c. Line 3 - Total lines 1 and 2 actual use based billing
column. Show under remarks as "AUMs payable".

d. Flag any part of this allottee's operation which is not

covered by the AMP by entering a note on the front side

of the billing index card. This is to guarantee that the

remaining billing is picked up on a regular billing.

e. AMPs on a common pasture or with more than one cooperative
state grazing district involved will require additional

detail and entries but the same procedure should be

followed.

3. Payment Statement (Form 1370-10, Illustration 2)

This form provides a vehicle to inform the individual CSGD
operator and CSGD of the details of the actual use based
billing.

a. Multiply the "AUMs Payable" as derived above times the
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year's applicable fees. Enter this amount on Form
1370-10 under amount payable and balance payable to
the Bureau.

b. Under remarks on 1370-10, enter the details necessary
to inform the operator and to provide the cooperative
state grazing district with the information necessary
for further action on their part. One way to do this
is to xerox the reverse side of the billing index
card onto the remarks section of the 1370-10.

Fee Notice (Form 1370-2)

a. Deliver the completed Form 1370-10 to the billing clerk.
She will use it to issue a fee notice to the operator,
or the cooperative state grazing district.

b. Where no cooperative state grazing district is involved,
a fee notice (Illustration 3) will be issued with a copy
of the 1370-10 attached as soon as it can be processed.

c. When a cooperative state grazing district is involved,
Forms 1370-10 may be held until all are received for that
particular district. Charges will then be summarized and
a fee notice (Illustration 4) issued to the district. A
copy of each 1370-10 will be attached. A second copy will
be mailed separately to inform each operator of the action
taken by BLM.

Accounts Receivable

Accounts receiveable include only those bills which represent
a firm debt at the time of issuance. Grazing fees, billed
after the actual use is determined are classified as accounts
receivable and cannot be cancelled for non-payment.

This type of bill must be reported to Denver Service Center on a

collection data sheet (Form 1370-35) at the time the bill is

completed, and is also prepared by the billing clerk. A
collection data sheet is prepared in accordance with BLM Manual
1371.72 for each bill issued.

After each monthly closing date, the following ADP reports are
furnished by DSC:

1. Accounts Receivable-Collection Report - This report shows
the balance at the beginning of the month, the bills and
collections processed during the current month, and the

closing balance.
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2. Accounts Receivable Recap Report - This is a detailed
listing of outstanding accounts receivable. Accounts
are listed by document date, type and number; debtor's
name; amount, agency code, fund symbol; and the date
of the last collection.

Procedures are given in BLM Manual 1375.1 for collecting
delinquent accounts not paid within 30 days after the fee
notice is issued.
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Illustration 5

Sample AMP Billing Procedures Section

F. Billing Procedures

Accurate actual use information on numbers and class of

livestock, and periods of use (by pasture)!' will be maintained

by on forms provided by the
(Operator)

BLM. The forms will be returned to the Malta District BLM

Office by __________________ each year.

(Date)

Following receipt of the actual use figures, the BLM will issue

a fee notice (to the CSGD)- reflecting

the actual grazing use made. The bill is payable within 30

days of the date of issuance. No further grazing of public land

in the allotment is authorized until the grazing fees are paid

for the previous season.

The percentage of Federal range changes each year because

different pastures are rested each year. For billing purposes,

the average total allotment Federal range percentages will be

used to calculate fees. Upon completion of a grazing cycle, the

actual use on public lands will equal the billed use .*J'

1/ Include "by pasture" only if you need actual use by pasture
and it is not possible to get it.

2/ Include if allotment is in a CSGD. ,

_$/ This paragraph necessary if the grazing system is rest-

rotation (4115.21C2b(5)).
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BILLING INDEX

Zellmer, Leonard K.

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN
Illustration 1

aaaa

June 18, 1967

. — -w- ?+*%, ^s c> -^r. ..' tasr - J

Blaine

'li-iwircc Area

North Fork
^./w.icrafcive State G'***z ing Q*.& ttict

October 15

-o flexibility Period Si l&Si

November 1

JSS

November 15

f
x) Bill or. actual use jHj Bill aor&alL/

(cr.J of season) (before u&c>

V'S'tJf'v* I v-.t ».-•

Operators: 1

Acres public 1 ,240

Acres private 320

1 ,560

i.oposco i<Lii.ir»2

la addition to this AMP billing* the operator has a regular billing
on none

t . .

(Use Reverse, for TJorkaheet)

f _ Zellmer, Leonard K. 'State

-'
'

:
TOTAL 'AMP ACMS

|
Percent

[Federal Rattle

Actual Use
Eased Billing

AUMs
,j

X'oroal

Operation
(Flexibility

|
Kin

j
Max

j Actual

|
Use

j

•

-,.,

6 LU
j

PD
j

LU PD i Res-rkr;

—1S&LL •499

j

'1

i 400 !
• '600 554 J

(

•56 I 2 322 12 AMP Grazing System

- ^
1 1

J j . Fenced w/base

328 12
:

Total AUMs payable

!
1 A. '

1

1970 ! 499
;

400 600 469 !

i

58 |

' 2 "j 272
|

10 AMP Grazing System

!

i

j |
6 Fenced w/base

i
.

,
. i i i

278
:

10
|

Total AUMs payable
,

I'll !

i

i

i

s

!
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|

3
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;
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Illustration 2

Form 1370-10
(Novc-:..jcr 1964)

(formtrly 4—1 188)

UNITED STATES
PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
(*EAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

PAYMENT STATEMENT

Number

Date

January 15, 1971
Serial Number

!Sl... at of under payment or overpayment [x] Debit or credit memorandum

Name Mrs. Helen Mavencamp
c/o North Phillips Cooperative State Grazing District

DEBIT

375.58

S _-3JZ5...5_8_

S

Amount payable

Amount paid

Balance payable to Bureau

Other (specify)

The above amount to be paid by North

Phillips CSGD.

CREDIT

_ Amount paid

_ Amount payable

Balance due remitter

_ Other (specify)

Remarks:

The 1970 grazing charges for the Helen Mavencamp allotment management plan are based
upon the actual grazing use information provided by Mrs. Mavencamp. The total actual
grazing use in the system was 1,254 AUMs. In addition, there is 15 AUMs grazing on
PD land fenced with the base lands.

1,254 AUMs

1,254 AUMs
x

X

Fenced w/base

43.5% LU - 546 AUMs x $.65 - $354.90
2.57. PD - 32 AUMs x $.44 - 14.08

PD - 15 AUMs x $.44 - 6.60

$375.58

Information copy to Mrs. Mavemcamp.
Dante Solari, Dist£8*o«uManager
48 =
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Form 1370-2
(January 1960)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Illustration 3

. A111690NO

Date: November 23, 1970

MAKE REMITTANCE PAYABLE JO
Bureau of Land Management

AND MAIL WITH THIS BILL TO

N'.im?

Strt'ct

City

StvilC

Zip CoJc

Mr. Leonard K. Zellmer

Hogeland, Montana 59529

BUREAU 01-' LAND W \-'K ;.:

P. 0. Box ..',

Malta, Montana Wri'v

ALLOTMENT OR
MANAGEMENT AREA

Individual

FUND AMOUNT

145896 180.70
145032 4.40

NUMBER
AND
CLASS

cordai ceIn ac

Management
Actual use
the Operat

PERIOD

FROM

c r

with' Alllotmen£
Plan Revised 4/28/|69.
AUMs provided by

PERCENT
FEDERAL
RANGE

278 LU .65

COST
PER AUM

.GRACING
FEE

10 PD .44

i80.70

4.40

185.10

Suspended Nonuse Aumc

SPECIAL STIPULATIONS

'. ENCLOSE THIS BILL WITH YOUR REMITTANCE

This billing notice shows the amount due a* fees for livestock
(;ru?lflt; use extended to you. Authorization to una the public
liindM, upon payment of the fees, will bo issued to you by
[impropriate receipt for payment. Teas arc duo upon receipt
of tliis notice and must be paid in advance of the first grazing
period for the full amount shown (43 CFR 4115.2-l(k)(4) a

,43 C:-R 4!2S.l-l(m)(3))i If this bill involves •pplicnt.'

T.-ir Ji Jkojja :'j>;ii« to make timely payment will bo consldon

refusal to accept a license (43 CFR 4115.2-l(e)i'.0fii)).

If on allotment management plan or permit is Involved, failure

to pay the fees may result in action toward' cancellation

(43 CFR 411S.2-l(d)). If a new grazing lease Is involvod,

failure to pay within IS days of recoipl of this billing will

, i noninsuance of tht less*. An cxistinc ledso may
49 tiled if timely payment of fees due Is not made

4125,l-l(mX3».



Illustration 4
n GPO »«9 • 730

Form 1370-2
(January 1969)

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

NO. A111690

Date: January 20, 1971

MAKE REMITTANCE PAYABLE TO
Bureau of Land Management

AND MAIL WITH THIS BILL TO

Nnmf

Siren
CA\y

Sute
Zip Code

North Phillips Cooperative State Grazing Difctilct
c/o Kenneth Truaxj Secretary
Malta, Montana 59538

BUREAU OF LAND Ml :^ :

P. 0. Bo>: •

Malta, Montana ?'»V;.'i

FUND AMOUNT

145896 $5,760.95
145032 2,318.36

ALLOTMENT OR NUMBER
AND
CLASS

PERIOD PERCENT
FEDERAL
RANGE

AUMl COST
PER AUMMANAGEMENT AREA PROM TO FEE

1970 grazing season ch«

operations. AUMs of a<

provided by the folloV

Lrges for al]

:tual use art

.ng operator:

Lssn.

otment ms

based up

:

nagement
on infop

plan
lation

8,863

5,269

.65

.44

$5,760.95

2,318.36

Cottonwood Grazing ,

Alfred Grabofsky
Hanson Brothers

$8,079.31

Heronirrtus Leibel
Ben Math
Milton Olsen
Leo Petrie
Kenneth White
Alben Haugen
Helen Mavencamp

A statement for each < >perator 3 isted ab >ve is i ttached

Suspended Nonuse Aums

SPECIAL STIPULATIONS

ENCLOSE THIS BILL WITH YOUR REMITTANCE

This hilling notice shows the amount due as fees for livestock
ura/ing use extended to you. Authorization to use the public
lands, upon payment of- the fees, will be issued to you by
Appropriate receipt for payment. Fees ore due upon receipt
of this notice and must be paid in advance of the first grazing
Period for the full amount shown (43 CFR 4115.2-1(10(4)
43 CFR 412S.l-l(m)(3)). If this bill involves applies
for a license, failure to make timely payment will be conoids

refusal to accept a license (43 CFR 4115.2-l(eX9)(ii)>.
If an allotment rnunn'gement plan or permit is involved, failure

to pay the fees may result in action toward cancellation

(43 CFR 4115.2-l(d)). If a new grazing lease is involved,

failure to pay within 15 days of receipt of this billing will

n nonisauance of the lease. An existing lease may
50 im.-elled if timely payment of feeo due is not made

r-R4125.1-l(m)(3)).



Illustration 5

Sample AMP Billing Procedures Section

F. Billing Procedures

Accurate actual use information on numbers and class of

1/livestock, and periods of use (by pasture)- will be maintained by

on forms provided by the BLM. The forms
(Operator)

will be returned to the Malta District BLM Office by
(Date)

each year

.

Following receipt of the actual use figures, the BLM will

issue a fee notice (to the CSGD)-/ reflecting

the actual grazing use made. The bill is payable within 30 days

of the date of issuance. No further grazing of public land in the

allotment is authorized until the grazing fees are paid for the

previous season.

The percentage of Federal range changes each year because

different pastures are rested each year. For billing purposes,

the average total allotment Federal range percentages will be used

to calculate fees. Upon completion of a grazing cycle, the actual

use on public lands will equal the billed use.—'

1/ Include "by pasture" only if you need actual use by pasture and it

is not possible to get it.

2/ Include if allotment is in a CSGD.
3/ This paragraph necessary if the grazing system is rest-rotation

(4115.21C2b(5)).
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Appendix #10

BENEFITS FROM REST-ROTATION GRAZING MANAGEMENT
IN BILLINGS DISTRICT

Slide Presentation by Duane Whitmer
Natural Resource Specialist
Billings District Office

An allotment management plan was developed for the Southwest End
Common Allotment in 1967. It's located about 15 miles northwest
of Billings and is a little over 4,000 acres in size.

The management objectives are to grow more vigorous plants for
livestock, wildlife, watershed protection and aesthetics. We chose
to accomplish these objectives by designing a grazing system to
accommodate the physiological needs of green needlegrass and
Nuttall's saltbush.

A four pasture rest-rotation grazing management system was developed
to provide rest for vigor, seed production, and seedling establish-
ment for both green needlegrass and Nuttall's saltbush. Green
needlegrass is a tall bunchgrass which produces a large quantity of
livestock forage, sharptail grouse cover, and provides good watershed
protection. Nuttall's saltbush is relished by livestock in fall and
big game in the winter, because of its relatively high protein level
late in the season.

Since available protein is a most important factor in livestock
nutrition, Nuttall's saltbush should increase livestock weight gains,
especially in the fall when the grasses and forbs have all cured out.

We are three years into the grazing system and have noted several
desirable responses. Western wheatgrass is increasing very rapidly.
In fact, it has completely out-completed prickly pear cactus as

shown in photographs from one range trend station. Prairie cordgrass
is re-establishing itself in the coulee bottoms. This grass is warm-
season and rhizomatous, which makes it highly desirable for summer
livestock forage and for watershed protection. Chokecherry, willows
and snowberry are starting to grow again in some of coulee bottoms.
These shrubs are helping stabilize the channel, while providing food
and cover for mule deer and sharptail grouse.

We are observing a good vigor response of both green needlegrass and
Nuttall's saltbush. In a few years, after one complete grazing
cycle, we should have significant photographic evidence showing more
plants of both green needlegrass and Nuttall's saltbush. We don't

expect green needlegrass and Nuttall's saltbush to be taking over
the entire range, but are very confident that both plants will reach
their highest possible dominance in all adapted and potentially
suitable sites.
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Appendix #11

BENEFITS FROM REST-ROTATION GRAZING MANAGEMENT
IN MILES CITY DISTRICT

Slide Presentation by Jerry R. Hawkinson
Natural Resource Specialist
Miles City District Office

Slides 1-4 Lone Tree area of Southeastern Montana

First photos taken in 1968, comparison photos in 1970. These
plots show increased vigor and plant density. Also the photo
quality has improved - the first photos were taken with a
private camera using commercial development. The *70 photos
were taken with a better lens and developed under the Kodak
contract. Also we have learned to take less sky in the
aspect photos.

Slides 5-20 Taken on the Verle Pierce allotment on the
Wyoming line in Southeastern Montana

Very harsh sites but plants are larger and more vigorous, some
plots show that ground cover is increasing - barren ridges are
being covered with annual vegetation - secondary plant
succession.

Slides 21 - 31 Stellar Creek area North of Vananda

First photos in 1968, comparison photos in 1970. On the
extremely harsh sites increased vigor of western wheat and
leader growth on sagebrush and rabbitbrush. Nearly level area
showing increased density and vigor of prairie cordgrass.

Slides 32 - 43 Burgess Ranch Northeast of Jordan, Montana

First photos in 1968, comparison in 1970. These photos show
the results of rest-rotation on better soils.

This series showed the vigor of fringed sagewort, an undesirable
declining in vigor and density while the grasses, principally
green-needle increased in vigor and density. One set of
comparisons showed an obvious improving range even though more
forage had been removed than the range survey said was available.
This is possible by rotating the use.

Slides 44 - 49

Showed individual species of warm season grasses which were not
known to be present when the rest-rotation systems were started.
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These grasses are very high producers of highly palatable
forage and help to balance the cows diet by providing
green forage during the summer months when the cool season
grasses are dormant or cured. The grasses pictured were:

Slide 50

Big bluestera

Switchgrass
Little bluestem -

Prairie cordgrass

thought by some to be unpalatable
but photo shows stubble height of 1".

- excellent binder of soil - extensive
root system. Spreads by rhizomes.

Islands of western wheatgrass invading a formitable blue grama
sod.

Slides 51 & 52

Shows larva of coccineal beetle which preys on cactus causing
them to die. This is possible because of more moist micro
climate caused by accumulation of litter and standing vegetation
to shade the ground.
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Appendix #12

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF INFRARED AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
TO RANGE STUDIES-L'

by Dr. Merle Meyer
University of Minnesota

Because of the increasing demands upon the public lands by a growing
population, field resource managers will be more and more hard-pressed
to meet the needs for resource evaluation, planning and the execution
of management programs. This is particularly true with respect to the
vegetation resource and it is extremely questionable whether conven-
tional ground range studies systems (biologically sound though they
are) can be continued in their present form due to the lack of adequate
personnel and financing.

Among the approaches to the increasing problem of range studies
information-gathering might be the following: (a) elimination of
certain tasks wholly or in part, and/or (b) development of alternative
methods. To accomplish the latter may very well require some major
changes both in philosophy and technical approach.

It is felt that a solution to the range studies problem may, at least
in part.be found in the form of practical applications of sequential
small-aircraft 35mm aerial photography performed at the District level.

Important Preliminary Considerations

There is some tendency for professional field resource managers to
be either discouraged or completely cowed by the current flood of
technical gobble-dee-gook inundating the resource field concerning
"remote sensing". "Remote sensing" used to be just plain old "air
photo interpretation" but more recently other methods of environmental
information-gathering, such as airborne thermal sensors, ultra-violet
sensors, microwave and radar have entered the resource analysis scene.
Since many of these are essentially non-photographic systems, the
term "remote sensing" simply serves as a collective dumping ground for
all detached environmental sensing systems.

The question remains, however, as to what all these optical-electronic-
solid state-computerized goodies really mean in terms of current
applicability at the field level. In short, just how far out of touch
is the average field resource manager with regard to possible uses of

1' A report presented to the Bureau of Land Management, Montana
Range Management Workshop at Bozeman, Montana, on March 2nd, 1971.
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sophisticated remote sensing methods currently entering the scene?
The answer is "not much", if the following portion of an article
recently appearing in Photogrammetric Engineering is to be believed:

" deluged as one is these days with all the
glitter and glamour of remote sensing vehicles,
sophisticated (expensive) hardware, generous
capability claims and a burgeoning (somewhat
unintelligible) technical language, the necessity
for economic practical applications is sometimes
overlooked. Although most civil sector remote
sensing programs of major proportions have the
stated purpose of satisfying certain resource
management needs, the key man (the real, honest-
to-goodness on-the-ground resource manager) is,
so far, probably not getting much in the way of
technology that he can put to productive use.

Some of the new techniques are still too expensive
to justify; others are as yet so undeveloped, so
sophisticated or so complicated that it is difficult
for him to know how (or if) they can be put to

practical use. To suggest, however, that remote
sensing techniques must be greatly simplified for
the resource manager to understand and use is not
intended as an insult to either his intelligence
or his professional ability. Rather, it is

intended to suggest that he has better things to do
than to spend his time justifying remote sensing as
an end in itself (which it is not) , rather than
using it for what is is: another resource management
working tool... it would seem that practicalization of
a remote sensing capability is often a tougher nut to
crack then the initial capability per se...."

There is very little question but what some of these remarkable remote
sensing techniques are soon going to provide excellent planning tools
at the international, national and (perhaps) regional level. But,
unfortunately, there just isn't very much going on at the moment that
will benefit the resource manager directly in terms of solving his
problems on the ground.

Aerial Photography System Prerequisites

To be acceptable, an aerial photography trend analysis system would
have to satisfy the following requirements:

1. It must be cheaper than the current system
2. It must provide as good or better information.
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3. It must be operable at the District level.
4. Utilize an unsophisticated, functionally-

reliable camera which can be used for other
District purposes

.

5. Small locally-available aircraft are adequate.
6. Only short-term personnel training needed, and

no out-of-the-ordinary technical qualifications
required.

7. System consists of low cost off-the-shelf
components, a minimum of fabrication required
(preferably none)

.

8. Uses commercial film types available through
GSA and/or local merchants.

9. Commercially-available processing is adequate
(i.e., no special photo lab work).

10. Unsophisticated viewing and projection systems
for viewing and mapping at the District level
are adequate.

The desirability of establishing such capabilities at the District
level, rather than at more centralized locations, cannot be over-
emphasized. Although on the surface it might seem more desirable
to station a special crew and aircraft at, say, the State office
who would handle overflights for all Districts in the State, it would
be a logistical nightmare. Since vegetation stage would be so
critical in such an operation, it is entirely possible that a number
of Districts could come due for overflights at precisely the same
time. Also, given one photographer, one pilot, one camera and one
aircraft, the illness and/or breakdown of any one of these components
would make the entire system inoperable. Further, what is to be done with
the team and equipment in the off-season?

If the system to be suggested here becomes workable, it will become
so only in the hands of the man on the ground who has the technical
skill and practical experience to make it work. Professional judgment
will count for a great deal and this is a peculiarly human capability
which is (as yet) impossible to program into a cold-oatmeal optical-
mechanical system.

Status of Milk River Allotment Study

Although discussions have been under way for over a year, actual aerial
photography did not begin until June of 1970. What has transpired to
this point has been the product of the efforts and ideas of a great
many people — i.e., Dr. Robert Eng of Montana State University, Dick
Cosgriffe, Jim Linne, Frank Gjersing, Jack Jones, Lowell Brown and
Merle Meyer. There are considered to be two advantages to the involve-
ment of a large body of talent such as this: (a) a major input of ideas
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and practical experience gives any project a reasonably good
chance of success and ultimate survival, and (b) in the event of
failure, no single individual has to take all the blame!

The study has now progressed through the following steps:

A. Spring Aerial Photography -- June. 1970

On June 18, 1970, the allotment was flown by the Montana State Highway
Commission aerial photography unit. Arrangements, and coverage of
the costs, of the aircraft and crew were provided for by Dr. Robert
Eng of Montana State University. The film (Ektachrome Infrared) and
the processing of the film was contributed by the University of
Minnesota College of Forestry. Actual photography was at altitudes
of 25,000', 10,000' and 2,000'. The high-altitude photography, at
a scale of 1:50,000, was somewhat clouded but did show considerable
differences in water sediment load and in broad variations in the
general vegetation cover due, apparently, to broad soil type differences.

Only a small area of coverage of intermediate altitude photography, at
a scale of 1:20,000, was accomplished due to camera malfunction.
However, the low-altitude photography, flown at a scale of 1:4,000,
was of very good quality.

A few days prior to the overflight by the Montana State Highway
Commission photographic plane, a series of Ektachrome Infrared 35mm
photographs were made from a small aircraft by Jim Linne. Most of
the photographs were obliques and upon development proved to be of
excellent quality — indicating the 35mm color infrared photography
was, in fact, capable of very high pictorial quality and would, if
properly obtained, probably be able to compete with conventional
commercial 9x9- inch format aerial photography from the standpoint of
both economy and quality.

Due to lack of funding, no further work was done on the photography or
in the field during the remainder of the summer. A prototype of an
exterior camera mount for the State Office 35mm Minolta camera was,
however, constructed.

B. Fall Infrared Color 35mm Aerial Photography and Field Checking

In September, trial runs with the 35mm camera and mount on a Cessna
175 from Malta were accomplished by Dick Cosgriffe and Merle Meyer
over Milk River and Nichols Coulee allotments. It soon became obvious
that some system of mechanical film advancement would be necessary as
it was impossible for the operator to advance the film fast enough to
accomplish stereo coverage (i.e., 2 cycles/second required). Other-
wise, it seemed to function reasonably well.
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The fie Id- checking of the spring infrared color photography
(1:4,000 scale) by Dick Cosgriffe, Bob Eng, Jack Jonea, Frank
Gjersing and Merle Meyer was most revealing and encouraging.
Certain species and species groups of grasses, forbs and shrubs
were found to be recognizable as were such features as bare soil,
cow chips, rocks, cactus pads and differences in soil moisture.
Additionally, both submergent and emergent aquatic vegetation was
visible in stock reservoirs and differences in water depth and
water quality were visible in a number of cases.

Some weeks later, after the infrared color 35mm had been processed
and reviewed, it was found that the image sharpness of the 35mm
photography (also flown at a scale of 1:4,000) was actually sharper
than the spring large-camera photography. Additionally, certain
features were more apparent in the fall photography than in the
spring -- e.g., decadent Silver Sage was much more apparent on the
fall photography.

C. Viewing and Projection of 35mm Photography

A very satisfactory light table was made from a 2-bulb 20 watt
fluorescent light fixture, some drafting Mylar and two sheets of
glass. An 8X stereoscope was fabricated from two commercially-
available magnifying viewers and some scraps of plexiglass.

Several experimental rear-projection screens, utilizing the same
glass-Mylar sandwich made for the light table were tested as a means
of projecting the photo image upon various designs of plot overlays.
There seem to be indications, however, that side-by-side comparisons
of sequential 35mm photography can be done just as well by projecting
on a conventional wall screen as with a rear-projection system. This
needs more testing.

Future Plans

If at all possible, it is hoped that a two-season test of the tech-
nique can be initated on the Milk River Allotment in May of 1971.
Toward that end, a new Minolta auto-drive camera has been purchased
and a redesigned camera mount is being fabricated.

Should funds become available, a series of plots (clearly marked for
location on the photos) will be established in each pasture. The
plots will be nested and of various sizes and shapes in order to
determine what design (if any) will provide the necessary information
at a minimum cost

.

The ground study areas will be flown at several altitudes and with
several film-filter combinations at two-week intervals from May to
October (or at other times that seem appropriate). Since a great
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deal must be learned about photographic techniques, sample design,
photo viewing and aircraft guidance, the first summer is expected
to provide the answers to many of the current questions about
methods. It should also indicate quite definitely whether or not
the kinds of vegetation features necessary to the analysis of trend
are, in fact, subject to detection with 35mm aerial photography.
If so, then it would indicate that another (follow-up) season would
be desirable in order to determine the detectability of changes from
one year to another.
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Appendix #13

BENEFITS FROM REST-BOTATION GRAZING MANAGEMENT
IN SACAJAWEA RESOURCE AREA

Slide Presentation by Sam Short
Area Manager, Dillon District Office

The Dillon District is located in the southwestern part of Montana.

Whiteman's permanent residence in Montana was cradled in this area
which became famous for its mining activity and lush grass.

The majority of the native range land has been grazed by livestock
for well over a hundred years. The lower bench lands are used
for spring and fall range and the mountain ranges above 7,000 feet in
elevation are the principal summer ranges.

The area became famous for its abundancy of lush grass that "put the
pounds on the livestock". It supported a fantastic number of live-
stock up through 1900. Soon after, the livestock numbers started
declining and today the native range is supporting less than half the
former numbers

.

An important factor has occurred through the continuous use of the
range. The so-called lush grasses have literally disappeared from
the range.

Being very palatable to livestock, these plant species were grazed
heavily every year, eventually being weakened and replaced by plant
species less palatable to livestock and also less capable of
protecting the watershed. In Southwestern Montana, big sagebrush
and its associated plant species became dominant on most of the
range sites. The volume of sagebrush canopy varies with the range
site, climatic conditions, and grazing pressure.

Keen competition occurs between individual sagebrush plants for
available water through their divert root systems leaving more of
the soil surface without vegetative cover. This has resulted in
more exposure of priceless top soil to wind and water erosion in
addition to the decrease of wildlife and livestock forage production.

With increased exposure of the soil surface, there is a decrease in
moisture infiltration and perculation on site and increased surface
runoff and evaporation. Increased sporadic runoff causes increased
gullying, sediment pollution in streams, silt deposition in
reservoirs, aquatic habitat damages, property damage, etc.

Since livestock grazing has been the major factor influencing the
range regression, suitable alternatives should be initiated that
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provide a directional change and still provide for livestock grazing
which the local economy is dependent upon.

With this perspective, rest rotation was initiated in the Dillon
District. Short-term results have been favorable.

Relief from continuous grazing provides the opportunity for the

more palitable plant species to regain their complex plant community
dominance. The progression may occur rapidly or slowly, depending
upon several factors.

This grazing system allows for a plant composition of natural
equilibrium through plant vigor regeneration, seed production, seed-

ling establishment and increased plant density.

Through this progression, watershed condition improves, quantity and

quality of livestock forage improves, and populations of those wild-
life species adapted to that particular range ecosystem may be

maximized.

On most range sites when big sagebrush and associated species have
reached a vegetative dominance, benefits from rest rotation are slow

and in some cases so gradual that no response has been detected.

Artificial elimination of the big sagebrush has accelerated progressive
succession where intensive management is applied.

We have to decide if the costs and detrimental effects (if any) of

artificial elimination of sagebrush are justified in gaining the

benefits of accelerated progression.

Here in the Dillon District we have proceeded to review our sagebrush

control projects in this perspective.

Besides a priceless value to the environment to have the range ecosystem

progressing toward natural equilibrium, it in turn provides many
benefits

.

Watershed:

More of the annual precipitation is being used on the site. The

increased plant density, mulch cover and soil permeability allows

for more of the annual precipitation to infiltrate the soil surface

on site.

Overland flow is normally held to a minimunrwith more of the moisture

retained on site. The increased ground surface cover will keep soil

temperature rises and surface moisture evaporation at a minimum. Thus,

more moisture will be available for growing plants during dry periods.
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If sufficient precipitation is received to meet the site's field
capacity, the majority of the excess moisture percolates and leaves
the site through ground water channels instead of taking a

destructive overland flow route.

Water movement is considerably slowed through the ground water route.
Yields of springs and live streams are maximized and on a more
sustained basis

.

The increased stream flow during the entire year, cooler stream
temperatures during the summer and having less sediment carried by
the water are real benefits to aquatic life.

Livestock Forage:

The more desirable plant species are increasing resulting in healthier
livestock and producing more pounds of beef and lamb per acre.

Having a rested pasture ensures the users a reliable turn out date
in the spring with ample forage for the livestock even during cold
and late springs.

More concentration of the cattle has shortened the breeding period
resulting in more uniform cattle weights.

Very little fall use was available before rest rotation and the
cattle went to the hay fields upon returning from the high country.
Users are skeptical toward fall use at first, but after trying it

they usually are more than satisfied and substantial hay savings are
made. Seedling establishment from the livestock trampling in the
fall use pasture has been very effective.

Although tall larkspur seems to increase on certain sites under rest
rotation, other quality forage is available in quantity and death

losses haven't appeared to be increasing.

Forced livestock moves appear to be a problem and plans should be
designed to have the least forced moves as possible.

Recreation:

A rest pasture offers excellent opportunities for the plant taxonimist
inclined. They can study and view plants throughout the growing
season undisturbed by livestock grazing.

For those that enjoy collecting or photographing the wild forbs in

blossom, the ungrazed pastures offer the non-existent opportunities
under continuous grazing.

Livestock grazing in lush forage is appealing to the eye of most
sightseers.
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Since the opportunities for pictures of wildlife usually last only
momentarily, livestock are often included in the picture scenes
that are taken home to show the friends.

Wildlife:

If you want to see wildlife, they usually hang out in the rest
pasture. Why? It offers more selectivity in forage plants, provides
more cover and privacy from livestock. New springs and other water
developments needed in rest rotation are also a benefit to wildlife.

Another benefit that can be attributed to rest rotation is in areas
where mining exploration and activity have left open scars on the
watershed. Here a rest rotation system can provide sufficient plant
cover which works as a buffer zone. The overland runoff is slowed
and deposits the majority of the sediment load before reaching the
streams and lakes where sediment is harmful.
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Appendix #14

"HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH SLIDES"

by Burl Winchester
Cooperative Extension Service
Montana State University

Bozeman, Montana

Research in idea transmission and learning theory strongly support
the use of visual supplements when we are trying to teach. When we
find from the evidence that about 85% of all we learn is taken in
through the eyes, it becomes more appropriate to plan more visual
messages and to saddle lectures with less of the communications load.
We have long been familiar with the superiority of a field trip when
this is feasible. Seeing is believing. When the learner can't be
taken to the lesson, pictures are about the best means of bringing
the lesson to the learner. Then, too, pictures can function as time
spanners. The dust storms of the 30 's or the effects of the great
Mississippi flood, for example, can be brought back more vividly by
pictures. We can also anticipate a great dam, an irrigation project
or probable devastation by means of pictures. The research evidence
says we remember information much better and tend to make greater use
of it when we receive it through more than one of our senses. Thus,
seeing AND hearing is far superior to either seeing or hearing alone.

The purpose of communications is to change behavior. This is
accomplished by the learner when he understands new information and
concepts and experiences changes in his attitudes or feelings. The
good teacher understands the role of all three and attempts to create
learning situations which produce the desired shifts in understanding,
attitudes and feelings. So it is helpful to think specifically about
the purpose of your slide presentation. These are some of the
alternatives:

1. Present information -- with understanding as the goal.

2. To provide mental stretch — designed to help people
to think beyond the conventional limits.

3. Relate values -- designed to test, crystallize or
alter present value orientations. Your own values
will inevitably "show through" as you 'do your
thing 1

.

4. Altering attitudes — Attitudes usually block adoption
of improved practices. These need to be understood
and dealt with from the point of view of the learner.
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5. Your slides must create interest, hold attention
and assist in telling your story if they are to
serve your purpose.

6. Slides may be used to entertain.

7. Establish credibility -- Seeing is almost believing.

8. Adding vividness to concept images.

There is, of course, considerable overlap and compatability among
these purposes. Humor may, in some situations, be a most effective
tool for altering attitudes or presenting information which might
under a more formal atmosphere be unpalatable. Certainly more
effort and imagination are needed in the development of slide sets.
Some of the suggestions which follow may be helpful.

Plan your presentation.

1. Study your potential audience.
a. What do you want to happen to these people as a

result of your presentation? How much of these
can reasonably be expected to happen?

b. What are the main barriers which keep your
audience from doing (believing or feeling) what
you want?

c. What can you do in the time at your disposal to
most efficiently produce the desired results?
(Reconsider the slide presentation against all
of the other alternative teaching methods
available to you.)

d. How tired or receptive to your subject will they
be at the time you are scheduled to appear?

2. Consider the Physical factors of the meeting place.

a. Can the assembly area be darkened enough to show
slides effectively?

b. Will the room become too hot or cold for comfort
during your presentation? Prepare to adjust to
those contingencies.

c. Remember that wind or weather can blow your
screen down or seriously interrupt your outdoor
presentation.
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d. Be sure of your electrical power source and
have an alternative method of doing your
program in case of power failure. Don't
forget extension cords which are long enough
to allow you to locate your projector
advantageously.

e. Find the switches before your time and be
sure the plug outlets are "hot" when the
room lights are switched off. Have help if
necessary with switching.

f. Plan on a projector and screen large enough
for the size of the audience. Will all of the
audience be able to read the print or see
detail on the screen? The following
approximation will help answer this question:
Multiply the long dimension of your copy by
eight to get viewing distance. Look at your
original chart or other copy from this
distance. It will appear about this way to the
viewing audience when you've made a slide of
your copy and projected it.

g. Consider the visibility of the screen and the
viewing angles for all members of your audience.

3. Select or make slides to give fullest support to your
purpose. Most people use too many.

a. Organize the slides for greatest effectiveness.

b. Plan for continuity and clarity of concepts. Be
sure your audience is in the same ballpark. Then
give them a closer view, then the microscopic
detail. Be very careful about extraneous material
too often included as background or elsewhere in
your pictures. Avoid ambiguity in your message.

c. Plan for variety, change of pace and human interest
to capture attention and hold it. Remember, your
pictures with your voice, music, etc., must manage
the attention of your audience.

d. Pace your pictures and presentation for maximum
attention holding and maximum understanding. People
can listen and understand five to eight times faster
than most people talk so keep moving -- don't drag
or repeat too often. Reduce your pace and add voice
emphasis where the concepts are difficult or new.
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Examples - interesting redundancy, figures
speech, applications, etc. Help to insure
understanding of unfamiliar concepts.

e. Try to balance the light intensity of your
slides and hold the projector steady so as not
to tie the eyes of your audience. Mixing
black and white and color is generally not
preferable.

f. Use acceptable language, an enthusiastic,
positive approach, clear picture concepts and
pleasing color combinations to help create
favorable and receptive attitudes and to
minimize communications "noise".

g. Multiple screens and projectors should be
considered for some comparison views as well
as for creating attitudes and impressions.

4. Preparing copy for slides.

It's much better to decide what you wish to say and what
illustrations are needed to augment your audio message first,
then obtain the slides you need than to look over the slides
on hand and build a talk around what you have. Go ahead!
Decide what slides you need, including a title, the charts,
the illustrations, photographs, cartoons, etc., and tailor
some presentations specifically for your most important
educational objectives.

Some of these specifics may help if you are preparing your own
slides:

a. The copy (i.e. charts, tables, pictures, etc.)
should have a width to height ratio of 1: to .7

to fit the slide opening in a 2" x 2" slide.

b. Reduce wording to a very minimum, i.e. eliminate
table numbers, simplify column headings, delete all
information not to be specifically covered or
essential to the main concept. Use the viewing
distance formula mentioned earlier.

c. Visualize numerical data and concepts where
practical.

d. Avoid vertical labels.
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e. The use of difficult to read script or

lettering should be avoided. Usually two

letter styles per chart are enough.

f. The size of lettering must be large enough
to be read. The following guide may be

helpful: Multiply the long dimension of
copy by 40 to get desirable letter height.
Ordinary typewriter copy is usually too
small.

g. Slides should be mounted under glass covers
to keep them clean and to prevent them from
popping out of focus under heat.

Here are a few additional thoughts on preparing for your
presentation:

a. Have an extra projector lamp along and know
how to make the change when the projector is

hot.

b. Load your own projector cartridge if possible
and preview it to be sure the projector is in

working order and the slides are all right
side up and organized as you want them.

c. Avoid stacking your slides loose. You may
loose them, drop the whole group just as

you are introduced, spill water or catsup
on them or someone else may fingerprint them
for you

.

d. Make a big red spot on the upper right hand
corner or elsewhere to help you easily check
for upside-down and reverse side loading

mistakes

.

e. You may wish to make a record of which slides
you used, in what order, when and with which
audiences you could be invited back.

f. For some presentations it is almost essential
to use a pointer. An electric flashlight type
or a wand type will usually work. Be careful
not to scratch the screen with a rod-type
pointer.
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g. If someone else operates the projector for
you, practice ahead of time and make sure
the operator knows how to sharpen the focus

,

understands and can hear or see your cues to
change slides and knows how to put the slides
into the projector without ruining your
presentation.

h. Stay on schedule -- when possible allow time
for discussion. This frequently provides
valuable feedback for improving your
presentation.
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MY PLAN

1. Will NOT do a model 2" x 2" talk.

2. Analyze Purpose.

3. We'll focus on 2" x 2" slides as tool.

4. Make a take-home communications process model.

5. Discuss criteria for evaluation.

6. Allow time for questions and involvement.

"MAJOR LEARNER NEEDS"

A. To learn why more people don't insist on better land use and
management. What factors block them? What factors turn them on?

B. How can I get my story before more audiences?

C. How to develop learning objectives for my present actions?

D. Choosing the "BEST" visual aids to do the job.

E. Need a checklist of things which COULD go wrong with a presentation.

F. How to organize slides for a presentation.

G. Need criteria for testing the efficiency of a presentation.

H. Need a clear model of the communications process.

I. Understand the importance of audience characteristics.

J. Need to know how to take better pictures.

K. Need to know how to get more feedback during and after a

presentation.

L. To know how high a priority to place on developing a first-class
presentation.

M. How do I get over being nervous and confused during my
presentation?
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9

EVALUATING A 2" x 2" SLIDE TALK

1. Was it made clear WHO was making the talk?

2. Did you understand the talk title (subject)?

3. Did you clearly understand the purpose of the presentation?

4. Was your eagerness for this talk low, average or high?

5. How well did the presentation capture and hold your attention

6. How was it? How useful and interesting to you?

7. Did you feel something urgent, compelling and important about
the message?

8. How clearly were the intended concepts, feelings and attitudes
communicated to you?

9. To what extent did you accept or reject the primary message?

10. How reliable and accurate were the observations and the
conclusions drawn from them?

11. To what extent were you aware of distractions of any kind or
from any source during the presentation?

12. Was the presentation a pleasant experience for you?

"JARGONS AND GOBLEDYGOOK"
"ALL SMOOGLES HAVE COMCOM — OF COURSE! I ', I"

"HIYAMAC"
"LOBUDDY"

"BINEARLONG"
"COPLOURS"

"CETCHANENNY"
"GODDAFEW"
"KINDARTHAY"
"BASSENCARP"

"ENNYSIZETOOM"

NOTE

In "Conmunicating with 2x2 Slides", on page 3, the second to the
last paragraph, the second sentence reads, "Divide (rather than
multiply) the long dimension of copy by 40 to get desirable letter
height." Also, on page 4, Paragraph e., it should read, "You may
wish to make a record of which slides you used, in what order, when
and with which audiences. You could be invited back."



SOME ADDITIONAL READING

About Projectuals , L. D. Yeager. J. Industrial Arts Ed. 28:32-3 S*68

Illuminating a Dry Speech . W. F. Hoover. AV Fnst 14:103-6 F'69

Color Slides and Filmstrips: An Easy Way . M. W. Seng. AV Instr.
14:85-5 F-69

Make Your Own Slide Show . M. T. Gruber. Arts and Activities.
65:38-9 Mr'69

Say It With Slides . G. Gould. Forecast Home Econ. 14:F74-5 S'68

Planning and Producing a Tape-Slide Presentation . P. H. Sleeman and
S. R. Adams. Sch Activities 38:14-15 Ja'67

No Substitute for Visuals . W. L. Royston. Ext. Serv. R. 37:10-11 Je'66

Teaching Aids and the Practitioner . Vet. Rec. 83(12): 291-292
Sept. 21, 1968
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Appendix #15

RANGE MANAGEMENT FILING PROCEDURES AND STEREO
PHOTO STATIONS

by Donald L. Pendleton
PSC Range Staff

Range management filing procedures.

Filing procedures for range management data are found in BLM Manual
4115.1 through 4115.15. This section is presently under revision
and at this time is in the hands of the Directives Staff of the
Washington Office. Therefore, with a little luck, the revised
manual should be out soon.

First off, I will break the files down into four major categories.
Number one is the case files; number two, the grazing capacity file
(central file); number three, the unit adjudication file; and last,
the allotment file.

To begin with, I am sure we are all familiar with the 6-way case
files. Since there are no changes in this section of the revised
manual, other than some rearrangement of words, I won't dwell on
this category other than to stress the importance of keeping files
up to date and orderly. Many of the records contained in the case
files, as well as other files, are not duplicated and are irreplace-
able.

The second major category is grazing capacity data. Many of our old
range surveys are still used quite extensively for reference data.
In many instances, they are an important starting point or base
toward developing allotment management plans. They are indicative
of the vegetative types and amounts on a given area prior to
intensive management.

All type maps and township and total compilation sheets for each
survey should be bound together in book form by the use of post
binders or other serviceable covers. These should be clearly
identified and referenced to the applicable field data sheets. The
binders should then be placed in a central file in a manner which
will facilitate their orderly use.

The third major category for filing is the unit adjudication file.
Unit adjudication data is maintained in a chronological file by date
in a manner that will provide ready reference. Components of the
file include unit adjudication summary and record, minutes of
adjudication meetings, adjudication agreement, maps of proposed and
final allotment lines and other divisions of the unit, and decisions
that relate to unit adjudication action.
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The fourth major category is the allotment file. This is the part
that instigated, agitated, and brought about the manual revision.
The problem was apparently caused from somewhat incoherent
instructions and from the great bulk of data required by the allot-
ment management plan evaluation procedures.

The allotment file is broken down by resource area, planning unit,
and grazing allotment. Information filed in the planning unit
section of the allotment file is that information which serves as
a background for planning. Some examples are historical range
management information such as unit adjudication sheets, Deming Two-
Phase or Parker Three-Step condition and trend information, climate
data, references to range survey, soils information and suitability
information, and other general unit data.

The allotment section of the allotment file will contain current
information pertaining to the allotment. Data sheets and other
material should be punched and arranged so they can be taken from
the files and carried in a loose leaf binder for field use and
then be easily returned to the files. This section is broken down
into six categories:

1. Allotment management plan

2. Actual use information. This is summarized annually
by pasture. Form 4412-8 or an acceptable substitute
is filed in the individual case file if used for
billing.

3. Utilization data forms. These are clipped together
and filed chronologically by pasture and key area.

4. Trend plot photographs. Both general and close-up
view photos are mounted in a plastic protector and
are filed chronologically by plot with range trend
plot data, (Form 4412-19) , for that plot. Subsequent
plot readings are filed together chronologically.
Data for all plots for the allotment is filed
numerically by plot. Negatives for the trend
photographs are placed in an envelope behind the
range trend plot data form.

5. Supplementary studies and resource inventory data
for the allotment such as condition, exclosures,
additional photo point or station photographs,
suitability, etc., are filed chronologically by
type of study and by pasture. Photo point or station
photographs should be mounted in plastic protectors
with descriptive information.
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6. AMP evaluation summary is filed with narrative
interpretation and recommendation for refinement
and updating the AMP as they are developed through
the evaluation process.

Stereo photo trend procedures .

This method of measuring range trend was developed and proposed by
Roger Burwell and Arnold Bullock of the Susanville District Office.
The method has been extensively field tested by the Susanville
District and, in addition, it was studied and evaluated under a
cooperative research project with the University of Nevada. Prior
studies using similar procedures include one by Maguire and Richards
(1940). This procedure did not include the use of stereo photographs,
however, instead a grid was scratched on a glass plate in front of
the film. This was called a photo quadrometer. Photos were taken
vertically from a variable height tripod. Wimbush, Barrow and Costin
(Ecology - Winter 1967) in Australia described a method quite
similar to the one I will discuss. I understand, also that the
University of California at Berkeley (ARS) has been doing some work
on vertical photography using stereo pairs. There have no doubt
been other studies using similar procedures.

The stereo-photo trend plot method is not intended to replace present
procedures. Rather, it is an alternative method to be used at the
discretion of the area manager. Even though identical information
is collected under both procedures, the data from the one method is
not interchangeable with data from the other method. Therefore, the
method selected for use in the original trend plots of an allotment
evaluation should be continued over the evaluation period. Neither
method was designed nor expected to produce precise or statistically
sound data. If such precision was physically possible it is not
economically practical. So what we are looking for are indicators
of change and direction of change. Use of a single procedure through-
out an evaluation period is much more likely to produce more comparable
results of relative changes in the plot.

Plot location using the stereo photo method is identical to the Plot
Frame Method. The allotment is stratified, a key area is selected,
and the plot is permanently documented in detail and located by a
reference stake. Also, as with the present method and as stated in
Instruction Memo No. 70-341, a minimum o f only plot per key area is
required on each stratum to be studied. More plots may be established
if the resource manager feels they are needed. In their summary of
trend research, the University of Nevada stated that a single plot
is inadequate as a basis to estimate range trend. "A change in one
small plot is not necessarily indicative of the same change over a
large area."
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Trend data under this method is collected by use of a tripod. A
suitable commercial tripod is not available, therefore we have
developed a specialized tripod for this procedure. The tripod has
telescoping legs, weighs approximately 18 pounds and, when fully
extended, the camera height is 100 inches from the ground surface.
A camera bar is located at the top of the tripod and is designed
to hold either one or two cameras. If two 35 mm cameras with 28

mm wide angle lenses are available, a stereo pair of photographs
can be taken in a single step. Otherwise, if only one camera is

available, the picture is taken, the tripod is tilted backward, the
camera is moved to the opposite side of the camera bar. The tripod
is replaced in an upright position and the second photograph is

taken.

The exact trend plot is located by use of a template. Steel rods
are driven into the ground at locations marked on the template
in order to facilitate reestablishment of the plot.

As with the plot frame method, Form 4412-16 is used to identify
the plot in the photograph. The form is placed immediately inside
the right rear leg and parallel to both rear legs of the tripod.
Also, in order to aid in uniformity of photographic development,
a Kodak color control chart and gray scale are placed directly
beside the color control chart. Although present manual instructions
do not require it, the color control chart is also suggested for use
with the present Plot Frame Method.

After the photographs are taken, the tripod is removed and vegeta-
tion within the plot is mapped in the appropriate space on the

trend plot data form (Form 4412-19) in order to aid in species
identification on the photographs. Also, as with the plot frame
method, a general view photograph is taken and the observed apparent
trend is noted and recorded on the trend plot data form. The
template, previously discussed, can be converted into a plot grid
to aid in mapping and locating species within the plot.

Once the field procedure is completed, the photographs are developed
and enlarged to color prints either 5x7 inches or 8x10 inches (I

find the larger prints are usually easier to work with) . The
photograph size is directly related to the plot scale. For example,
the two permanent plot stakes located by means of the template are

2 feet apart. Therefore, when the photographs are developed, the

2 feet on the ground are represented by 2 inches on the photo on

the 8x10 inch print. 2 feet on the ground is represented by 1%

inches on the photo on the 5x7 inch print.

Plot size will remain the same as with the plot frame method. The
resource manager selects his preference of either 3x3-foot plot or

a 5x5- foot plot based on density, complexity or type of vegetation,
number of key species present, etc.
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Once the plot size is selected, a stereoscope (a mirror type is
preferred) and soft lead colored pencils are used to outline the
vegetation on the photographs. Grasses are outlined on the basis
of basal area and shrubs are outlined on the basis of crown cover.
Outline any dead spots or open area within the basal area of grasses
or the crown cover of shrubs. Annual or rhizomitous grasses are
located by means of placing a dot on the stem and forbs are indicated
either by outlining the basal area or using a dot, depending on the
size of the forb. Plants that occur under the crown cover of shrubs
or large grasses are often difficult to outline on the photographs;
therefore it is essential that the area of these plants be measured
or estimated in the field. Use the present procedures outlined for
the plot frame method for estimating or measuring the area.

Estimate the percent of ground cover made up of litter while viewing
the photos through the stereoscope.

The photo containing the outlined vegetation is taped to a desk
surface. A piece of mylar film, with frosted side up, is taped
over the photo. Vegetation outlined or marked on the photo is
traced onto the mylar film and then, using a graph paper with 20x20
divisions to the inch as a plot grid, the square inches of each
species is counted and entered on Form 4412-19 (this same form is
used for both the stereo photo method and the plot frame method)

.

Using a 5x7 inch photograph where 1% inches = 2 feet on the ground,
each square on the grid represents .64 square inches. With an
8x10 inch photograph, where 2 inches 2 feet, each square on the
grid represents .36 square inches. The percent composition of each
species (using both overstory and understory data) is computed then
entered on the form.

Follow-up studies are made in the same sequence as with the plot
frame method. That is, they are repeated in sequence with the
grazing cycle. Repeat photographs are taken in the same manner as
the original photographs. The plot is relocated by placing the
template over the permanent stakes and positioning the tripod. The
plot is carefully examined to locate any new seedlings within the
plot. Any new seedlings are noted and carefully mapped so they can
be located on the photograph and their progress noted in the future.
Vegetation on repeat photos is outlined in the same manner as
previously described.

Some advantages of this method over the present method are that in
some instances field time may be saved. Overall, it is doubtful
if the total amount of time spent on these studies (both field and
in the office) is very different. Perhaps the biggest and most
meaningful advantage of the stereo photo method is that since the
photograph is the base from which data is extracted, it is always
available for comparison purposes. Under the Plot Frame Method,
the vegetation is measured on the ground and therefore it is

impossible to reconstruct the base for future reference or for
checking.
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Appendix #16

THE ROLE OF THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
IN PUBLIC CONSERVATION EDUCATION

by Dr. Wilson F. Clark
Eastern Montana College

Gentlemen -- the natives are restless.

No, I'm not quoting an African explorer of old. I'm just stating
the case of resource management in this nation today. And in stating
the case, I propose to examine some of the realities we face today,
explore briefly a number of the significant changes that have occurred,
examine some of the implications for resource users, and, lastly,
report on a survey of the activities and attitudes of a significant
number of Bureau of Land Management employees relative to their role
in the general conservation education of the public.

There are, in my viev, two significant realities that any and all
resource managers and extractors must consider seriously as they
pursue their respective goals based on Public Lands or private lands,
whether those goals deal with oil, gas, minerals, coal, forest
products, grass for livestock, or recreational developments. The two
realities are these:

A. The critical situation of resource use and the
accumulating debris and pollution resulting from
it.

B. The very sudden and very recent explosive rise in

public interest in and concern about resource use

and its consequences

.

The First Reality — our worsening world

This first reality -- of our rapidly worsening biological and physical
environment -- is one that has been documented thoroughly. There's
no need for me to trot out more statistics to further bedazzle you.

Yet many a skeptic still lives, thinking it can't be as bad as people

say. Out here in the western states those skeptics abound. Sure,

it's not bad here, yet, in comparison to the heavily settled parts
of our nation. But must we be blind to not see what can happen? Are
all of your state's streams relatively unpolluted? Are there no

problems of air degredation here? Is land -- farm and range land --

managed so that erosion is minimized, water infiltration maximized,
and vegetation highly productive. Do your real estate developers

all carefully consider drainage, soil capability for residental use,

sewage, water supply, topographic stability, and esthetics? Does your
highway department generally try to avoid putting Class I land under
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asphalt? Do your chambers of commerce critically examine proposed
industries, and not invite ones which are not willing to be good

corporate citizens relative to taking their environmental
responsibilities? The list is endless. And if you can say "yes"

to all of these, then let me know where you live, because it

certainly isn't in any state I know.

The Second Reality — public awakening

About the second reality — that of the very recent, almost

explosive rise in public concern about the environment -- one need

hardly to say a word, for we see the evidence every day, in many

ways. Who heard, even four or six years ago, of state party plat-

form committees writing in "environmental planks"? Every imaginable

magazine, from Playboy to Fortune, has significant stories of

environmental problems. Almost every issue of daily papers has

numerous articles. And even the cartoonists are working overtime
to capitalize on the public's sudden concern with the environment.

The public _is aware. The public jLs stirring. The public _is concerned.

The point is that resource managers, extractors, users, are now faced

with a bewilderingly different situation than they faced just a few

years ago. What has happened?

The Old Days

Not many years ago we all had no difficulty in defining the resources

with which we worked. The classical list included soil, water,
forests, range, fish and wildlife, minerals and fossil fuels. This
very neat listing made life easy. Each resource agency had its own

sphere of influence. Each agency operated under a set of glittering
generalities that allowed almost anything to be rationalized as good

conservation. For instance, the Soil Conservation Service operated

under the mandate: "To use each acre according to its capabilities
and treat each acre according to its needs." The Forest Service

piously, and in stentorian tones, said it worked to " achieve the

greatest good for the greatest number for the longest period of

time." The Bureau of Land Management — well — it had no broad

management philosophy until very recently. And the Corps of

Engineers happily bulldozed its way along the path of bigger and

better dams and flood control projects.

In those simpler days, the lines of responsibility were relatively

clear. The geographic areas were faily well delineated. The resource

responsibilities seemed to be adequately defined. All of us in

resource management, went blithely along, fat, dumb, and relatively

happy, for we knew what we were doing and we knew who was responsible

for what, and to whom we were beaming our messages.
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Those of us in conservation education back then also knew what
drums to beat, what strings to pluck, for after all, conservation
of resources was (in those days) easily and precisely defined as
"the wise use of resources." And we preached and acted as though
this were a rural nation.

The Changes

But several things happened to that rosy world of absolutes, that
period of history where the conservationist knew his mission, saw
clearly his direction, and galloped along on his white charger,
slaying the dragons of ignorance and spitting on his land the
beady-eyed exploiters.

1. Our population and the population of the world grew
geometrically -- as populations of any living creature
have been known to do. Such geometric growth resulted
from the fact that the environmental resistance factors -
to use the language of the game biologist -- had been
vastly reduced, while the breeding potential had scant
attention.

2. A second factor of change was that this population in

the United States became concentrated in metropolitan
areas. Less than 7% of our population now is involved
in feeding the nation — as contrasted with about 50%
in Russia and up to 80% in some other nations. And for
many years the conservation education efforts of agencies
as well as educators have been directed at those on the
land, those who manipulate the resources. Our audience
has dwindled and we haven't fully awakened to that fact.
What is more futile than preaching contour plowing to a

metropolitan or suburban dweller who doesn't know what
a plow is, much less a contour furrow?

3. A third and extremely significant factor of change is

the "one-man, one-vote" principal now in effect in

legislative halls. The concentration of population
has caused a severe shifting of political power. And
on the forefront of modern battles whom do you see —
the urbanite, the city dweller, the person who while
fully utilizing the benefits of resource exploitation
of every sort, is not himself directly concerned as a

producer. They are critically important to the conser-

vation movement. But they need to be brought to a

realization of the inconsistency they often represent --

the inconsistency of wanting the fruits of industrial and

agricultural exploitation yet frequently fighting that

exploitation.
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4. A fourth factor of change, and far more subtle than

these previous three, is the cumulative effects on

the world of our indiscriminate manipulation and

contamination of the environment. These effects have
been chronicled for years, but it is just in the last

year and a half that amazing explosion referred to

earlier has occurred in the public press.

So the comfortable days of conservationists knowing what they are

doing are over. Population growth, population concentration, the

shift of political power to metropolitan and urban centers, and

the cumulative and accelerating degredation of the world have

brought those certain and happy days to an end. No longer is the

list of resources concise. Now we must add air, which always before

was no problem. We must add living space. We must add space for

recreation. And, believe it or not, we even have to add the sun,

for more and more smog is actually affecting and reducing photo-

synthesis. We need to realize that science, which we've worshipped
all these years, is far from infallible. Indeed, our rosy glasses

must be smashed. The narrowness and short-sightedness of solutions

that scientists and technicians have suggested have strewn the

primrose path to affluence with broken glass.

Some Implications for Resource Managers and Users

As a result of these changes, and in recognition of the realities of

degradation and of increasing public awareness, most managers,
extractors, developers, and fabricators of resources are concerned.
And their reactions are many and varied.

One reaction is startled surprise. "Why all the flack now," they
say, "for something that has been going on for years?" To these
persons and corporations one can only say that the slow accumulation
of factors of environment pollution and the results of environmental
stupidity have finally reached the point that citizens cannot remain
unaware of them. As one man from a coastal city said on getting off
the plane in Billings on one of our ever- less- frequent beautiful
clear days, "It's rather eerie to breathe air you can't see." No one
can any longer be oblivious to the personal impact on environmental
degradation.

A second reaction is one of anger. Some extractors and producers are

incensed that the stupid citizens have the temerity to question what
they (the producers) are doing. After all, they (the citizens) don't
know anything about the problems, the technology, or the economics of

that particular industry. True — citizens don't know, but they do

see the results, and they can become quite knowledgeable in a short

time. Then it is that the probing questions come, and the producer
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•
strikes back at this infringement on his long-established right
to do whatever will make him a buck. We had an excellent example
of this reaction of anger in the sudden withdrawal by Northern
States Beef Company of its plans for a new meat-packing plant in
Billings last spring. Serious and honest efforts were underway by
a citizens' group seeking feasible and reasonable controls on the
very considerable water and air pollution the plant would have
brought to the city. But like a petulent child, the Company
president took his marbles and went home. No longer are people to
be swayed by the threat -- so often used in the past -- of a
company moving out of or not settling in an area unless it could
do as it wanted. I'm just sorry that person marched away in anger,
for there are alternatives, there are solutions, there are tech-
nologies to solve many problems, including his.

A third reaction is one of political and geographic provincialism.
The rancher says, "Why should those city dudes be able to tell me
what to do?" The feedlot operator says, "They demand meat, and here
I am meeting that demand, yet the city people get upset just because
my feedlot is near a river." And many city and rural people in the
less densely settled western states become incensed at the eastern
politicians who, they say, seek by restrictive legislation to hinder
the development of the west.

Regardless of what your own reaction is to the public clamor,
several irrefutable facts must be faced by all resource agencies,
extractors, and producers. These facts are as follows:

1. The political power lies with urban and city people,
and no amount of ranting will change that.

2. Now, more than ever before, the public will poke,
pry, criticize, and influence individual, corporate,
and governmental agency resource extraction and use
decisions. The previously sleeping giant of public
opinion is awakening, and the more it awakens, the
less it likes what it sees.

3. As there are more and more people, the need is

greater, not less, for a much increased sense of
individual responsibility.

The Survey

In the light of the situation I've described, the need is to pin
something down. What do resource agency people do to meet the public
pressures? What attitudes do they have about their relationships to
the public? What role do they see for themselves as educators of
the public? How do they try to constructively meet those pressures
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and to help educate the general citizen?

In the summer of 1969 I tried to find out the views of agency
people, through a survey concentrating largely on the Soil
Conservation Service, and some interesting data turned up. This
fall, in preparation for this meeting, and as what I hope will be

a service to the Bureau of Land Management , I conducted a somewhat
similar survey, with the cooperation of Mr. Ed Zaidlicz of the
Billings central office of the BLM. By no means was this a

statistical sampling and analysis, but instead it was more of a

loose opinion survey.

The question form was sent out to 186 BLM employees. A total of
90 forms were returned. Here are some of the results of that survey:

The 90 replies represented people of a wide range of GS ratings,
with the heaviest returns being from 35 GS-9's, 22 GS-ll's, 8 GS-5's,
and 7 GS-12's. These people ranged from clerks at GS-3 to a Division
Chief at GS-15, with 26 different job titles represented.

The first question concerned the approximate percentage of time the
person felt he was in direct contact with the public. The replies
varied widely. For instance, the 35 GS-9's varied from 3 at 07, to

5 at 307. to 4 at 50% and finally one at 85%. A GS-4 gave 35%. The
22 GS-ll's ranged from 1 at 5% to 2 at 80%. Even within the same
job title, the range was wide. Division Chiefs varied from 5% to

30%. Administrative officers ranged from 5% to 35%. Natural
Resource Specialists showed a low of 1% and a high of 85%. Obviously
the nature of the exact work varied widely even for persons with the
same job title. But in many cases, a person reporting a low
percentage of public contact time also had a generally poorly defined
concept of his own role in public education. While it can't be
statistically proven, one suspects that almost irrespective of their
GS rating or job title, those with an out-going self image did far
more public contact and education work than those with fuzzy ideas
of their roles.

Question #2 sought to find out what specific sorts of public contacts
were made. Many specific descriptions of programs and activities
were given, but the general categories were these:

(a) 4H or FFA Tours — 11 people, and 21 tours.

(b) Radio programs -- 12 people and 48 programs.

(c) News Articles written -- 22 people and 169 articles

as a specific count, although a number of people

merely checked it and did not give a number.
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(d) TV Programs -- 6 people and 17 programs.

(e) Work with college classes -- 17 people and 43

specific listings, but again, a few just checked
this and gave no number.

(f) Work with school children, in schools or as

classes — 21 people and 28 listings, with 18

of the people not stating the number.

(g) Cooperative public education programs with
other agencies — 23 people, listing many tours.

(h) Work with youth groups other than 4H and FFA —
20 people, with girl and boy scouts most

frequently mentioned.

(i) Work with organized conservation or resource-

user groups — 35 people, with tours again

being most frequently listed.

(j) Work with business leaders, such as Chambers of

Commerce -- 10 people.

(k) Work with other adult groups that are not thought

of as conservation groups, such as PTA's, Service

Clubs, church groups -- 8 people.

(1) Contacts through telephone inquiries, letters,

persons dropping in at the office — 56 people

and many hundreds of contacts.

Question #3 asked: "To what degree do you see your public contacts

as educational opportunities — as contrasted to strictly technical

service contacts?" The person did not check off on some rating

scale (maybe I should have asked that) , but instead had a chance to

write a brief statement. To give some sort of rating to these and

to other written replies , I graded each one as to the thoughtfulness

of the reply. Of the 90 returns, 26 left this blank, and blanks

appeared for 2 GS-12's, 4 GS-ll's, 2 GS-10's, 7 GS-9's, and others

of lower ratings. Does this signify that their jobs had them

completely isolated from the public, or does it mean that they just

didn't think of public contacts as educational opportunities? I

don't know. In any event, the flavor of many of the statements

that were written is given by the following few quotations:
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"Each and every contact is an educational opportunity.
Even when I am providing technial assistance to an
individual."

—J. V. Lovell, Chief, Division of
Resource Management, Missoula, Montana.*

"An extremely high degree. Even the situations where
I give technical aid I view as primarily education
oriented. In other words I feel that I and my peers
would be more successful if we viewed our roles in

this context.
— a Range Management Specialist.

"Almost without exception public contacts provide
educational opportunities. I have found that even in

the performance of direct service, especially on a

person-to-person basis, you invariably find opportunity
to clarify, define, or provide technical, legal, or

regulatory information."
-- Don Mellgren, District Manager, Missoula.

"My philosophy is that I have 'people problems', not

resource problems. Thus, each public contact is a

different and individual experience. Technical questions
are incidental to how to get people to do or accept what

I want to do .

"

-- Malcolm Charlton, Natural Resource
Manager, Malta Office.

"I feel the general public land concepts should be

explained and/or discussed whenever the opportunity
presents itself. The technical aid given by myself on

an individual problem should be followed by the 'what

for' and 'why for' behind the aid given wherever
possible .

"

-- Daniel Martin, Natural Resource
Specialist, Missoula, Montana.

Next, question #4 asked for a brief statement of the person's view
of his role in regards to the public. Here again, a surprising
number left this completely blank. 28 did so, including 6 GS-ll's,

and 15 GS-9's. In addition, another 30 had such cursory or shallow
statements (in my judgment) that I wondered if they'd ever thought

about the public. In this group were 1 GS-13, 2 GS-12's, 7 GS-ll's,
and 12 GS-9's. In contrast, here are some of the significant replies,

even from clerks and low GS technicians — and I hope that their

supervisors appreciate their attitudes.

*Those quoted by name gave their specific permission to do so.

Anonymous quotations give only the persons title, since those persons

asked not to be quoted by name

.
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"I am one of the first contacts the public has with this

office. I like to give them the attitude that we are

here to help, through cooperation with the public, in the

conservation of our land and water. To use the lands

wisely. One of my major concerns, I believe, is the

pollution of our lands. An interested and concerned
public makes our work more worthwhile, thus creating an

incentive for us to do our work well. Apathy would make
us dull and unconcerned."

—Mildred F. Kokesh, Clerk-Typist,
Belle Fourche office.

"In my position I feel I should convey a willingness and

desire to help the public. As secretary or receptionist,
in many cases I am the first person greeting the public.

The impression I make may weigh heavily on the public's

opinion of the organization for which I work."
—Joyce A. Norris , Clerk-Steno, Miles City

office.

"My role is to assist administrators in promoting the best

uses of natural resources on public lands. The only way

this can be done is through public knowledge and under-

standing. However, this knowledge must come from the

people, in that, they must want to know about their

natural resources and how better to care for them. Also,

this knowledge must come from both sides, so as to create

complete communications to fulfill the need."
--Kenneth W. Breon, Forest Technician,

Missoula office.

And many other good statements came in, such as these:

"I feel that I can be the most effective as a public

servant if I devote my major efforts to increasing the

knowledge of people (for example ranchers) so they are

capable of governing themselves in the use of the

resources and then give them responsibility -- rather

than build bigger agencies to govern the people."

— a Range Management Specialist.

"My biggest education job with the public -- and some-

times Blil personnel as well — is to explain that not

only does BLM have a recreation program, but why. Too

frequently the Bureau is seen as being range oriented to

the exclusion of all else. Recreation, like most

activities, is dependent upon public support. Without

viable support, this or any program will languish and

die."
--Carl Lind, Recreation Specialist,

Billings office.
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"I think that public understanding of what I do and why

I do it is very important. In my public contacts I try

to find out what they want and then coordinate their

ideas and mine to arrive at what I think is the most

workable solution."
—Malcolm Charlton, Natural Resource Manager,
Malta office.

"Listen FIRST, then comment. I want to make sure their
thoughts are considered, regardless of merit. I would
like the public to feel relaxed in their contacts with
me, so that we can intechange ideas, compromise or

^naybe convince the other with the facts. I'm concerned
with most all aspects of public contact, but especially
public meetings."

—Duane E. Whitmer, Natural Resource
Specialist, Billings office.

"Our programs, practices, and plans must be designed to

reflect what the many public segments and groups need

and want -- a public program and not an internal program
without exposure. Our big job here is one of sufficient
exposure to a variety of interests with alternatives and

good basic information. When I meet with public groups
and other agencies the most important idea to get across
is that we are asking for involvement, assistance, and

opinion (all kinds) , and then that our work is open for

review. Public understanding of most of our work is

becoming mandatory. There are so many irreversible
decisions to be made that it is dangerous and foolhardy
to proceed with any significant program without proper
exposure. My greatest concern is apathy by some groups,

and a genuine problem of meeting with an adequate
representation of public interests."

—Richard D. McEldery, District Manager,
Dillon office.

"Generally I feel that because we are dealing in public

land administration that the lands should be used as the

public wishes. However I have one hell of a time trying

to figure out who this public is. You discuss plans of

use with one individual or group and they say they feel

the land should be administered for multiple use. To

this, I think, we all agree but all land is not subject

to all uses. Our dealing is nearly always with special
interest groups. These groups tell you they believe in

multiple use — but they don't say 'Be sure my use is

dominate.' When the uses conflict, I'm left wondering
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'What does the public want? 1 I'm sure there are many
people that don't express their views or don't know
what is going on. I then wonder "What does the public
really want?' Have I heard them say, or have I heard
only the special groups."

--Jesse F. Barnes, Area Manager,
Dillon office.

"I am without question a strong advocate of public
contact. It is absolutely essential to successful
resource management. I believe our agency, the Bureau
of Land Management is very deficient in promoting
public contact. Our advisory board system gives us an
edge over certain other agencies, but it could and
should be improved. There are at this time many
thousands of acres of highly valuable public lands in
the State of Montana that are being administered by
the BLM without adequate representation by the users.
In the three years I 've been in Missoula I have
watched public attitudes change from casual interest
to deep concern over the methods employed in public
land management. I've witnessed the cancellation or
suspension of some scientifically sound projects
simply because the public protested. If we are to
continue to provide sound management practices in
the future, it is essential that we encourage public
involvement."

—Don Mellgren, District Manager, Missoula
office.

It's clear from these comments that many people in BLM have thought
about their educational roles. It seems equally obvious from the
blanks and the thin statements that many have not done so.

Then, in recognition of the limitations all of us feel at various
times, question #5 asked the person what he wished he had had or
would like to study now in order to do a better job of the public
educational aspects of his present job. The tally is quite
interesting;

Public Speaking----- 37

Writing 26

Psychology 17

Personnel Management 13

Sociology 11

Audio-visual tech
and Radio/TV—— 7

Economics 7

Public Relations--

—

6

Business management- 5

Ecology--— — 5

Human relations—--- 4
Photography-- 3

Systems analysis-—

-

2

Teaching method 2
89

Supervision————
Business law——

—

Planning--

—

---

Recreation planning
Decision making——
Leadership training
Art training- —

-

Land law-- ——

-

Philosophy- -----

Political Science-
Math
How to listen——
Data process ing— --

Logic- — -—

—

Speed reading------



As has been postulated often, the basic communication skills and

the subjects dealing with understanding people lead the list. As

in the case of the other questions, so here again some left #5

blank. Of the 18 blank ones, 2 were GS-ll's and 9 were GS-9's.

Again, I can only guess about why they left blanks.

Two persons wrote comments rather than giving a list of courses.

One of these presented a unique idea and indictment when he wrote,

"My regret is in not having a background of solid Far
Eastern Passive Philosophy to more effectively deal

with other BLM people. The public I prefer to deal
with, as they're more open-minded and action-prone."

--A Natural Resources Specialist

And another indicated a dangerous degree of complacency when he
wrote,

"I don't think they had the gaps and holes where I

went to college."
--An Area Manager.

For the last question, the person was asked for his own definition

or concept of conservation -- and was asked to not give platitudes

such as the "wise use" definition. As one would expect, the

definitions varied widely, but the underlying concepts were
remarkably similar. In reading over the returns, I initially
selected 20 that stuck me as being thoughtfully done, and a few of

these are quoted below:

"When I think of conservation I think of saving, multiple
use, and protecting. If we are to consider the conserva-

tion of a natural resource we must logically consider if

it is necessary to use it, whether the use will affect

other resources and what the consequence will be. We

should ask ourselves if we are endangering our future

supply and whether it could be used more effectively or

economically."
--Merna R. Barnier, Clerk-Steno,
Missoula office.

"Conservation is producing and using any one resource in

a manner that does not reduce the capacity of the land

to produce that or any other resource for which there is

a current or potential demand."
--Richard Ellison, Wildlife Management
Biologist.
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'"Making land use decisions for the future. 1 Every
individual and special interest group wants something
from, or a part of, the public lands. But they all
can't have it, or at least they can't have it very
long. Conservation is the job of refereeing this
game of resource-grabbing."

--Robert Newman, Mining Engineer,
Missoula office.

"The manipulation and use of natural resources to

produce a continuing and diversified chain of
desired products and services, with the least amount

of disturbance and degrading of the natural environ-
ment .

"

--Don L. Goodermote, Natural Resources
Specialist, Duluth office.

"Conservation is determining the potential for

maximum production of resources and developing that
potential in such a manner that the adverse effects
on any resource are minimized."

--Joseph Gibson, District Manager,
Lewistown office.

"Conservation is the use, enjoyment, and/or protection
of nature's abundance (soil, air, water, and their
products) in such a manner that future generations
will have a life quality at least equal to our own ."

--Richard McEldery, District Manager,
Dillon office.

All of these definitions show a breadth of viewpoint that is

heartening, and they speak well for the agency, I feel. Oddly
enough, 14 of the 90 returns left the definition item blank -- 1

GS-13, 1 GS-12, 1 GS-11, and 6 GS-9's were among them. Again, I

wonder if the blanks are because those people really have never

tried to crystallize and verballize their concepts, or was it merely

due to the pressure of the paper work that chokes all of us

.

But let me give you one more definition -- one developed over a

period of several years by Dr. Matt Brennan of the Pinchot Institute

for Conservation studies:

"Conservation involves the recognition by man of his

interdependence with his environment and with life

everywhere, and the development of a culture which

maintains that relationship through policies and

practices necessary to secure the future of an

environment fit for life and fit for living."
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Some Implications Drawn from the Survey

From this survey, are there any definite conclusions that can be
drawn, realizing fully the looseness of the survey? There are a

few.

1. Many BLM people indicate having a considerable
degree of contact with the public.

2. BLM people already are carrying out many
educational activities, as shown from the

results of question #2. By far the most
common activity is the range tour of one sort
or another. I see a need for more effort with
business leaders and with local, non-conserva-
tion citizens organizations.

3. On the extent to which BLM people see their
public contacts as educational opportunities —
many obviously do, but I'm concerned about those
that don't. This may need some specific attention
from the agency itself.

4. Many BLM people do evidently have a concept of

their role as an educator of the public. But
28 out of the 90 were blank on this, and 21 of

the 28 were GS-9's or above. An additional 30

had what I judged to be very narrow views of
their roles, with 22 of these being GS-9's or
above. Thus, roughly 65% of the respondents had
no or a narrow view on their educational role --

and I consider that a poor situation, particularly
when so many of them are in mid and upper GS
levels

.

5. As for needs BLM people feel, there's obviously
a real desire, particularly in the communication
skills and aspects of understanding people, for

training in many areas. Several avenues are open
to meet those needs , such as courses through the

colleges, local courses or seminars taught by a

public school teacher, and inservice training and
educational programs by the agency itself, using
its own or outside talent.

6. And lastly, one can conclude that In general BLM
people have a fairly broad concept of conservation,
and this fact is gratifying. By no means should a
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standardized concept be promulgated, provided that
the general viewpoint includes a broad, ecological
approach. But again, some BLM people evidently
don't have (or at least did not report) a concept
of broad conservation.

Conclusion

The resource management job is a critical one, and the Bureau of
Land Management -- as the largest agency "owner" of Federal Land —
has an extremely vital part to play. It can realize its potential
for sound management of the Public Lands only if the public —
particularly the increasingly urbanized public -- understands the
purposes, procedures, philosophy, programs, and practices of the
agency. And it can achieve that public understanding only if every
employee, irrespective of grade or job classification has the
following:

(1) a sound though general knowledge of the agency,

(2) a firm realization that his agency is but a part
of the larger, total conservation and resource
management job,

and (3) a sense of and a dedication to his role as an
educator of the people he contacts, with the
skill to convey his knowledge to those people.

The educational job is a tough one, and a vitally important one. The
role of the technician in public conservation education is critical,
irrespective of his technical niche. If he has his job in perspective,
if he understands the role of his own and related agencies, if he
realizes that his most important audience often is not the land
manager, if he thoroughly grasps the modern definition of conservation,
if he has or gains an over-riding ecological awareness, and if his
public contacts are sincere and sound -- then he is a person who will
do a solid though often modest conservation education job.

Yes, the natives are restless. The public is stirring. And agency
people can make a significant contribution to channeling that public
restlessness in sound and constructive directions.
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Appendix #17

HOW CAN ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS BE IMPROVED?
WILDLIFE VIEWPOINT

by Joe Egan
Montana Fish and Game Department

Like the rest of the participants on this particular panel discussion,
I received an advance copy of the agenda. I notice that we have
approximately two hours for four presentations; that's roughly thirty
minutes each. To cover the wildlife aspect or viewpoint of our
particular topic, I decided it would take either much longer than
thirty minutes or about ten minutes. I have elected to give you the
ten minute presentation.

In the first place, most allotment management plans from the wildlife
standpoint do not need improvement. I believe, without exception,
that nearly all of the allotment management plans, that I have ever
read, reviewed, or participated in the drafting of, have allowances
for, or at least mentioned wildlife. All of these plans purport in
one way or another, to do in one way or another, something for wild-
life. They intend to preserve it, or promote it, or conserve it, or
in some way make allowances for the management and preservation of
wildlife. The improvement, as I see it, is needed out on the ground,
the place where the actual program is carried out. It is here on the
ground; the place where things seem to go awry. It is here where
wildlife seems to get "lip service"; when, in agency jargon, the
plan "...is good for wildlife;" which wildlife are we talking about,
and what is it that is good for them? Wildlife is moose, it's
antelope, it's deer, elk, it's ducks, sage grouse, sharptails; it's
a lot of things, it is many species. Each of these species require
some very very specific vegetative types, food types, etc. All of
us have read, not just a few pamphlets that explain a particular
program having to do with some sort of vegetation rehabilitation,
or vegetation manipulation. In most of these, at some point or
another, there is a concluding statement that goes something like
this, ...and it's good for wildlife. What this means is that the
particular program that successfully rehabilitated an area from the
vegetative standpoint carries with it all sort of economic gains,
etc., etc., and in addition to all this, the program was good for
wildlife. Now, as a concluding statement, that's a real "knee-
slapper" good for which wildlife, and good for which wildlife in
which way? Deer and antelope are not considered grass eaters. Yet,
I have read — mind you -- "read" plans and even reports of programs
carried out, that were designed primarily to increase the stand of
grass, and that were concluded with "...and it's good for wildlife."
Now, did the author mean that it's good for deer, good for antelope

—

two big game species that use little or no grass? Is this what the
author meant?
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Going back to my first statement, that the plans do not need
improvement, I would say this: the plans do need some modification,
they need some explanation, they need to be elaborated. My first
suggestion towards elaboration of management plans would be to

clarify just which species of wildlife is going to be benefited
"how?". By way of illustration, supposing that we consider a

brush control project. The usual benefits are outlined; watershed,
a better plan composition for livestock, and so on. And, someplace
along the line, the plan says, "...and there are certain benefits
going to accrue to wildlife." My suggestions here are:

1) Specify these benefits, 2) to which wildlife we are

talking about, 3) that where there are antelope and sage
grouse involved, the statement be made that it might be
detrimental to them.

It is well documented that sagebrush is a very very important food
item to both of these species of wildlife. Sagebrush is high in

importance at all times of the year to both antelope and sage grouse.
If you reduce a sagebrush stand, it is entirely possible that it may
be detrimental to antelope and sage grouse. I would think that the
author of such an allotment management plan would want to be
completely honest and would want to state the program may have some
detrimental effects, say to antelope, and/or sage grouse. In other
words, the time-worn phrase, "and it's good for wildlife," or "that
certain benefits are accrued to wildlife," has no place in these
allotment plans unless you can substantiate them with some kind of
information. I do not think it is necessary here to cite a lot of
literature references, papers, pamphlets, or publications to

substantiate wildlife needs. They exist, and they do establish the
food habits of deer, of antelope, of sage grouse, etc., etc., etc.

The author of such an allotment plan has them available to him; he
can get them through other agencies , through fish and game departments

,

research in the library. He can get willing help from fish and game
biologists. If he does solicit advice from a fish and game depart-
ment biologist, please have confidence in what he says. On more than
one occasion, I have been asked to participate in the drafting of an
allotment plan, from the wildlife viewpoint, and suggested or stated
that wildlife needs this, or they need that, and the first thing you
know you are involved in a discussion as to whether or not your
opinion or even your suggestion is valid. It escapes me why the

statement "and it's good for wildlife" apparently needs no
documentation, but suggestions to preserve, either wildlife or a

segment of wildlife habitat are met with requests for great volumes
of conclusive data. There is a particular situation that has
happened many many times during on-the-ground planning, so to speak,

of sagebrush spray projects. We have been called by both BLM and

Forest Service to point out areas that we feel are important to

wildlife. When you go out on the ground, you discuss this area or
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that area, or that this margin or that margin should be left around
say an aspen grove or a creek bottom, or something of this nature.
We are always expected to supply, apparently great reams of data
to substantiate our proposal or suggestion that a 100-foot border
of sage ought to be left around the aspen grove, or that 300 feet
was as close as you could get to stream or mesic bottom. In days
gone past, I have been involved in some thoroughly extensive
discussions about whether or not the proposals were valid.
Generalizations about wildlife needs apparently would not suffice.
We have to, or are expected to supply a specific explanation for
that specific area. However, inquiry as to density of sagebrush
necessary to qualify for a sagebrush control program, the answer
is very very vague. When you asked specific questions, as to the
watershed values, generalizations were used. There was no
information for that specific spot. In other words, what was good
for the goose, was not good for the gander.

There seems to be a great deal of enthusiasm about promoting wild-
life. However, when you look at allotment management plans, there
has not been too much financing towards the wildlife aspect. The
plan generally is involved with, "How can we accomodate livestock
with the least possible adverse influence or detrimental effects
on wildlife?" Some day I'd like to see an allotment management
plan that said "We wish to accommodate wildlife with the least
possible detrimental effects to livestock." Wildlife in allotment
plans is like the weather — there is a lot of talk about it, but
there really isn't much being done about it. To sum this all up,
existing allotment management plans, existing plans of any kind,
generally show consideration for wildlife, but it is out on the
ground where these plans don't seem to materialize. Wildlife
kind of gets what's left over. I think this reflects basic
attitude of the man who is actually "rodding" the project. If he
has an intense interest in wildlife, wildlife will at least get a

fair shake. If he doesn't have an intense interest, wildlife may
get left out altogether. Fish and Game, because it has been
opposed to highways, spraying, logging; almost everything, has been
termed, or dubbed as being against progress. We are not against
progress, but we are against projects being done in the name of -

being good for conservation - being good for wildlife, when this is

not the case at all. All of us here have read in the newspapers
that wildlife habitat is being destroyed all around us, from one
end of the continent to the other, even under the polar ice caps.
We're not against progress.' What we are opposed to is every project
be it highway, a clearcut, a sagebrush spray program, even rest-
rotation grazing, that purport to be good for wildlife, without any
evidence or data to show, as I pointed out; for which wildlife, and
good like How?. Gus Hormay, in his rest-rotation grazing sessions,
points out in the beginning of the session, that you can use a rest-
rotation system to bring about almost any sort of an effect you wish.
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He very specifically pointed out that if you wish to have a rest-
rotation grazing system benefit wildlife, the particular species
of wildlife must be considered as an integral part of that rest-
rotation system. Gus Hormay did not say the heavy treatment, if
the heavy treatment occurs in a place where the elk must spend the
winter, even if this occurs only once every three or every five
years, is good for the elk. As a matter of fact, he did not even
say that the heavy treatment (grazing) needs to be an integral part
of the system! Gus Hormay said that the grazing system - the rest-
rotation system - must be tailored to the area and consider the
species that are involved. That is livestock, elk, or deer, if
they are there. He did not say that just because you have a rest-
rotation grazing system tailored to cows it is also good for
wildlife.

So, the suggestions that I would have to improve allotment manage-
ment plans would be immediate inaguration of a rest-rotation
grazing system which considered big game as an integral part of
the system, and second, where programs cannot consider wildlife,
that it be stated that there may be some detrimental effects to
certain species of wildlife — kind of like the ad on a pack of
cigarettes, -- "might be hazardous to wildlife," and third, if you
are going to say the plan is good for wildlife, then be obligated
to show, or present data to substantiate that statement.
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Appendix #6

WATERFOWL SOCIAL HABITS AND HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

by Dr. Robert Eng
Montana State University

Introduction

Waterfowl are commonly broken into three major groups - ducks,
geese and swans. Ducks are further sub-divided into two major
tribes, the diving ducks and dabbling ducks. Many differences
exist between the two groups of ducks. For this discussion, the
more versatile, land nesting dabblers are primarily considered.

Waterfowl are important economically as illustrated by duck stamp
sales. Stamps first went on sale in 1934 when 635,000 were sold
and reached a peak in 1955 with 2,400,000 sales. Of the ten most
harvested ducks, eight species are in the dabbling duck group.
Also, an increasing number of people are visiting waterfowl areas
for observing and photographing the birds.

Although waterfowl breed over a large part of the northern United
States and Canada, a small segment in central North America
referred to as the prairie pothole region, has traditionally been
the area of highest productivity. This area, including parts of
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Montana, Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba, includes about 10 percent of the entire duck breeding
range but produces 50 percent of the ducks and 70 to 80 percent of
the popular mallards and pintails.

Life History

Breeding . Although waterfowl are very gregarious for much of the
year, during the breeding season pairs are dispersed and relatively
intolerant of others of the same species. This results in a

dispersal of pairs into available habitat. Consequently, many
water areas are needed to accommodate the same ducks that during the

winter may live harmoniously on a single pond. Breeding habitat is

thus quite critical. Since antagonism between pairs is a sight
response, irregularities in shorelines will provide needed isolation
and permit a greater number of pairs to use a single pond.

After the nest has been initiated and incubation is under way, the

male usually deserts the female. Males then group together, usually
on larger bodies of water and proceed into an eclipse molt , during

which time they are flightless and assume a dull plumage much like

the female of the species.
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Dabbling ducks usually nest in upland areas on the ground, although
the versatile mallard may nest in trees or on structures over water.
All species will nest quite close to the water but the pintail,
gadwall, American widgen and green-winged teal will frequently nest
one to one and one-half miles from water. Under some conditions
gadwalls show preference for island nesting, resulting in rather
high nest densities.

Mallards and pintails nest quite early in the season, often getting
underway in Montana by mid to late April. Blue-winged teal and
gadwalls nest later, often just getting started when the early
nesting birds are with broods.

Nests are quite simple in structure, with materials consisting of
vegetation from the immediate vicinity. Down is added to the nest,
often late in the laying period or early in incubation. Generally
one egg per day is added to the clutch until completed.

Clutch sizes of the dabbler ducks range from about 9-12 eggs.
Incubation periods are in the 23-25 day range and incubation does not
start until the clutch has been completed. Renesting attempts, if
the clutch is destroyed, are quite common, particularly if the nest
destruction occurs during egg laying or early in incubation. Only
one brood is raised in a given year.

Young ducks are precocial, and leave the nest usually within 24
hours after hatching. Although a food reserve in the form of a
yolk would hold the young for several days , they usually begin
feeding much sooner. Broods remain intact until flight is attained
at 6-8 weeks of age.

Migration and Movement

Most North American waterfowl participate in rather extensive
seasonal movements, although the timing varies considerably between
species. Mallards and pintails and, to a lesser extent, green-
winged teal, are early spring migrants. Mallards are late fall
migrants whereas the pintail is a very early fall migrant. Blue-
winged teal are late spring and early fall migrants.

As more precise banding data are made available, more refinements
in the management of waterfowl can be expected. Recent early teal
and special mallard drake seasons are the results of information on
the timing of movements and degree of harvest being made on
populations of these species. Banding data "have shown that many
populations of geese are quite distinct, both on the breeding and
wintering ranges, and consequently can be managed with specific
regulations

.
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•
Most waterfowl exhibit a rather high degree of homing, a tendency
to return to the area in which they nested or were reared the
previous year. This trait is most strongly demonstrated in the
female and since mate selection frequently starts on the wintering
ground or during spring migration, males will follow a female to
her nesting area. The homing trait has advantages in perpetuating
a population of waterfowl in a given segment of breeding habitat.
A high homing instinct has the disadvantage in that the bird is
less prone to pioneer into new habitat should it become available.
Generally, many of the dabbling ducks are more prone to pioneer
new habitats than are the divers.

Cover Requirements

Nesting . Most dabblers prefer upland vegetation. Many studies
have been conducted showing a variety of plant species which may
be used for nesting cover. The common denominator would seem to
be structural quality rather than species of vegetation. In many
areas, ungrazed portions, although making up a small segment of
the total, will provide a high percentage of the nesting cover.
Frequently, in grazed areas, a single unpalatable plant will provide
a large portion of the nesting cover. Ducks such as the mallard,
pintail and gadwall which will nest at greater distances from the
water than the blue-winged teal or shovelor have a greater choice
in nesting sites and available cover J

Early nesting species like the mallard and pintail depend greatly
on residual cover, since their first nesting attempts occur before
any new vegetative growth. In rest rotation systems, this require-
ment can often be achieved by closing off pastures after spring
and early summer grazing, thereby permitting fall regrowth. This
fall regrowth around shorelines seemingly makes a pond more
attractive to breeding pairs the following spring, particularly for

species such as lesser scaup, which prefer to nest very close to

the waters edge

.

Fencing around a reservoir for nesting cover development has been
tried on a limited scale. Initial and maintenance costs are high
in relation to the return. Creating islands may well be a less
expensive method of providing nesting cover. Islands, if ungrazed
during the vegetative growing season (also the nesting season)

,

will develop a good stand of cover. Nesting success is usually much
higher on islands. Lastly, a minimum of maintenance costs can be
expected.

Brood Rearing . Two main requirements must be met in good brood
rearing habitat, food and security. A food supply is usually
associated with vegetative growth, both emergent and submerged.
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Good aquatic vegetative growth is more prevelant in ponds with less
severe water fluctuations.

Security may be found in smaller ponds with good vegetation or, as
is more often the case, larger ponds where water area provides the
security. Small shallow ponds will frequently be used by young
broods. As young ducks become more mobile they often move to
larger ponds

.

Migration and Wintering . After the breeding season, waterfowl
become very gregarious and a given piece of habitat can support a
much larger number of ducks. Frequently a large segment of the
continental population may winter in a relatively restricted area
compared to the dispersal demanded during the breeding season.

Much of the refuge program has been geared to providing resting
and wintering habitat for waterfowl. Land purchases for this
purpose can be the very key to seasonal use by a large number of
waterfowl.

Limiting Factors

Hunting, diseases, predators and other so-called limiting factors
may show measurable effects on waterfowl numbers in limited areas.
Nonetheless, fluctuations in continent-wide populations are
consistently reflected in the conditions of the breeding habitat.
Since the prairie habitats are so important to production, droughts
in these areas result in lowered populations and good water years
are reflected by increased populations.

Intensive agricultural practices promoting the drainage of wetlands
has had tremendous detrimental effects on waterfowl numbers. Wet-
land purchase and lease programs, although beneficial, have been
minimal compared to the losses.

Rangeland management holds some promise. These areas are basically
less productive than agricultural areas but grazing practices are
less in conflict with waterfowl habitat. Water areas are being
increased instead of decreased. Much of this type of. land in the
western states is in public ownership. As this land is placed under
better management, and waterfowl are given a proper consideration,
benefits to this resource will be measurable. In short, waterfowl
populations will closely parallel the quality and quantity of breeding
habitat. Managers of public land in several western states are in a

good position to contribute to this qualityand quantity.
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Appendix #7

MSU RESEARCH ON EFFECTS OF REST-ROTATION
GRAZING MANAGEMENT ON WATERFOWL AND WATERFOWL HABITAT

by Frank Gjersing
Montana State University

The purpose of this .study was to determine the effects of two
rest-rotation grazing systems on waterfowl production. Research
was conducted from 1968-70 on the Milk River Association Pasture
and the Liebel Math Pasture south and north of Malta, Montana
respectively.

Waterfowl populations were estimated on these areas by counting
breeding pairs and broods on each reservoir at approximately ten
day intervals during spring and summer.

Pair populations and brood numbers seemed to respond in a positive
manner to increases in residual vegetation between pastures.
Biologists have noted that since most waterfowl begin to nest
before new growth provides adequate cover, the presence of residual
cover from the previous year permits birds to begin nesting earlier
and allows a longer time for renesting. Any activity which destroys
residual cover may adversely affect waterfowl production.

Resting a pasture for a full year should result in good residual
cover the following spring. This relief from grazing in 1968-69
resulted in an increase of broods on the north area. This same
relief in 1969-70 resulted in increases of both breeding pairs and
broods on both study areas. This may have been due to the vegeta-
tion in the pastures showing a smaller response to grazing treatments
from 1968-69 than from 1969-70. Hormay working with Idaho fescue in
California noted that this plant will produce few if any flower
stalks, and therefore little or no seed the first year after close
grazing even though the plants are rested from grazing. Reasonably
vigorous plants and adequate flower stalks can be expected in the
second season.

Some residual nesting cover may result even from partial rest the
previous year, the amount depending on the type of vegetation and
the time of grazing.

The south area is primarily native short-grass prairie and cattle
will feed on grasses in this type throughout an entire grazing
season. Some regrowth of vegetation in this area, resulting in

residual cover the following spring, may be expected after the end
of the earliest treatment (July 20) if cattle are moved out of
pastures at this time. Both pastures receiving this type of
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treatment in 1969 had increased pair populations and brood numbers
in 1970.

Pastures of the native prairie type which are grazed in fall should
have the smallest amount of residual cover the following spring.
On the south unit pasture 4 received this treatment in 1968 and
pasture 5 in 1969. Brood populations decreased in pasture 4 in
1969 as did the pair populations in pasture 5 in 1970. Brood
numbers increased on pasture 5 in 1970. This increase was due to
a single pond which was almost dry in 1969 and produced only one
brood, but with higher water levels of 1970 this pond produced
eight broods.

The north area is primarily Crested wheatgrass and this species is
utilized heavily by cattle only until seed ripe. Little regrowth
occurs in Crested wheatgrass after July 20. The greatest amount
of residual cover which could be obtained by partial grazing on
this area would then be in those pastures which were grazed only
after seed ripe. Breeding pairs increased in years following this
treatment in every instance but one (pasture 5 from 1969-70).

Eight nests were found during the period of study, three of which
were trampled by cattle. When residual shoreline vegetation is
present, certain species of ducks preferring to nest close to
water, may be subjected to nest loss by trampling. When such areas
are opened to grazing in late spring or early summer and temporary
waters are non-existent, concentrated cattle use is found around
existing reservoirs. A flexible grazing system which would delay
grazing on such areas until after the peak of hatching (approximately
July 1-15) may further enhance the nesting success.

Waterfowl breeding habitat must first attract breeding pairs but
must also be of sufficient quality to permit successful repro-
duction.

An increase in breeding pairs was indicated from 1969 to 1970 on
both study areas and on control ponds under normal grazing outside
of each study area. However, when the numbers of breeding pairs
were compared to the number of broods produced, a decided difference
was observed in the breeding success of pair's on the study areas as
compared to their controls. Reproduction success on both study
areas was higher than on their controls in 1969. In 1970, although
all areas had an increase in breeding pairs, the study areas showed
a further increase in breeding success while the controls showed a

decrease. These data suggest that the increased vegetation (canopy
coverage of grasses increased 25 percent on the south area from
1969-70) being provided by the rotational grazing system is providing
additional nesting and/or brood rearing security. In contrast, the
controls with no noticeable increase in vegetation (and security
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levels) may be showing a negative response to an increase in
breeding pairs.

Various physical characteristics of reservoirs appeared to influence
waterfowl production.

Most broods were produced on retention type ponds. Pit type
reservoirs produced broods only when water level was above capacity
and flooding the vegetation around the pond.

A strong relationship between brood production and percent of pond
surface area less than two feet in depth was found. Brood pro-
duction was lowest on ponds with 0-10 percent of the area less than
two feet deep, increased to maximum in the 50-75 percent class and
decreased in the 75-100 percent class. I believe this difference
is due to the amount of feeding area (i.e., that area less than two
feet in depth) for puddler ducks

.

A relationship was found between the age of ponds and production per
acre of water.

Ponds less than three years of age produced only one brood per 15.5
acres of water. These ponds were usually fairly turbid and had
little shoreline vegetation. Ponds that were four years old or
older produced one to two broods per acre of water.
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Appendix #18

WATERSHED VIEWPOINT

by Norman J. King
U.S. Geological Survey

May I take this opportunity to thank Jim Llnne, Rex Cleary, and
Jerry Hillier for their past cooperation and the generous
invitation to participate in this workshop. The material presented
thus far has been extremely informative and thought provoking.
Also, I owe both Rex and Jerry a special note of thanks for providing
most of the slides that will be used to illustrate ray lecture this
afternoon

.

The purpose of my discussion today is to show how an understanding
of the watershed cam improve allotment management programs. The
presentation must, of necessity, be somewhat superficial because of
the time limitation. This should present no serious problems for
most of you who are familiar with my general lecture on processes
of erosion and sedimentation. For those of you who are not familiar
with that material, some questions may arise. The logic, however,
is basically simple and shouldn't be too confusing.

The Watershed

The concept of the watershed is surprisingly simple. It is an area
that sheds water—nothing more. A watershed is a hydrologic unit
from the standpoint of surface runoff only. On arid and semiarld
lands of the type administered by the Bureau of Land Management,
runoff is generated by precipitation on the watershed. Contribution
of ground water to runoff, especially from adjacent watersheds is
usually negligible. Today, this simple concept of the watershed is
being obscured and confused by the introduction of specialized terms
such as ecosystem as a sophisticated substitute for the term water-
shed. Conservationists often refer to the watershed as an ecosystem.
I think this use of jargon tends to confuse a simple and useful
concept. An ecosystem is a much more comprehensive terra than water-
shed. It refers to the dynamic whole formed by a habit and the
association of living things that occupy it. An ecosystem does not
necessarily comprise a watershed, and a watershed does not necessarily
conform to an ecosystem.

The one thing that is characteristic about a watershed is that it
contributes water to a central drainage net, (slide 1). If one were
to follow that drainage net from the drainage divide downstream, he
would find that the runoff, or amount of water carried by the drainage
net during any storm event, would normally increase in the downstream
direction. The amount of water flowing in a channel at any time is
referred to as discharge and is usually reported in cubic feet per
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second, abbreviated cfs. Horton, one of this country's foremost
geomorphologists and hydrologists recognized that watersheds are
dynamic physiographic entities in which the channels increase in
size in the downstream direction in the same way that discharge
increases downstream (slide 2). This realization is important
because it recognizes the relationship between the amount of water
that normally flows in a stream channel and the size of that
channel. Thus, in headwater areas discharge is low and channels
are characteristically small. With increasing distance downstream,
discharge increases as the size of the contributing area or water-
shed increases, and channels must be proportionally larger to
carry the larger flows.

If I could make no other point today, my time would be well spent
if you were to fully comprehend the dynamic equilibrium that exists
between the flow in a stream net within a watershed and the
physical dimensions—or hydraulic geometry as it has been called—
of that stream net. If a stream channel is adjusted to carry a
given discharge and subsequently the flow is increased for any
reason, the channel will tend to become enlarged through erosion
to carry the additional flow. Conversely, if the flow in a stream
channel is diminished for any reason, then readjustment downward
of the channel size can be expected through deposition of a part
of the sediment load. If the sediment load is too small to permit
appreciable deposition, then the channel will tend to become
stabilized. This dynamic equilibrium exists in all watersheds, and
it is a continuing process. If the net result of land use increases
runoff through the drainage net, then readjustment of channel size
in the form of erosion can be expected in the watershed. If treat-
ment programs reduce runoff—or subtract water as I prefer to think
of it, then channel deposition or stabilization can be expected in
the watershed. Presumably, therefore, a change from watershed
erosion to deposition or stability can be initiated by controlling
excessive runoff. Runoff control is the objective of most BLM
treatment programs, and it is precisely for that reason that the
watershed, which forms a hydrologic unit, has been selected as the
most practical unit for treatment.

Relationship of runoff and ground-water
recharge to precipitation

Runoff from a watershed depends on a number of factors such as
precipitation, topography, soils and underlying parent materials,
and the plant cover. The most important of these is the amount and
intensity of precipitation. The relationship of runoff to annual
precipitation is shown in this graph (slide 3) prepared by Langbein
and Schumm (1958) . In Montana where annual precipitation on BLM
lands is about 12 inches, this graph shows that total runoff would
average about 0.4 inches per year. To better illustrate this
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relationship, the data are shown In the form of a bar graph (slide
4). As you can see, the great bulk of the annual precipitation
is either intercepted by the plant and returned directly back to
the atmosphere or absorbed into the soil and ultimately returned
to the atmosphere through processes of evapotranspiration. A
small amount goes to runoff, and only a very small amount goes to
ground-water recharge. In many areas virtually no recharge to
ground water occurs. To further emphasize these quantitative
relationships, the next slide (slide 5) shows the distribution of
annual precipitation in the form of the hydrologic cycle. If,
for example, annual precipitation is approximately 12% inches,
as in much of eastern Montana, approximately 12 inches or 96
percent of the total is returned to the atmosphere by evapotran-
spiration. Only half an inch or about 4 percent of the total
occurs as runoff and less than 1 percent goes to ground-water
recharge

.

The relationship of runoff to annual precipitation is important in
any evaluation of your allotment management programs. For example,
it may seem overly optimistic, if not unreasonable, if I were to
claim that initiation of a rest-rotation grazing system could reduce
runoff by half. However, if I were to use a different approach and
claim that initiation of such a system could increase the amount of
moisture stored in the soil by 2 percent, that magnitude of change
would seem very reasonable. A 2 percent change seems small; and
yet, if soil moisture storage is increased by 2 percent, then
runoff must necessarily be reduced from 4 percent to 2 percent,
which is to cut runoff in half. This logic is of paramount
importance to watershed treatment programs.

The relationship of ground-water recharge to precipitation is
difficult to evaluate directly because the movement of water
downward in the unsaturated zone is imperfectly understood and
hard to measure. However, available data indicates that recharge
to ground water is small. In most areas administered by the Bureau
of Land Management in Montana, for example, water moving downward
through the unconsolidated surface materials tends to concentrate
at the alluvium-bedrock surface. This water then moves laterally
on top of the bedrock towards the stream channels that traverse
the area. If as little as 1 percent of the total amount of
moisture that enters the soil were to move downward to the bedrock
surface and eventually reach the channel net, this seemingly small
amount of recharge would support a perennial flow of 5 gpm per
square mile of contributing watershed for the entire runoff season,
April through October. Thus, a watershed the size of Willow Creek
basin near Glasgow for example, would yield a perennial flow at its
mouth of about 5 cfs, if only 1 percent of soil moisture were to
move downward to ground-water recharge and then laterally to the
drainage net

.
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The absence of any perennial flow on most lands administered by
the Bureau of Land Management vould seem to indicate that almost
no movement of water downward through the soil veneer is occurring.
And yet, oldtimers tell us that many of the streams that are
ephemeral today and flow only in direct response to storm runoff
were perennial at the time that ranching was initiated in the
Western United States. Assuming that their recollections are
generally valid, what has happened? The answer to this question
may be that a change has occurred in the plant cover that has
significantly reduced soil-moisture storage and consequent ground-
water recharge. Let us examine the possible hydrologic effects of
an environmental change from grassland to shrubland as a result of
invasion by sagebrush.

In a grassland environment (slide 6) each grass plant (slide 7)
acts as a small pump that withdraws water from the various soil
horizons. From a hydrologic standpoint, the A horizon essentially
represents the depth to which rain moisture or summer precipitation
penetrates. The B2 horizon reflects the depth to which snow
moisture normally penetrates, whereas the underlying B3 horizon
receives only redistributed excess moisture from the B2 horizon.
The contact between the B2 and B3 horizons corresponds to the active
rooting depth reported in your Phase 1 studies. Some roots do
penetrate the B3 horizon, but for the most part, grasses do not pump
effectively from depths of more than 25 inches. Therefore, any soil
moisture in a grassland habitat that penetrates the B3 horizon to a
depth of more than 25 inches will probably contribute to ground-
water recharge. In watersheds underlain by impermeable bedrock,
such as shale, this recharge tends to move laterally along the
soil-bedrock contact and eventually to reappear in the central
drainage net as a small, but perennial, stream (slide 8).

When an environmental change from grassland to shrubland occurs,
either as a result of invasion or because of the suppression of the
grasses due to selective grazing over long periods, then a change in
soil moisture storage also occurs. As Sam pointed out in his
presentation, grasses grow close together and shade the soil in
addition to minimizing the erosive forces of raindrop impact and
overland flow. Thus, the soil temperature in a grassland habitat
tends to be lower than in a shrubland habitat where large open areas
between plants are essentially barren and receive the full heating
effect of solar radiation (slide 9). Because of the higher soil
temperatures in the shrubland habitat, loss of moisture at the
surface from evaporation is greater than in the grassland habitat
and less moisture is available to the plant for transpiration.
Another important aspect of shrubs such as sagebrush is that they,
in effect, have two opportunities to utilize available soil moisture
(slide 10). A widespread shallow root system competes very effectively
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with the grasses for soil moisture whereas a deeper root system
can utilize any redistributed moisture in the B3 horizon. Thus,
the opportunity for ground-water recharge in a shrub land
environment is considerably less than in a grassland environment.
We might logically expect, therefore, that a change of grassland
to shrubland would result in diminished ground-water recharge,
and thus, loss of any perennial flow in the streams. Conversely,
the conversion from shrub lands back to grasslands should have the
opposite effect.

Another aspect of shrubs and other woody plants that should be
mentioned is their local occurrence as phreatophytes where they
subsist almost wholly on the ground-water resource. Large shrubs,
such as this sagebrush (slide 11) and the one from which Sam Short
cut the stump we saw yesterday, transpire significant amounts of
moisture from ground-water storage. Large numbers of such
phreatophytic shrubs growing along ephemeral stream channels can
virtually deplete the local ground-water resource. I am confident
that the elimination of dense growths of large shrubs along many
ephemeral streams would result in reestablishment of perennial
flows in these channels through at least a part of the summer
season.

Runoff and Sediment Yield from Watersheds

Recent studies in the Soil and Moisture Program of the Geological
Survey show that a direct correlation exists between runoff and
percent bare soil in a watershed. Thus, presumably, shrublands
with large barren areas between plants will yield more runoff than
grasslands with closer spaced plants. Our studies (slide 12)
indicate that the quantitative relationship between runoff and
percent bare soil in a watershed depends on the local precipitation
pattern. In Badger Wash in western Colorado where annual precipi-
tation is about 8% inches , the data plot is a straight line with a

slight slope. At Boco Mountain in west-central Colorado where
annual precipitation is about 10.4 inches, the slope of the line
drawn through the data points is considerably steeper. Near Palo
Alto, California, where annual precipitation is about 20 inches,
the slope of the line drawn through the data points is very steep.
These results, in effect, show that the higher the annual precipi-
tation, the greater will be the effect on runoff of a given percent
change in bare soil in a watershed. In Montana, for example,
assuming a mean annual precipitation of about 12 inches, a plot of
runoff vs. percent bare soil should fall about midway between the

Boco Mountain and Palo Alto data. Thus, an increase or decrease
in bare soil of only 10 percent would presumably cause as much as

100 percent increase or decrease in runoff in Montana watersheds.
The inference is that a decrease in percent bare soil for a water-
shed as a result of a change in the plant cover from shrubs to

grass could cause a significant decrease in runoff. This logic
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might explain the appreciable decrease in runoff that seems to
occur following the initiation of rest-rotation grazing systems.

Now let us analyze the possible effects of a change in grazing use
on a watershed. Referring to a slide shown previously (slide 2),
a dynamic relationship exists between the combination of factors
that determine runoff from a watershed and the size of the channel
net which must carry that runoff. If grazing use depletes the
plant cover or causes a change in plant composition, thereby
increasing percent bare soil, an increase in runoff should occur.
The increased runoff should cause an enlargement of channels through
erosion. Why does this occur? The basic processes are rather
simple and can be explained by reference to the modified Manning
Equation which relates the velocity of flow to channel parameters
(slide 13). The increased flow or discharge in a channel does not
initially modify the slope, S, of the channel. However, the higher
flows do submerge irregularities along a channel, such as rocks and
vegetation, to a greater depth than do lesser flows. As a result,
channel roughness, n, decreases and mean depth of flow, d, increases.
Both of these changes cause an increase in mean flow velocity, v.
Velocity, in turn, is a measure of a stream's kinetic energy and
determines its ability to pick up and transport sediment (slide 14).
The competency of a stream— the largest particle that a stream can
move— is a function of approximately the 5th power of the velocity.
The capacity of a stream— the total load of all sizes that a stream
can carry— is a function of approximately the 3.2 to the 4th power
of the velocity. This is to say that a stream moving at a velocity
of 4 feet per second will theoretically move a particle 1,000 times
as large and approximately 150 times as much total load as a stream
moving at a velocity of 1 foot per second. In major runoff events
where flow velocities may reach 16 feet per second, you can see the
drastic effect that such an increase in discharge can have on channel
stability.

The foregoing logic is also applicable in reverse. If runoff is

reduced for any reason, particles eroded from steep hills lopes and
moved into the drainage net will tend to be deposited as flows
spread across the channel width and velocity diminishes. Channel
aggradation and stabilization will follow. Briefly described, these
are the basic hydrologic principles and processes that operate in
watersheds.

Runoff Control in Watersheds

Reservoirs

Erosion control in a watershed is essentially a matter of runoff
control. The dominant type of runoff control attempted in the past
has been the construction of reservoirs. These can be classified as
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retention reservoirs that store or retain runoff, and detention
reservoirs that temporarily store water following a runoff event
while releasing it at a controlled rate through an outlet or draw-
down pipe.

The retention reservoir is usually a small structure constructed as
a source of water for livestock (slide 15) . This type of structure
is aesthetically pleasing and functional. It modifies the local
environment and has value for both livestock and wildlife. Large
numbers of these small structures are necessary, however, to have
even a small effect on runoff.

The comparatively large detention reservoir, such as this structure
(slide 16), can store a large part of the runoff from a watershed
and will effectively control discharge downstream. The reservoir
also has considerable value for recreational purposes, as wildlife
habitat, and as a source of water for livestock and wildlife in the
area. The value of this type of reservoir, however, is transient
and depends on how rapidly the capacity below the level of the
outlet pipe fills with sediment. As sure as night follows day, if
this type of reservoir is built in an eroding watershed, it will
fill with sediment. Depending on the design life, which in the BLM
is usually either 25 or 50 years, a detention reservoir usually
loses most of its recreational and wildlife values after a period
of 15 to 20 years. This occurs when the permanent storage pool is

filled with sediment and the appearance of the reservoir is that of
a broad unsightly mud flat (slides 17 and 18). Other problems are
also created as a detention reservoir fills with sediment. Outlet
pipes are subject to damage or plugging by the trash carried by
flood flows (slide 19). Corrosion of galvanized outlet pipes in
saline sediments is locally a problem. The riser pipe shown here
(slide 20) is completely corroded off, and it is only a matter of
time until this outlet pipe is plugged by trash. If the dam and
the outlet pipes function properly, however, eventually every
reservoir, regardless of its design, will fill with sediment, and
flood flows must be routed through the spillway. As spillways are
seldom hardened by steel or concrete or cut in bedrock, then erosion
in the form of headcutting occurs (slide 21) , and the reservoir fill

is subject to excavation. Thus, the problem eventually created by
construction of a large reservoir may be as severe or worse than
the Initial problem.

It must be said on the plus side for reservoirs that they do

initiate filling of channels upstream. Presumably, therefore, a

reservoir could serve a very useful purpose in the long run, even
after it has filled with sediment , if it were not for the problem
of erosion of the spillway. Prevention of spillway failure and

subsequent excavation of materials deposited in the reservoir and
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in the channel upstream, however, is generally more expensive
than initial construction of the reservoir. The reservoir,
therefore, provides no long term solution to runoff control in
watersheds

.

Mechanical treatment

As previously stated, utilization of rest-rotation grazing systems
promises to be a very practical and effective method of reducing
runoff from watersheds . In comparatively stable, rolling upland
areas such as this (slide 22), rest-rotation grazing very probably
could eliminate virtually all runoff. In eroding shale terrain
such as this (slide 23), a rest-rotation system would not eliminate
all runoff, although it might reduce the amount significantly. On
the bottom lands (slide 24) in the Willow Creek watershed, however,
rest-rotation grazing would be largely ineffective in reducing
runoff. These bottom lands, or "slick areas" as they are called,
are largely devoid of a protective plant cover because of a sodium
dispersed layer at the surface that inhibits infiltration. The
"slick area" shown in this slide is 87 percent bare soil. Our
studies show that approximately 60 to 70 percent of annual precipi-
tation in these areas contributes directly to runoff and that only
30 to 40 percent is returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration
(slide 25).

Moreover, the water that runs off carries very little sediment
because the dispersed sodium layer at the surface is moderately
resistant to erosion. Water reaching the channels adjacent to
these areas, therefore, is essentially sediment free. Consequently,
channels downstream from "slick areas" tend to experience scour of
their bed and banks as flows attempt to satisfy their limits of
competency and capacity.

The Model B contour furrower (slide 26) has been very effective in
eliminating runoff from "slick areas" and in establishing a protective
plant cover. This machine excavates a double row of furrows spaced
5 feet apart . Each furrow is dammed at intervals of 4 to 20 feet to
prevent concentration of runoff in the event that a furrow does not
conform exactly to the contour. Contour furrowing of the "slick
area" previously shown (slide 24) has eliminated runoff from the
treated area and has reduced bare soil from 87 to 19 percent (slide
27).

Two benefits of contour furrowing in the Willow Creek watershed are
emphasized. First, "slick areas" compose approximately 10 percent
of the Willow Creek watershed and contribute an estimated 50 percent
of the total runoff. Elimination of this "sediment- free" water by
contour furrowing all "slick areas" in the watershed would very
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probably result in stabilization of the eroding central channel.

A second benefit is the additional forage that would be produced.

This resource could be used advantageously in establishing rest-

rotation grazing systems on the adjacent uplands.

Erosion Control in Watersheds

Perhaps the most striking form of erosion in a watershed is the

headcut, which is the primary phase of the gullying process. Head-

cuts range widely in slope and dimension, but essentially they are

vertical over falls in ephemeral stream valleys that migrate
upvalley during runoff events leaving behind eroding, often deeply

incised, stream channels.

Small headcuts on hillslopes generally present no real problems

(slide 28) Fast studies show that materials eroded from the face

of these small headcuts are generally redeposited immediately down-

stream. Thus, at some time in the future this headcut would be

located farther upslope, but its appearance should be essentially

the same as you see here. Larger headcuts on secondary drainage

courses (slide 29) often present the same situation. These headcuts

are slowly migrating upstream, but the great bulk of the sediment

eroded from the headcut area is redeposited on the channel bottom

a short distance downstream.

In contrast to the smaller headcuts which attract minimal attention,

the large headcuts on main channels virtually usurp the interest of

those charged with formulation of allotment management plans. I

can understand an area manager being awed by the magnitude of erosion

occurring in an actively headcutting area such as this (slide 30) on

Alkali Creek near Belle Fourche, South Dakota. The experience of

seeing runoff pouring over the brink of this type of headcut to

cascade downward into the plunge pool, literally melting away the

erodible sediments (slide 31) , is enough to excite almost anyone to

action. It is important, however, to resist this challenge, and

instead, to evaluate the exact nature of the problem. On Alkali

Creek, for example, the channel immediately downstream from the head-

cutting area is precipitous and obviously eroding (slide 32). A mile

farther downstream, however, the channel appears to be largely

stabilized (slide 33) . Further downstream the channel widens

appreciably (slide 34) and apparent aggradation is occurring (slide

35). About 3 miles downstream from the headcut (slide 36) the old

gully formed by the headward migration of the headcut has been almost

completely filled by deposition of the sediment eroded from upstream.

The vegetal resource in this aggrading area is equal to or better

than that on the valley floor upstream from the headcut. One might

ask, therefore, can an expensive control structure be justified to

prevent this type of erosion in which the value of the resource lost

through the headcutting process is approximately replaced by
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aggradation downstream? Wouldn't a greater value be obtained from

monies spent by initiating rest-rotation grazing systems in other
areas or by augmenting existing rest-rotation systems in this area.

Essentially the same conclusions were reached as a result of an

inspection trip made last fall on a tributary of Larb Creek in the

Malta District by Jerry Hillier, Jim Hicks, and myself. An actively
eroding headcut on this tributary was threatening the main access

road in the area and appeared to be contributing a large volume of

sediment downstream (slide 37). Followed downstream, however, the

channel became stabilized in a distance of less than a mile (slide

38) , and virtually all sediment obtained from the headcutting
process was being deposited on the well- vegetated channel bottom.

Farther downstream a second headcut (slide 39) was observed
migrating upstream. Sediment from this headcut area was also

being deposited a short distance downstream (slide 40). A third

and a fourth headcut separated by a well-vegetated, aggrading channel
bottom were observed in the same tributary upstream from Larb Creek.

In this example, therefore, the need for protection of the road is

real and should be accomplished by the most economical method.
Stabilization of the headcut, however, to protect the channel upstream
or to prevent sediment movement downstream cannot be justified.

I am confident that headcuts of the type shown in the previous slides

would be found on virtually all tributaries of Larb Creek as well
as on channels in other watersheds in the area. There probably are

millions of these types of headcuts in Montana, most of which move

very slowly and are characterized by aggrading channels downstream.

It is economically unfeasible to attempt to prevent this type of
erosion.

It should be stressed, however, that some actively eroding headcuts

do present a serious erosion problem that might warrant control.

Each circumstance should be carefully evaluated on the basis of fact.

For example, this headcut (slide 41) is eroding headward through an

alluviated stream valley that is tributary to Willow Creek. The

sediment thus obtained is not being deposited downstream, but is

moving out of the watershed into the Milk River and eventually into

the Missouri River. Ten years later (slide 42) measurements show

that the gully has been extended 193 feet upstream. This is an

average distance of about 20 feet per year. As a land manager, you

must weigh the value of the lost resource against the cost of treat-

ment. In this example, control of the headcut probably could not be

justified.

Aside from the special problems of erosion control such as headcuts,

I am of the opinion that the best way to control erosion of all types

in a watershed is to improve the plant cover through your various
treatment programs, and as a consequence, to reduce runoff. Because
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of the dynamic equilibrium that exists in nature, it appears logical
to presume that a significant measure of erosion control will result
as a direct consequence of diminished runoff.

Because of time limitations this afternoon, I have avoided any
discussion of erosion and its control on main channels. However,
I would like to describe briefly some observations that I made last
fall on Susy Creek in the Elko District, Nevada. Susy Creek channel
in the reach shown here (slide 43) is obviously subject to considerable
scour during periods of runoff. No vegetation is growing within the

channel and the bottom is veneered with a layer of coarse gravel.
Note the dead cow in the channel and the fence a short distance up-
stream. Immediately upstream from this fence (slide 44) the channel
changes dramatically in appearance. The channel is well vegetated
and appears to be stabilized. No tributaries contribute additional
runoff between this reach and the one shown in the previous slide.
The change occurs at the fence and must be attributed to differences
in grazing use. The eroding reach is subject to unrestricted grazing;
that stable reach is subject to semicontrolled grazing—not a rest-
rotation grazing system. These observations, coupled with the
information presented by Hy Wilson yesterday on channel stabilization
following initiation of rest-rotation grazing systems is most
encouraging. Although it may be somewhat premature to assess the

worth of rest-rotation grazing systems in stabilizing channels,
results to date suggest that improvement of the plant cover in

channels may be as dramatic as improvement of the plant cover on the

uplands. If so, erosion control in watersheds may be one of the

primary benefits of rest-rotation grazing systems.

Application of Watershed Principles
to Allotment Management Plans

Rather than attempt to summarize the material presented this after-

noon, I think it would be more beneficial in the way of conclusion

to review briefly from the standpoint of runoff and erosion control

two watersheds in Montana that Jerry Hillier and I examined last

fall in company with the respective District personnel. These are

the Crooked Creek watershed in the Lewistown District and the Bull-

whacker Creek watershed in the Malta District.

Crooked Creek Watershed

The upper reaches of the Crooked Creek watershed present an irregular

rolling terrain underlain largely by Bear Paw Shale that support a

fair plant cover. This upland, which constitutes the bulk of the

watershed, should respond very favorably to rest-rotation grazing as

shown here (slide 45) . You can see the striking improvement of the

plant cover in response to rest-rotation grazing in the pasture to the

left of the fence as contrasted to the other pasture, which is still
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used for community grazing. Presumably, a corresponding improvement
in the plant cover on all upland areas would result in a significant
reduction in runoff and sediment yield from these upland areas.
The main channel of Crooked Creek (slide 46) shows some erosion at

meander bends, but the overall Impression is more one of stability
than erosion. As you can see, vegetation is encroaching on the
channel bottom. A small reduction of runoff in this channel as a
consequence of grazing control upstream would very probably lead
to complete channel stabilization or possibly aggradation. Another
view of the main channel (slide 47) shows the same tendence toward
stability rather than erosion. Similarly, tributaries (slide 48)
show a past period of active erosion, as evidenced by cutbanks along
the channel, that has apparently given way to a current period of
essential stability (slide 49). After examining this watershed, I am
of the opinion that a serious runoff and erosion problem does not
exist. I certainly would not recommend the construction of
reservoirs to control runoff without first determining the effect on
runoff that can be obtained by the application of rest-rotation
grazing systems to the watershed.

Bullwhacker Creek Watershed

An examination of the Bullwhacker Creek watershed, which is also
largely underlain by Bear Paw Shale, yielded much the same impression
as the Crooked Creek watershed. The upland areas (slide 50) are more
dissected and have less potential for development of the plant cover
than those in the Crooked Creek watershed, but again, there is every
reason to believe that establishment of a rest-rotation grazing system
in this watershed would significantly reduce runoff and consequent
erosion. The channels have locally eroding cutbanks (slide 51), but
for the most part they are moderately well stabilized by vegetation
(slide 52). The watershed, therefore, is showing initial trends
toward stability. An erosion problem exists where the road crosses
the main channel (slide 53) , but this should be regarded as a special
problem that best can be solved by construction of an adequate
crossing. As in the Crooked Creek watershed, therefore, I would
recommend that construction of reservoirs to control runoff in this
watershed be deferred pending the outcome of treatment through rest-
rotation grazing.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that no simple panacea
exists for the treatment of watersheds. The understanding and
application of basic principles to fit the needs of each area, however,
is inherent in the concept of rest-rotation grazing. This approach,
strengthened by an appreciation of hydrologic and geomorphic aspects
of watersheds should lead to the formulation of effective allotment
management plans. I believe that four general courses of action
should be considered: (1) Rest-rotation grazing systems should be
designed and applied to all appropriate parts of the allotment to
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be treated; (2) those areas that are not likely to respond to
intensive grazing systems, such as shrublands and slick areas,
should be treated appropriately by spraying, reseeding, contour
furrowing, etc.; (3) special problems such as headcuts and road
crossings should be appraised and treated accordingly; and (4)
direct control of runoff and channel erosion should be postponed
pending an evaluation of the effectiveness of the treatments
previously applied.

Thank you.
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Slide No.

1. Diagram showing increase in discharge in a drainage net in the
downstream direction.

2. Diagram showing increase in channel size with increasing
discharge in the downstream direction.

3. Graph showing relationship of runoff to annual precipitation for
a mean temperature of 50*F. (from Langbein and Schumm, 1958,
fig. 1).

4. Bar graph showing relative amounts of annual precipitation that
go to evapotransipiration, runoff, and ground-water recharge.

5. Diagram showing distribution of annual precipitation on water-
sheds into runoff, soil-moisture storage, and ground-water storage,

6. View of upland area in Montana showing a predominantly grassland
environment.

7. Diagram showing soil profile and rooting characteristics in a
grassland environment.

8. View of a perennial stream in a small upland valley.

9. View of shrubland habitat showing unprotected barren soil areas
between plants.

10. Diagram showing soil profile and rooting characteristics in a
shrubland environment.

11. Large sagebrush plant about 10 feet tall that is growing as a
phreatophyte

.

12. Graph showing relationship of runoff to percent bare soils in a
watershed.

13. The modified Manning Equation, an empirical relationship between
the velocity of flow in a channel and channel parameters.

v -U&L. d
2/3 1/2

n

where v is mean velocity of flow, n is a roughness coefficient,
d is mean depth of flow, and s is slope of energy gradient.

14. Table showing effect of velocity on the competency and capacity
of a stream.
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15. Small retention reservoir constructed to store water for
livestock in the Crooked Creek watershed, Lewistown
District.

16. Large detention reservoir on a tributary of Crooked Creek in
the Lewistown District.

17. Aerial view of Collins Meadow Reservoir in the Willow Creek
watershed in the Malta District showing the broad mud flat
that now forms the reservoir bottom.

18. View of Collins Meadow Reservoir from top of dam.

19. Trash rack on Collins Meadow Reservoir that has been partially
collapsed by large trees carried by flood flows.

20. Corroded outlet pipe in Mud Pot Reservoir in the Willow Creek
watershed.

21. View of eroded spillway on a detention reservoir.

22. Stable rolling upland area in the western part of the Willow Creek
watershed.

23. Dissected terrain with steep shale slopes in the eastern part of
the Willow Creek watershed.

24. Bottomland bordering the main channels in the Willow Creek
watershed. These areas are largely devoid of a protective
plant cover and are called "slick areas."

25. Diagram showing distribution of annual precipitation on "slick
areas" into runoff and soil-moisture storage. No ground-water
recharge occurs in these areas

.

26. Model B contour furrower.

27. Former "slick area" that has been contour furrowed.

28. View of a small headcut on a hlllslope in the Willow Creek
watershed.

29. View of a larger headcut on a secondary channel in the Willow
Creek watershed.

30. Large active headcut on Alkali Creek near Belle Fourche, South

Dakota

.

31. Runoff over the headcut on Alkali Creek.
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32. Eroding channel immediately downstream from headcutting area
on Alkali Creek.

33. Channel of Alkali Creek about a mile downstream from headcut.

34. Channel of Alkali Creek about 2 miles downstream from headcut.
Channel has widened appreciably and vegetation is becoming
established.

35. Channel of Alkali Creek about 2% miles downstream from headcut.
Channel appears to be aggrading.

36. Channel of Alkali Creek about 3 miles downstream from headcut.
Channel is almost completely filled with sediment and has an
excellent protective plant cover.

37. Headcut on an unnamed tributary of Larb Creek in the Malta
District.

38. Aggrading channel reach downstream from headcut on tributary of
Larb Creek.

39. Second headcut on tributary of Larb Creek.

40. Deposition in channel downstream from second headcut on tributary
of Larb Creek.

41. Headcut on tributary of Willow Creek near the Bomber spreader.
Photo taken in 1958.

42. Same headcut as in slide 41 after 10 years.

43. Eroding reach of Susy Creek near Elko, Nevada.

44. Stable reach of Susy Creek about 100 yards upstream from reach
shown in previous slide.

45. View along a fence line separating community pasture from one in
a rest-rotation grazing system, Crooked Creek watershed,
Lewistown District.

46. Crooked Creek channel looking upstream.

47. Crooked Creek channel looking downstream.

48. Wolf Creek channel upstream from Crooked Creek showing healed
cutbanks

.

49. Wolf Creek channel showing grassed bottom.
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50. View of upland area in the Bullwhacker Creek watershed.

51. Bullwhacker Creek channel showing eroding shale cutbanks

.

52. Stable reach on Bullwhacker Creek channel immediately downstream
from reach shown in previous slide.

53. Road crossing on Bullwhacker Creek.

•
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Appendix #19

HOW CAN ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS BE IMPROVED?
ACADEMIC VIEWPOINT

By Dr. Lee A. Sharp
University of Idaho

I am very pleased to be in attendance at this Workshop, not so much
for the reason that ray presentation will contribute very much, but
because I expect to gain in educational and professional resource
management competence.

Allotment management planning and the concepts on which it is based,
reflects a complete change in public land management philosophy by
the Bureau. With completion of the adjudication programs, the human
energies involved in this activity could be directed elsewhere.
Directing these energies to resource planning, in the way you are
proceeding, was a move, in my estimation, of profound significance.
Range-trained people in your organization can now work and grow as
professionals rather than functioning as technicians. As a conse-
quence, resource benefits should accrue at an increasing rate.

The program is so new that we in the educational field are not fully
aware of all that you are doing, or the problems you encounter. I

am very enthused about your program and have tried to gain some
detailed acquaintance with it. My limited level of understanding
of this program has come from working with some of your people in

the Burley District of Idaho. Through correspondence I have obtained
opinions and reactions from Kay Wilkes of the Portland Service Center;

Tom Heller of the Denver Service Center; Jim Anderson, New Mexico
State Director; and District Manager, Eugene Moore of Winnemucca. I

have had conversations by telephone, and in the field and in my
office with Delbert Fallon, Max Bruce, Lew Martindale, Floyd
Kinsinger, Don Pendleton and livestock ranchers in Idaho such as

Jack Pierce, Noy Brackett, Gene Davis, Bud Purdy and others about
allotment management planning. I participated, in a small way,

in the Workshop held at Burns, Oregon, a little over a year ago.

Less than a year ago, I organized, in cooperation with the Burley
District and Mr. Jack Pierce, a range management planning workshop
based on one of your allotment management plans. I give you these
credentials so that you may judge the appropriateness or inappro-
priateness of the following remarks for improving allotment
management plans

.

As we view the recent success you have had through specialized
grazing programs in your allotment management planning let's ask,

what happened? Rotation, deferred-rotation or rest-rotation grazing
systems were advocated as early as 1895 -^ as a means of managing

—
' Smith, J. G. 1895. Forage conditions of the prairie region. In:

The U.S. Dept. Agr. Yearbook, 1895. P. 309-324.
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2/
domestic livestock grazing on range areas. Jared Smith, —
discussing grazing problems in the southwest and how to meet
them, stated in 1899:

"There was a constant shifting of the wild herds in
their search for the best pasturage, and with the
season, drifting northward in the sping and southward
at the approach of winter, congregating where there
was water and grass. The conditions were entirely
natural and the movements of the herds were almost
unrestricted. The intermittent grazing and resting
of the land resulting from the roving habits of the
buffalo and the mustangs was an ideal method of
fostering and improving the natural pasturage. The
result of this alternation of pastures, conducted on a

gigantic scale, was that the native grasses were
allowed to fully ripen their seeds, and perpetuate
themselves each year in the most liberal manner."

H. L. Bentley, in describing experiments conducted in central Texas ,2'

indicated significant response of the vegetation when experimental
pastures were alternately grazed or stock were kept off at certain
times.

Alternating periods of rest and grazing were advocated by Kennedy
(1901) , Davy (1902) , Potter (1905) , Thornber (1910) , Wilcox (1911) ..

and others as a means of maintaining or improving forage productivity.—

II— Smith, J. G. 1899. Grazing problems in the southwest and how
to meet them. U.S. Dept. Agr., Div. of Agrostology. Bull. No. 16.

3/— Bentley, H. L. 1902. Experiments in range improvement in central
Texas. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin 13.

—
' Kennedy, P. B. 1901. A preliminary report on the summer ranges
of western Nevada sheep. Nevada Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. 51.

Davy, J. B. 1902. Stock ranges of northwestern California.
U.S. Dept. Agr., Bureau of Plant Industries Bull. 12.

Potter, A. F. 1905. Questions regarding public grazing lands of
the western United States. U.S. Public Lands Commission Report.

Thornber, J. J. 1910. The grazing ranges of Arizona. Arizona
Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. 65.

Wilcox, E. W. 1911. The grazing industry. Hawaii Agr. Expt. Stat,

(unnumbered) separate.
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Sampson in 1913 — ' discussed the merits of (1) yearlong or season-
long grazing year after year; (2) yearlong or season- long grazing
with occasional total exclusion of stock during the entire year to
give the forage a chance to reproduce; and (3) deferred grazing,
which aims at a rotation in the time of using each portion of the
range, allowing the plants on one portion to mature their seeds
each year before they are cropped and then grazing it to avoid
loss of forage through nonuse, and to assist reproduction by
trampling in the seed. Season- long grazing alternated with periods
of protection (rest) was found to restore vigor of the perennial
vegetation and increase the production of existing plants. This
system of grazing, however, did not accomplish any substantial
reproduction of desirable species. The lack of reproduction was
attributed to a failure of the seeds to be planted—something
that has been added in the rest-rotation grazing system widely
used today. The deferred grazing system discussed by Sampson
was similar in many respects to Mr. Hormay's rest-rotation system
except that usually each area in the deferred system was grazed
yearly but with due consideration to vigor restoration, seed
production, planting of the seeds and seedling establishment.

Jardine and Anderson, -' in the 1919 "Bible" of range management,
advocated deferred grazing for both cattle and sheep using the
National Forests.

In spite of all the early writings on the benefits of rotation,
deferred- rotation or deferred grazing, grazing on public lands
consisted until recently, of season-long grazing contrary to the
statements made by Sampson in 1914 that ". . .a combination of
deferred and rotation grazing ... is now being applied with minor
variations to rangelands throughout the National Forests." Jj

Large areas, limited manpower, limited funds for range improvements
such as fences and water development, and the pressing need to obtain
an inventory of the forage resource so as to balance animal numbers
with resource capabilities may have been the principal factors in

* Sampson, A. W. 1913. Range improvements by deferred and
rotation grazing. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 34.

-' Jardine, J. T. and M. Anderson. 1919. Range management on the
National Forests. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 790.
98 pp.

-' Sampson, R. W. 1914. Natural revegetation of rangelands based
on growth requirements and life history of the vegetation. Jour.
Agr. Research III (2): 93-160. p. 94.
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slowing extensive implementation of intensive or specialized grazing
programs on public lands.

Until recently, "rules of thumb" and simple guides for management
were used as a substitute for management. The cardinal principles
of range management, 2.' i.e., (1) proper class of livestock, (2)
correct season of grazing, (3) proper number of livestock, and (4)
proper distribution of animals provided only minimal direction for
range management programs

.

Studies by Sampson and Malmstem published in 1926 emphasized the
importance of intensity and frequency of grazing that may be allowed
if plant cover and forage production are to be maintained or improved.—'
The U.S. Forest Service intensified utilization-standards research
following transfer in 1926 of the Office of Grazing Studies from the
Administrative Branch of grazing to a division in the Branch of
Research. -

Because of the urgent need for plant utilization information on
National Forest ranges, a request from the Administrative Division
of Range Management for a special study on utilization standards
(proper grazing use) led to the development of a cooperative western
wide project on the subject. The project was initiated in 1936 under
the supervision of Robert S. Campbell. The charge given to Dr.
Campbell was to formulate sound utilization standards and simple
practical methods of measuring degree of forage utilization. 1!/
Campbell stated that "continued productivity or gradual death of a
good forage grass may depend upon a difference in foliage removal
of as little as 10 percent." Consequently, more accurate (than

8/

10/

11/

Campbell, R. S. 1943. Ecology—progress in utilization standards
for western ranges. Jour. Wash. Acad. Sciences 33 (6): 161-169.

Campbell, R. S. 1948. Milestones in range management. Jour.
Range Mgmt. 1(1): 4-9.

Jardine and Anderson. 1919. Ibid.

Jardine, J. T., H. A. Lindgren and E. L. Potter. 1923. Management
of range grazing land. Oregon Agr. College Ext. Service. Ext.
Bull. 366. 15 pp.

Sampson, A. W. and H. E. Malmstem. 1926. Grazing periods and
forage production on the National Forests. U.S. Dept. Agr.
Bull. 1405.

Division of Range Research, Forest Service. U.S. Dept. of Agr.
1944. The history of western range research, Agr. History 18:127-143.

Campbell, R. S. 1937. Problems of measuring forage utilization on
western ranges. Ecology 18:528-532.
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experienced judgment) measurement of utilization would appear to

be important.

In developing utilization standards it was recognized that the

problem was complex, involving several stages of plant succession,
differences among species as to the relish with which they are
eaten by livestock at different seasons, resistance to grazing and
variation of individual plant processes of growth, maintenance and
reproduction. 1

.
2.' In spite of the complexity of the problem, the

strategy of the cooperative study was to formulate the results of
previous and present studies "into simple, readily applicable facts
for use by busy range administrators and managers." JL3/ Thus, the
syndrome of simplifying a complex subject was perpetuated and
continues today.

Proper use became the nomenclature or the standards against which
current utilization could be compared. "Proper use" or "Palatability"
tables of plant species were compiled by agencies or interagency
groups for particular areas or regions, by season of use and kind
of livestock. Many of these were compiled on the basis of experienced
judgment and compromise. Federal and State experiment stations
initiated studies, clipping and grazing, to improve the proper use
standards for plant species and plant communities.

Proper grazing use implies an advantage or benefit to be gained in

contrast to improper use. Ranges or forage plants properly used
will provide the optimum output of animal products, domestic
livestock and wildlife, and assure maintenance or improvement of

other land values as watershed protection, timber production and

recreational activities. A recent article in the Journal of Range
Management J^' points out the advantages of proper use in achieving
efficiency in the use of our rangelands but does not indicate

specifically how proper use is obtained. This is our problem. In
spite of all the work done to date, we are but little closer in

specifying proper use percentage wise, for a range area or a species

than before. This is not to say that the energy devoted to these

studies has been entirely wasted. Much of the understanding we have

today of our range resource stems directly or indirectly from the

attempts to arrive at utilization standards. Curiosity about the

•12/ Campbell, R. S. 1943. o£.cit. p. 161.

I3-/ Campbell, R. S. 1943. op. cit. p. 161.

Hi' Anderson, E. W. 1969. Why proper grazing use? Jour. Range

Mgmt. 22 (5): 361-363.
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reaction of plants to various levels of defoliation and frequencies
of defoliation was stimulated by this problem of establishing
utilization standards and led to basic studies that have added to

our knowledge and understanding of range management.

The implementation of allotment management planning by the Bureau
of Land Management, as mentioned before, indicated an almost
complete change in resource management philosophy. It is like using
a 1971 automobile to get somewhere in place of the old model B Ford.
I wonder though if you traded in or got rid of the model B Ford when
you bought the 1971 model. Perhaps you think it will have some
value, similar to utilization measurements, because of sentimentality
or its antiquity.

As you perhaps can deduce from the previous simile, I am not here
to extol the virtues of utilization measurements in the evaluation
of allotment management plans.

Hormay ~' stated that to accept the "philosophy" that there is some
proper use standard for a plant species or range area in the conven-
tional sense is unrealistic. Grazing habits of livestock make
proper use levels for plants meaningless as a device for regulating
stocking. In addition, proper use standards were predicated on the
premise that the foliage would be removed annually at some given
level. No thought was given to some level of defoliation in one year
followed by years with no defoliation, yet this is the basis for

grazing management in your allotment management plans.

Others have questioned the use of utilization measurements in

resource management. Stoddart —'states , "nothing but ecological
knowledge plus range-managing experience will suffice to determine a

standard of utilization ... No accurate method of grazing capacity
determination has yet been devised which does not rely upon experience
founded upon comparable range of proved grazing capacity." In
discussing range management at the 19th annual meeting of the American
Society of Range Management, James Blaisdell indicated that pre-
occupation with exact measurement of herbage utilization seems to have

— ' Hormay, A. L. 1970. Principles of rest-rotation grazing and
multiple-use land management. U.S. Dept . Agr. , Forest Service
Training Text 4 (2200). 26 pp. p. 15.

— Stoddart, L. A. 1952. Problems in estimating grazing capacity
of ranges. In; Proceedings of the Sixth "International Grassland
Congress 11:1367-1373. p. 1372.
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retarded progress. — ' Cook and Stoddart -!§' state that, "... If
management is based upon the ecological principles considered in
range condition and range trend analyses, it is not necessary for
the rancher or land administrator to make precise determinations
of percent utilization for individual forage species."

This does not mean that you will get nowhere in your model B Ford.
A more rapid moving vehicle, however, is needed to accomplish your
objectives in resource management.

It appears to me that with the job ahead and the manpower available,
priorities will have to be established for the activities related to

allotment management planning. I would place the collection of
forage utilization data low on that list.

The interpretation of utilization data is extremely difficult even
with considerable detail as to how this level of use was obtained--
much more detail than you can obtain with your time investment in

this activity. I will try to enumerate some of the problems and
difficulties that I see that you will encounter in measuring and
interpreting utilization data.

19/
First, many of the conventional methods — of measuring utilization
give only a rough approximation as to the degree of defoliation.
This is particularly true of the estimate methods. Weight measure-
ments, providing the sample is large enough, should give a better
indication of foliage removal than estimate methods.

Herbage weight before and after grazing can be readily measured.
Utilization can then be calculated if grazing occurs during the

non-growing period. Calculation of utilization is complicated when
animal grazing and plant growth are concomitant. Total herbage
growth is commonly less with grazing than if the plants are not
defoliated. The use of herbage weight obtained from caged areas
to calculate utilization will usually indicate higher utilization
values than values calculated from actual yield. For example, Cook

—
' Blaisdell, James P. 1966. Range management viewed from fore

and aft or a fabrication of facts, figments and filosophy.

Jour. Range Mgmt. Abstracts of Papers. 19th Annual Meeting.

New Orleans, Louisiana, p. 35.

—
' Cook and Stoddart., 1953. The quandry of utilization and

preference. Jour. Range Mgmt. 6 (5): 329-336. p. 330.

—
' For description of conventional methods see: Heady, H. F. 1949,

Methods of determining utilization of range forage. Jour. Range

Mgmt. 2(2): 53-63.
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20/
and Stoddart — found that, using the accumulated yield front

clippings through the season, calculated utilization was 53.6
percent. The same residue remaining, compared with weight of
comparable plants clipped only in the fall, showed utilization
to be 81.7 percent. Thus when we communicate about utilization
data, do we understand what is expressed?

Since utilization of crested wheatgrass at Benmore ~' and in
northern New Mexico 22' was calculated on the basis of caged plants,
the Point Springs data in southern Idaho are not comparable. Fifty
percent use at Point Springs would probably be 15 to 30 percent
greater than the same indicated use level at Benmore and in New
Mexico. When each research investigator, in this case, recommends
moderate use (65 percent utilization) one may be recommending a
substantially higher grazing intensity level than the others.

In the above example, only one species of grass was involved. If
the range contains other plant life forms, the problem of
interpreting utilization is further complicated. When 22 percent of
the weight of plant material produced by western Valeriana was used,
80 percent of the weight of leaves, 10 percent of the stems and 2

percent of the heads has been grazed by sheep. ~' Do you have time
to separate plant parts in your utilization measurements?

Second, shortcut methods such as the percentage of a grass stand
grazed closer than a two inch stubble height, 2hJ height-weight
relationships 2£' and percentage of plants grazed 2&I require
calibration for each area and often for each year.

•297 Cook and Stoddart. 1953. op. cit. p. 331

21' Frischknecht et al. 1953. Cattle gains and vegetal changes as
influenced by grazing treatments. Jour. Range Mgmt. 6(3) : 151-159.

22/— Springfield, H. W. 1963. Cattle gains and plant responses from
spring grazing on crested wheatgrass in northern New Mexico.
U.S. Dept. Agr., Forest Service. Production Res. Rep. No. 74.

23/— Cook and Stoddart. 1953. Ibid. p. 333.

2A' Canfield, R. H. 1944. A short-cut method for checking degree
of forage utilization. Jour. For. 42(4) : 294-295.

25/— Lommasson, T. and C. Jensen. 1938. Grass volume tables for
determining range utilization. Science 87 (2263):444.

26/— Roach, M. E. 1950. Estimating perennial grass utilization on
semi-desert cattle ranges by percentage of ungrazed plants. Jour.
Range Mgmt. 3(3): 182-185.
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In studying the validity of the premise of the height-weight
relationship, i.e., thet grass species have a constant growth
form, Clark ±LI found that growth form varied markedly between
samples from different years and from different elevational
zones, and from different sites within zones in each year.

Third, the premise that "continued productivity or gradual death
of a good forage grass may depend upon a difference in foliage
removal of as little as 10 percent" i§' does not seem to be valid.
Harris 23.' found that utilization of bluebunch wheatgrass varied
from a high of 69 percent to a low of 38 percent over a ten year
period. Utilization levels of crested wheatgrass under light use
at Point Springs averaged 54 percent but varied from 31 to 79
percent between 1957 and 1969. Utilization in the moderate use
pasture varied from 28 to 82 percent and from 49 to 89 percent in the
heavy use pasture. Forage utilization during any one year thus would
appear to be an unreliable basis for making adjustment in animal
numbers . .32'

Fourth, on arid and semi-arid ranges the variation in production
from year to year is tremendous. Production at Point Springs has
been five times as much in a good year compared to a poor year. -H?
Utilization of 80 percent in a high production year would leave
more residue on the ground than was produced in a poor year.

Fifth, it is well recognized that plants are more damaged by grazing
during the growing period than when they are dormant. This is

particularly true of grasses. 32 .33/ Time of defoliation within

2J.I Clark, I. 1945. Variability in growth characteristics of
forage plants on summer range in central Utah. Jour. For. 43(4)
273-283.

28/ Campbell, R. S. 1937. op. cit.

29/—
' Harris, R. W. 1954. Fluctuations in forage utilization on
Ponderosa pine ranges in eastern Oregon. Jour. Range Hgmt. 7(6)
250-255.

—/ Harris. 1954. op. cit. p. 253.

31/

32/

33/

Sharp, L. A. 1970. Suggested management programs for grazing
crested wheatgrass. Univ. of Idaho. Forest, Wildlife and Range
Expt. Sta. Bull. No. 4. 19 pp.

Craddock, G. W. and C. L. Floreling. 1938. The influence of
climate and grazing on spring- fall sheep range in southern Idaho.
U.S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bull. 600. 42 pp.

Laycock, W. A. 1967. How heavy grazing and protection affect
sagebrush-grass ranges. Jour. Range Mgmt. 20(4) : 206-213.
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the growing season is less well understood as it affects plant
vigor and community stability. Similar utilization levels, as
determined by measurements following growth, may have entirely
different impacts on the vigor and productivity of the plant if
use occurred early or late in the growing season. Late season
harvesting in crested wheatgrass caused more rapid decrease in
herbage yield from year to year than early season harvesting. 2ii^

Root growth, however, was depressed more by early season grazing
than grazing after early May. 22' Thus, the impact on the plant
would be different with early or late grazing within the growing
season although a utilization check at the end of the growing
season may indicate the same degree of use.

Once in the fifteen years of study at the Point Springs
experimental area, fall growth on crested wheatgrass was comparable
to the growth achieved in early to mid-May. We have been quite
successful in obtaining desired intensity of fall cropping based
on forage weight at the beginning of the fall period. In spite of
the different numbers of animals in each pasture, all areas were
uniformly grazed to a close level of use during this year. The
abundant green growth stimulated appetites, and animal consumption
was much greater than usual.

Sixth, individuals commonly have prejudices against certain methods
of obtaining information, or the kinds of information to be obtained.
If information is to be gathered by a particular method or for a
particular purpose by a person that is prejudiced against the use
of that method or not in sympathy with the usefulness of the
information to be gathered, the data are not likely to be of much
value. Apparently this feeling exists about the need for
utilization data by some members of your organization.

Seventh, the use of utilization data to adjust management programs,
particularly with a simple mathematical formula as indicated in your
grazing manual, is an overs implication of resource management.
Costello states, "Overs implication leads to poor interpretation. And
poor interpretation leads to poor management." 2^.1

Eighth, if we accept the concept of rest-rotation grazing as a means

34/

35/

36/

Cook, C. W„, L. A. Stoddart and F. E. Rinsinger. 1958. Responses
of crested wheatgrass to various clipping treatments. Ecological
Monographs 28:237-272.

Hyder, D. K. and F. A. Sneva. 1963. Morphological and
physiological factors affecting the grazing management of crested
wheatgrass. Crop Science 3:267-271.

Costello, D. F. 1957. Application of ecology to range management.
Ecology 38(l):49-53. p. 51.
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of maintaining and improving range condition, how can we make use
of utilization data in the planning and managing process. Proper
use standards were predicated on the premise that defoliation at

some level would occur year after year. No thought was given in

formulating standards to some level of defoliation in one year
followed by years with no defoliation, yet this form of grazing
management was suggested and recommended from the beginning of
scientific range management in this country.

I would suggest that in lieu of utilization measurements per se
that photographs be used to document the appearance of the range,
annual or perennial, at various times during the year. A few
descriptive notes along with the photographs will provide you with
as much evaluation data as the utilization measurement techniques
specified in your manuals. Follow this with an on-the-ground
inspection, with the resource users, prior to the start of grazing.
Make adjustments in the plan as needed, using your professional
expertise relating to environmental, physical, and economic
conditions.

I can visualize, because of varying climatic, insect, disease,
market and other conditions, that your neatly specified grazing
program may have to be modified yearly. The simple rotational
plan designed for grazing crested wheatgrass at Point Springs six
years ago has been modified each year. Decisions are made each
year prior to grazing by an on-the-ground examination involving
the livestock users and ourselves. As a consequence, I feel that
the program is more satisfactory for everyone than following the
neatly described rotation we designed.

Your instructions for writing allotment management plans stress
flexibility and this is absolutely necessary if they are to be

sucea»sful. I wonder, however, if you are becoming somewhat
inflexible in your concept of flexibility. Flexibility through

modification of plans as needed, requires not only use of your

professional training in range or resource management, but also

a continuous updating of that training. The half-life of scientific

and other knowledge is three to five years and the knowledge you

obtained seven to ten years earlier is largely obsolete at the

present time.

Allotment management plans will be better if all sources of

information are utilized. The rancher you deal with usually has

a wealth of information about the resource he has been using.

Many of them are the best practicing applied ecologists available.

The allotment management plan approach you are now pursuing should

build trust and understanding between the Federal land administrator,

the livestock rancher and other users of the resource. Because of

previous experiences in the adjudication process, appeals, reductions

in time and/or numbers and increasing fee levels, there still exists
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some level of mistrust between administrators and users. Both
sides need to work at cooperating and building a mutal respect
and trust. The result will be better and more workable plans that
will benefit all concerned.

Other sources of information are commonly available to help you in
the development of plans and the improvement of existing plans.
Fish and game biologists, State and Federal experiment station
personnel, extension personnel and others may have useful informa-
tion that you may wish to draw on.

From my vantage point, allotment management plans may be improved
substantially by considering the total resource area regardless of
property ownership boundaries. Thus the private, State, and Forest
Service land used in the livestock production enterprise would
constitute the planning unit. Such an approach would be essentially
an ecosystem approach and thus would be more comprehensive and
coordinative. 21' Such actions should extend the potential for
optimizing all resource benefits not only for this generation but
for generations to come.

The Bureau has made some significant advances since inaguration of
the allotment management plan program. The fact that you are
holding this workshop indicates your interest in furthering these
advances. Perhaps the comments I have made are germane to the theme
of this Conference, perhaps they are not.

Thank you for permitting me to participate.

37/— Caldwell, L. K„ 1970. The ecosystem as a criterion for public
land policy. Natural Resources Journal 10(2) : 202-213.
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Appendix #20

HOW CAN ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS BE IMPROVED?
RANCHER VIEWPOINT

by John Morse
Donovan Ranch, Dillon, Montana

I'm really glad to be here. The only mention I've heard of cows so
far was about a dead cow. From my vantage point I feel that with
the use of livestock, the correct use, we have the greatest chance
to manipulate the range to improve it.

I don't do much public speaking, only to cows. But when I was
asked to give this talk, I wanted to make just a few comments
about the impact that rest-rotation would have on a particular
operation before I got into the meat and potatoes of what I had to
say.

Our #1 resource is grass. Primarily we are using cattle to convert
grass into cash. We established our program at home. We, meaning
the Bureau, myself, and SCS and two years of careful work primarily
to improve a very poor range condition. A very poor range condition
in the simple terms that essentially we had no grass.

However, the impact is far greater than simply grass. It affects our
entire operation. There is a syndrome in our country and in the
entire State with operations that are still in the old style of
operation. They simply turn out in the spring time and let the
cattle go. It's more or less the dry cow syndrome. The cow goes
out early when there is no forage available and as the weather warms
up she seeks higher ground and chases grass. Meanwhile, the bulls
are chasing her and 20 percent of the cows don't get bred. Then you
lose another five or 10 percent in the process of this chase.

Consequently, the rancher considers the dry cows to be a crop. Of
course, it's not a good crop. It depends on how you try to run your
business. Essentially, it's not a good way to run a ranch.

So when we went into our program, there were some significant changes
for us to make. Of course, it's very difficult to analyze. You can't
equate low conception rates strictly to a summer operation. You have
to take into consideration possibly poor winter nutrition and the
overall program.

It's been pointed out, I'm sure, many times that it's essential that
a person evaluate how a particular program, a management plan, is
going to fit into an entire operation. It's essential that the
planning gets down through the structure of just BLM. We have to take
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Into consideration adjacent forest lands, State lands, and how we
can better utilize all of the surface resources so as to get into
a good management situation where we are doing ourselves and the
resources some good. I've kind of run through the old style of
operating so we won't even go into that.

I've never read the BLM grazing manual per se, and I'm not at all
familiar with the District office procedures. But it occurs to me
that when these plans are being drawn up, a land inventory is taken
as to the types of grasses, potential, etc. All of us are trying
to establish the potential and reasons for spending money.

However, from a cowman's point of view, a great deal of consideration
has to be given to the cattle during this planning. This is how we
intend to manipulate the resource. So we have to think in terms of
how we can best use the cow. This is our function as ranchers, and
I think I've heard very little reference to it today; about how this
cow is going to utilize the grass.

This is an area that we have in rest-rotation (pointing to map)

.

When we go into an area such as this and place fences in strategic
locations, we have to give a great amount of consideration. Are we
going to disrupt the natural way she moves. This sounds like an odd
thing to say, but how does she move. If she were to be in pasture
#4, how is she going to travel up here. Which route will she take?
How does she like to walk? Where is she going to stop for water on
the way if you have to move her from here to here? Now the distance
happens to be seven miles from here to here just to put it into
perspective. But how is she going to walk? Did we put the fences in

to divide it into four equal pastures or did we give some consideration
to dividing them into workable units so we don't disrupt her natural
movement? In other words, after the fences are built can the cows

still graze the areas that are most suitably used with certain waters?
These are things, I'm sure, that you've all heard. I'm simply going
to skip over those areas with which you're quite familiar and try to
point out the areas that I'm quite familiar with.

I'm not going to run these points by in any particular order because
I think each one is kind of important and they all relate to each
other. We happen to deal with quite a few range management schemes.
For example, we have the Forest Service ground above the BLM, and our
private ground below. We've got a four pasture rest-rotation of our
own on some private rangeland, and then we have our wetland site down
here. And then on the other side of this area we have another Forest
Service-BIM combination. So to make this plan work, the very first
thing we have to do, the number 1 thing we have to do, is identify the

cattle that go to this allotment.

If we take a cow and put her here this year, and next year send her to
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the forest over here, she's going to be lost each and every year
she goes out. And then we're going to say, doggone it the plan
isn't working. Well, it really isn't the plan's fault at all.

We're taking a strange cow and putting her out here. She may have
been someplace else. She doesn't know where the water is. She's
not used to being moved because we maybe don't move her in the other
areas. Or maybe we just move her once during the summer. This is

not your function, I'm sure, to tell the rancher which cow to put up
there. But, if the planning is to be indepth, I think it's essential
that during the discussion it should be pointed out that the same cow
should go there.

In our case, the problem is compounded because this is a common
allotment. And so the neighbor brings strange cows over. This
sounds very dumb , but you can watch them and if you run cows year

after year in the same place, you watch then as they grow up. There
will be two or three that will stay together and go someplace. Our
cows come in from the top and the other cows come in from the bottom.

Well, these cows are wanting to go that way all the time and ours

are wanting to go that way. And if you've got strange cows, regard-

less of the forage available, you're going to be in trouble. Your
cattle simply are going to be restless and are not going to make the

best use of the feed.

2. When moving cattle, drift them or allow them to drift if possible.

On a personal level, I don't think that cattle should ever be starved

from pasture one to two. This just isn't going to do anybody any

good. However, through manipulation of salt and encouraged drifting,

it can be accomplished. If, however, you have to move cattle from

pasture 4 to pasture 1 by trailing them through a different pasture,

then you're going to get into a different set of problems.

Most of you would agree that in fence planning the gates were put in

for the road; 12 foot gates. Of course, the cow, she doesn't know

that the gate is there because that's not where she walks, so she goes

someplace else. This is the reason that I think some particular

emphasis has to be placed on her habits. Where she's going to go is

where the gates ought to be. And if in a given allotment you have

400 cattle, your just not going to cram 400 cows through a 12 foot

gate and get anything done. When she's through that gate, she's

going to be minus her calf and you're going to have confusion from

there on to wherever you're going. Unless you're really careful

about it, you're not going to even get her there. So when we put

these gates in and plan for them, and we've done this on a personal

level, we're going to put in double or triple gates. And adjacent

to these gates, we're going to put some page wire so we can stop these

cattle and let them wander along by themselves. We're not going to

force them anywhere. And then when we get there, we're going to get

there with all the calves and all the cows and they're going to be
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content and they're going to go right to work. They're not going
to congregate in these fence corners or other places, where you
have the situation where people like to see the range looking
good and they congregate and tramp everything down and there's
nothing left. So we're going to try to avoid that problem.

Of course it should be emphasized also, that when you're moving
cattle, I'm sure that you're aware of it, but there's a certain
amount of back riding that you have to accomplish. If you moved
cattle a distance and you happen to have cattle that aren't mothered
up, four strand barbed wire fences are going to allow them to go back.
So you're going to have to back ride them. You're creating more work,
but you're going to have to back ride and take a look at what you've
done.

Now in this particular areas, I think it's an essential thought, that
once in awhile the area manager get on a horse and go on one of
these drives. It's pretty easy to sit in the office and say, well,
on this date or under such and such a utilization situation, we're
going to move these cattle at such a growth stage. The trick is to
move them. And I think that it wouldn't hurt anybody to go on one
of these cattle drives. It would really help understanding. It
would point out to all of you as individuals some of the problems
that we have. Like your managing the surface and other resources and
we're trying to best utilize these resources. I think we've come
full cycle, and it doesn't do us any good to overgraze and this sort
of thing. The point I'm getting at is the understanding of the
problems. It isn't just simple to move cattle. There's a particular
science involved to get there in good shape.

In this particular allotment we have a terrific seasonal variation
between the upper two pastures and the lower two pastures . And I

just wanted to point this out as a point of reference. Quite often
we'll have four or five inches of new growth in the lower end and
four or five feet of snow in the upper end. And this presents a

particular problem in managing livestock.

Rest-rotation intensive management I believe really complicates
problems with common allotments or vice versa. I'm sure you'd all
agree with me. This is an area where we have on a personal level our
greatest difficulty. Prior to rest-rotation, if the cattle came in

this way and we came in this way, they all summered separate. They
never mixed. During rest-rotation, however, when the cattle are

together, it is important that the two permittees, the two users, have
coordination. If one rancher all of a sudden decides to put black
bulls in and this man runs hereford cattle, you're in trouble. It has
to be discussed ahead of time. Quality of the cattle is an important

point from the rancher's point of view as well as diseases. Particu-
larly in this day and age when we're now running into vibrio and
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lepto and other communicable diseases with cattle.

Another point I think is the most important point of all. If we
have two men trying to manipulate this allotment plus the area
manager and nobody is in charge, you're really in trouble, because
Man A says it's time to move the cattle and Man B says he's busy
doing something else. The allotment suffers and the cattle. I

think that something has to be done in this area. If one man is the
dominant user, has more cattle for instance, then maybe he is
appropriately more responsible for the condition of the allotment.
Somebody has to be put in charge of this. So we don't see Rancher B
saying, "Well, I've got to go hay today, or I'm doing this." The
cattle are suffering, the range is going downhill and then, "Ahah,"
what's going on here? And maybe Rancher A had the right intentions
but we're not accomplishing them when we have nobody in charge. If
you've got two followers, you're really in trouble. But if one
individual wants to take the lead or is equipped to take the lead,
I think he should.

One last consideration in this very same area is the type of cattle
you're running. Yearling steers, yearling heifers, cows and calves,
and dry cows all distribute themselves in a different fashion on a

given piece of ground. And in planning it is of some consequence to

take into consideration the type of cattle you intend to run on this
range. You might change your fencing considerations or where you
develop your water holes.

From a rancher's point of view, there are a lot of advantages to
rest-rotation. The most important, certainly, has to be to stabilize
and improve our grazing season. It assures us to some degree of a

season, or for a tenure for a given season. And this can have a

tremendous impact on a ranch, particularly when your ranch condition
is such that you can go back late in the fall. In our particular
instance, we run cows and calves. Because of other management
practices, we have to have these cattle home in September. However,
if the forage is available and with this improved management, there
is no reason why we can't take these cows after the calves are weaned,
and put them back out and supply them with some protein. This is very
significant from an economic point of view. That is the late end of
it.

The early end is also particularly significant because we have a

rest pasture to turn into. We know we can be assured, even in

periods of drought, that we have a start on the range. We have last

year's grass available in a particular area. We can go back in this

area and pray for rain even if we have a drought , but we 've got a

start. We know that we can go out at a particular time if we so

choose and we can adjust our overall management to suite these needs.
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Of course, many of the other things I intended to mention have been
mentioned earlier. Most of them you're much more aware of than I.
One area that I think I'm in disagreement with relates to the Fish
and Game Department. I'm out on this land, once, twice, three
times a week. Prior to rest- rot at ion, we had a lot of antelope
and we still do. But our upland game birds, deer and elk were not
using this area in here. We never saw significant numbers of deer,
elk or upland game birds outside of a few particular spots, whereas
now we do. After the sagebrush treatment and the introduction of
rest- rotation we are now noticing a complete change in the areas in
which we find game, in other words they are using much larger areas.
We see them there and that's the only conclusion I can draw. We
don't make any fancy evaluations. But if I see game someplace, I
know I saw it. We see game seeking out this rest pasture. And
they seek it out for two reasons. The principal being they're not
bothered since there's no traffic in the rest pasture. There's no
cattle if they're competing with cattle. In many cases big game
species do not stay with cattle if there's cattle in the area. But
in a rest pasture they're unbothered, they're unmolested, there's
a readily available supply of important vegetation that they need.
And we're seeing more and more of this. I would argue at great
length about this and the funny thing is, and I'm sure it's no
bad remark, I've never seen a Fish and Game man on the place and
I've been there eight years. I can't draw any conclusion from
this. Maybe they fly over it or something, but I'm there every
day and I can see the game. I don't count stool samples and all
that stuff, but I see the animals.

Of course we're noticing, particularly in areas which were eroding,
we're noticing a healing of ditch banks which is not of economic
significance to me. But a related development we are noticing that
is significant is that some of our spring areas where we had an
unstable source of water, we are now seeing that some of these
springs are flowing on a constant basis. Particularly where we had
evidence of prior water or flowing water, we are now seeing some
of this water coming back. And it's to some degree stabilizing our
summer water supply.

I'm going to go back to cattle for a minute. Under rest-rotation,
one of the significant values is the fact that because of the
crowding of the cattle, closeness of the cattle, our bull density
is more effective. We can use fewer bulls and get better conception
in these cattle. And we think that we're going to cover most of them
the first time she comes in heat. He doesn't have to chase her clear
around the country side anymore. He can just stay pretty much at
the salt ground or the water hole and let the old cow come in and
see him; which is of real economic significance.
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t On a personal level, I don't think in terms of increased numbers.
What we think of is increased efficiency. We hope that we're
going to improve our conception on these lands, that we're going
to bring home fatter calves and we're going to bring home fatter
cows. I don't really care about more numbers. We're interested
in the pounds of beef that we sell. This is the real aspect of
it. Getting away from the dry cow business. And we're going to
have cows with calves and we hope they're good calves. And we
hope that she's bred and she's going to bring us a calf next year.

There are a lot of disadvantages too. Primarily among this, is
chasing that cow around all summer long. We used to turn her out
here and she just kind of wandered on up and found the grass
herself. When it got to a point where we didn't have grass, then
something had to be done. I don't want to take the blame for this,
but that's where we are. So we've got to chase this cow around
quite a bit. And we've got to look after all this additional
fencing that we didn't have before. Incidentally, these fences
happen to be on private ground on this side and some of them are
80, 90 years old. And they were entirely adequate prior to
intensive management because the cows just wandered around. But
if you all of a sudden group these cows down here during fly time,
in the heat of the summer, and next to my hay meadow along here,
that can really be a problem. Especially if it's an 80 year old
fence. So this is an area where we didn't do too good a job of
planning on a personal level. But it's worth mentioning because
the increased pressures on these fences can raise hell with them.
And if these cattle commence breaking in here, they're not going
to stay out. You're going to have to take them someplace else.
It's like candy and the child.

And the record keeping. Our area manager demands very little of
us. We supply him with actual use records. And I'm very happy to
do this, but some people aren't and they should be educated as to
the importance of actual use records. They are extremely valuable
to both the rancher and the BLM and can not be overemphasized.

In conclusion, I thank you for the opportunity to be here today and
get all this off my chest. I have certainly benefitted from the
other panel members presentations which was an invaluable experience
in itself.

By application of intensive management practices through Allotment
Management Plans, the ranchers and the land management agencies are
jointly drawing to a gradual close the era of the dry cow syndrome
I spoke of earlier. As a result, I am confident both the livestock
industry and the nations resources will benefit immensely in the
long run

.

Thank you.
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# Appendix #21

Committee On
"CORRELATION OF AMP WITH OTHER RESOURCE PROGRAMS"

Chairman - Ron Hell, Wildlife Biologist, Billings
Member - Jack Jones, Wildlife Biologist, Malta
Member - Norman Bower, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Wallace Elliot, Natural Resource Specialist, Dillon .

Member - Rolland Jorgensen, Area Manager, Lewistown
Member - Darrell Sail, Natural Resource Specialist, Missoula

Committee Report
Correlation of AMPs vlth Other Resource Programs

The committee to which I was assigned had a difficult time arriving
at specific manual or policy changes. In fact, we did not come up
with one. For just a few seconds though, let's analyze and break
apart the phrase, correlation of AMPs with other resource programs.
I think we all know what the AMP is and I think most of us were
convinced of its effectiveness before we attended this training
session. We have seen the results on the ground. How about other
resource programs? Any BLM'er can quote you those in his sleep.
All we are left with then is a couple of prepositions and the term
correlation. Since I did not have a Webster available in the motel
room last night, I arrived at my own definition of the word
correlation. Correlation is the meshing together of different things
or dissimilar ideas, it's coordinating, it's making things cohesive.
What else is it? It's the term we've been beating around very
effectively the last couple of days "communicat ion

.

" There can be
no correlation without first having communication. The big world
barrier, effectively understanding others ideas. Tou know even BLM,
as I believe and has been pointed out, has its problems of
communication.

Imagine how much time you spend communicating. You've been
communicating all week, in fact, you communicate all week, every
week. We spend at least eight hours a day 5 days a week involved in
the art of communication in our job, visiting on the phone, visiting
with others in the office selling your program, talking with the users
of public land, writing and communicating with supervisors or other
offices, and reading. Tou know if we are not doing these things we're
out doing studies or observations collecting ammunition for
communication.

You know if there is one thing I've learned while being employed
with BLM these past 2% years as a wildlife biologist, it is that
each resource has its merits, its problems and its positive and
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negative points. And we, as resource managers can sit back in our *

little cubicle of isolation and damn the other resources, cuss
them for their stupidity at not appreciating our point of view;
but if we do, we in our stupidity have forgotten our job - Resource
Management - mine Wildlife. Your's whatever it may be.'

The total job of resource management is a job of communication - me
communicating to you my problems and you communicating yours to me,
and most importantly appreciating and trying to understand each
others technical viewpoints.

For just a few seconds, I want to establish a hypothetical situation
involving correlation of AMP with other resource programs.

I logically chose wildlife as the other resource. I consider myself
a trained, competent wildlife biologist. I know I can do my job. I
was then left with another obvious choice, someone to represent an
opposing viewpoint, someone with whom to correlate. I chose Sam
Short to represent the "so called" other side. From the extremely
effective program he gave the other day, it was obvious that he was
dedicated and competent in his profession of range management. He
believes! Not saying that many others do not within this room, but it
was quite obvious to me that Sam and I differed on several points.
And theoretically, to correlate in an experiment like this 1 needed
divergent views, some medium of communication.

Now I set up the hypothetical situation. Notice I said Hypothetical .

"Extreme."

Me sitting on one side, backed with studies, data, personal knowledge
of the life requirements of wild animals; my extreme position, if
you touch, kill, one branch of sagebrush, I'll attack you with all
the forces available to me, after all who created the problem, it
wasn't the wildlife, it was those ponderous creatures you call cows.

Sam's position, "Extreme" - Sagebrush is not an effective plant for
watershed management. I wasn't here 100 years ago when it was
perpetuated with cows. I'm here now to correct the situation and I
can. We need adequate ground cover and we need those new springs
seeping up. The only good sagebrush is a dead sagebrush. Now!
Here is an obvious situation that needs correlating, communication,
maybe not a totally unreal situation. So let's explore the idea
of communication in resource management.

Let's examine our situations and see what correlating and communicating
is possible under this situation.

What I've just described I call, obviously, a birds eye view, to BLM
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it's tunnel vision in Step 4 URA. We know this is fine when
attempting to develop the full potential of your resource or mine.
I know none of us is so naive as to think our resource is the only
resource. We have a multiple of resources, and only through
communication can we arrive at an equitable balance of resources.

So, Sam and I are going to communicate. We're going to correlate
his AMP with my wildlife program. It may be obvious, but first
of all, 1 must admit that cattle are not the most important to me.
Wildlife is, and that's my job. To Sam, Range Management and
Watershed is (in this situation) and that's his job. But now let's
delve deeper into the situation.

What's behind the strong front I presented. What's behind Sam's.
Behind mine is the knowledge that a completely closed canopy of
sagebrush, without interspersion of other vegetation, forbs,
grasses, other shrubs is not beneficial to wildlife, unless it's

extremely critical to big game during the crucial winter months,
unless this is their traditional area of use and the snow makes all
else unavailable. Now this area we're talking about is not critical
winter habitat for either sage grouse, elk, or deer. The canopy is

so closed an animal cannot negotiate through the snow, the plants

are unavailable. But, the aspen patches are exceptions, so is the

creek bottom, extremely critical. I don't want those areas touched.

Now! Sam has been there a long time. He probably knows the

critical wildlife areas as well as I do. Re probably knows also

that the small areas I have selected would not greatly hamper his

program. We are both resource managers, and I think we would both

concede, arrive at an equitable resource decision, not greatly

effecting either resource. It's all a matter of correlation -

communication, correlation of AMP with other resource programs -

communication.

You know there was a philosopher called Voltaire who said something

to this effect. I disagree with what you have to say, but I respect
your right to say it. I would modify this. I may disagree with what
you have to say; but I respect your right to say it and I'll listen.

This is progress in resource management.

Yesterday, I found John Morse's talk fascinating. I frankly did not

realize the multiple of problems with which a rancher was faced. A
matter of communication - a lack of it.

A little over a year ago I heard a BLM person -discussing the AMP as

the range program. He said the wildlife activity was tagging along

on the coat tails of the AMP. I could not disagree. In fact, the

BLM wildlife biologist functions primarily as a constraint on other

activities. But then this resource manager vehemently described how
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wildlife should develop its own action program and leave AMPs alone.

Here, a total lack of communication - Ts that really resource
management. I think not - this fellow failed to read the script .

Maybe after rambling at some length it's time I get into the

specifics that the committee to which I was assigned addressed
itself. We broke the topic of correlation of AMP with other
resource programs into two categories. AMPs before MFP and AMPs
after MFP. To us it was obvious thac since the AMP is an activity
plan that correlation will be automatically accomplished when
moving through the steps of MFP.

How about AMP before MFP? AMPs developed in previous years, before
initiation of MFPs , were not totally correlated with other resources.

In most cases data was just not available so the field personnel did
the best they could at the time. AMPs have rushed ahead of other
resource programs in advance of MFP, and maybe rightfully so. It is

an action program and has shown positive results. We are now moving
into an era of total planning, of total meshing of all resource
programs through MFPs. Should AMPs now be slowed or halted awaiting

total planning. The consensus of the committee was no !

We believed that even after MFP we would not have all the facts; in

fact, we never will. And we also believe that the AMP is a flexible

program. If minor mistakes were made during development, the plan

could be later modified.

Now I want to get into some of the specific problems of correlation

by activity.

First - Wildlife

Initially, the wildlife biologist and area manager should identify

wildlife vegetative problems and design systems to provide habitat

requirements of wildlife species. Fall use should be kept to a

minimum on critical wildlife winter habitat.

Discuss flexibility memo. AMP objectives need to be vegetative

oriented - after all this is the primary resource with which we're

working.

Another point, should we modify AMPs where mistakes were made before

MFP; duck islands, leaving gates open, fences located wrong -

Consensus - yes. If the necessary data is available, we see no

reason to wait.

Lands

The author of the AMP should visit with the lands man to discuss all

potential lands problems.
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Fire

Due to the additional fuel left, we should evaluate and rezone on
the basis of allotment MPs. We should decide what needs to be
protected and leave the rest alone. We all know that fire is the
white horse carrying the golden nuggets; but if we do not need
those nuggets, leave them alone. There are beneficial aspects
of fire in certain areas and it is a natural phenomenon.

Watershed

In many areas, as has been pointed out, the initiation of an AMP
has cured watershed problems - Try Management First.

Mining

If there is any known mining activity in the area, correlate with
the miner before project development.

Recreation

Recreation areas should be flagged in AMPs, if known, to alleviate
future problems and create understanding and trust.

Forestry

They should have at least a 5-year timber sale plan. Intensive
sureveys are not made until after the MFP. How can other resources
be correlated with a program of this nature when we have ongoing
programs

.

Disturbance of Cattle by Logging Operations

Under the Rest Rotation System, timber cutting programs could be

correlated so that rest periods could be designed to coincide with
timber plantings. The problem appears to be trampling.

Thinning of dense stands creates additional livestock forage and in

addition cattle movement after thinning of dense stands changes.
Fences should be correlated with the timber program.

Darrel, of Missoula, has even thought of aerial seeding in the fall
and then putting the cattle in to trample the seed, after all if

they can trample bluebunch why can't they trample a tree species.
Imagine that - a range man planting seeds for a forester. There are
many possibilities of correlation if we all work toward the common

goal, that of resource management. In short, if we all understand
and follow the script - total resource management will be a reality.
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Critique

Correlation of AMP with other resource programs

1. Communication is a pressing need within BLM from the education
and personal involvement standpoint.

2. Correlation of AMP after MFP will be accomplished.

3. AMPs should proceed in advance of MFP.

4. Wildlife Biologist and Area Manager should work closely to

identify and correct wildlife vegeative problems.

5. AMP objectives should be vegetative oriented.

6. Modifications on mistakes made on earlier AMPs need not wait
for MFP.

7. Rezoning for fire needs to be done due to additional fuel left

in rest pastures. Identify areas where fire protection is not
needed, then leave them alone.

8. Try management through AMPs before resulting to artificial
treatment

.

9. Correlate with miners before initiating project development.

10. Flag recreation areas in AMPs to alleviate future problems and

create understanding and trust with the operator.

11. Have at least a 5-year timber sale plan and conduct the

intensive timber surveys before MFP.

12. Timber sale programs can and should be correlated with the AMP,

This was a difficult subject from which to extract meaningful
recommendations

.
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Appendix #22

Committee On
"BUILDING PUBLIC AND USER UNDERSTANDING OF

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS"

Chairman - Harold Vosen, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Terry Wilson, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Loyal Haun, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Dick Cosgriffe, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Sam Short, Area Manager, Dillon
Member - Eugene Jonart, Natural Resource Specialist, Lewistown

Committee Report
Building Public and User Understanding of

Allotment Management Plans

Tou may have been asking vhy we should consider this topic at all.
It is because we may never get our resource management job done if
we don't have user and public support. They won't support what they
can't understand.

Before we get too far into the topic, our committee felt that one
factor could jeopardize the allotment management plan (AMP) program
and other BLM programs as well. This factor involves keeping
everyone informed on our programs, our purposes, and our progress.
When our own people are knowledgeable of and in support of AMP
programs then we can present a united front to the users and the
general public. Just because our people are not working with AMPs
does not justify keeping them in the dark.

Our committee recommends that the BLM employees in contact with the
public as part of their job should be the first to receive an
orientation on AMP programs. The reasoning behind this recommendation
is that these key people are in the best position to educate and
inform the various publics. These key employees can help us or hurt
us in furthering AMP and other BLM programs.

The key employees in the district offices are:

1. Secretaries, and other administrative personnel
2. Realty Specialists
3. Watershed Specialists
4. Wildlife Biologists
5. Engineers, and Engineering Technicians
6. Warehousemen, Contract supervisors
7. Foresters, Fire Control Personnel
8. Summer Temporaries, especially those in

public view.
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AMP program orientations might well be extended to all BLM employees.
Each of us represents BLM in the eye of the public, regardless of
whether we are on or off duty. Countless opportunities exist for
acquainting the various publics with our AMP programs if we only
will take advantage of them.

Mr. Burl Winchester said it well yesterday when he asked "Why
hasn't the public demanded better land use? What blocks them and
what turns them on?" Briefly let us examine Burl's answers to these
questions. First, the public is unaware of the benefits they derive
from AMPs

. Second, the public does not know if they can afford
higher taxes. Third, the public does not understand what better
land use really is. Fourth, the private industry part of the public
is in the habit of doing something else. The fifth answer is that
members of the public are conscious of what their neighbors might
think.

Another point that Burl mentioned early in his presentation involves
the mistrust that the public has of government employees and
government programs. The public won't support what they can't
understand.

Do we have something to say to the public about AMPs? Of course -

but what? First let us make the public aware of the benefits that
are derived from AMP management of public lands. Water - clean
water, drinkable water, swimmable water - these are the benefits we
should be speaking out about. We should relate the effects of AMPs
on extending the length of streams flowing water, flowing springs,
and ground water supplies. We should be showing the impact of AMPs
on the numbers and kinds of animals on public lands. We should be
showing the amounts and types of vegetation growing with more vigor
as a result of AMPs. We should indicate the effect of public land
programs on the local economy, on recreational pursuits, and on soil
stabilization. When the public is aware of the things we are doing
and the benefits that are occurring, we might just get their support.
The public might decide to increase BLM funding because they under-
stand what better land use is and they want us to do the work.

Public habits can change if enough people become aroused about the
damaged environment. If BLM employees can demonstrate what is

being done at the agency level, the mistrust of government will
decrease as support for BLM's AMP programs increases. But first we
must get our AMP story out to the public.

To whom should we tell our AMP story to? Our -committee decided that
a priority should be established in whom we involve first in
promoting understanding of our AMP programs. This priority is listed
as follows:
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The highest priorities are the key groups actively involved with
AMPs - advisory boards, various resource professionals, wildlife
associations, professional societies and the various kinds of
public land users. In dealing with these key groups, educational
opportunities should be offered where they can learn about the AMP
program. The AMP program can be promoted through colored slide
presentations and show-me tours of demonstration areas. Special
emphasis should be put in promoting the AMP programs to livestock
owners, since livestock use is the only management tool used in
most of our AMPs.

The next priorities are the groups that may directly affect AMP
programs - lending institutions , state and local governments

,

federal government officials other than BIM, and the news media.
The news media - newspapers, magazines, radio and television can
influence a lot of people to support AMP programs . On the other
hand, they can cause us a lot of grief if we fail to provide them
with information. In order to do us any good, this information must
be interesting and well suited to the requirements of the news media.
The information must also put across the messages we wish to convey,
or else we may find ourselves challenged by those who can affect us

or our public land users.

The lowest priorities are the groups that indirectly affect our AMP
programs. However, these groups should not be ignored, because of
the tremendous political power they have, especially in the densely
populated areas of our country. Also, there are usually represent-
atives of the higher priority groups at their meetings. He are
talking about social, fraternal, service, and religious groups,
garden clubs, PTAs, recreation groups, youth groups, and senior
citizen groups. Never underestimate the power of "the little old
lady in tennis shoes"

.

Recommendat ions

(The committee wishes to thank the Miles City District personnel for
their contributions to our recommendations).

The success of AMPs depends a great deal upon the working relation-
ship with the livestock operator. If he trusts the BIM employee
and is well informed on the provisions of the AMP, there is a good
chance of success. If the stockman has thought input involved in
writing the AMP, you can be sure he is going to show more interest
on his part. Rex Cleary told you Monday about the District Manager
in Nevada who asked the stockman to write his AMP objectives on the
back of the page that the BIM objectives were written. Our committee
felt that this was an excellent way to coordinate AMP objectives.

An AMP has a greater chance of success if the management system is
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relatively simple. Unless there are serious resource problems that
complicate the picture, the AMP should be concerned about the
resources and the public, not how fancy we can write.

Be selective in choosing allotments for an AMP. Allotments with
resource problems should have high priority. Next in priority
should be the allotment that could be used as an effective AMP
demonstration area. An influential stockman can help sell AMPs to
other stockmen if we implement a working AMP on his allotment. In
this way, our AMPs will sell themselves. The ranchers will come to
use for AMPs if we start out on the right foot.

Don't bribe the rancher into an AMP by offering range improvements.
This is called the old carrot on the stick approach. Once the
improvements are in, the rancher could care less about the AMP.
Be sure that the rancher identifies with the objectives of the AMP.
Emphasize that the improvements are put in to help accomplish the
objectives. We should not try to implement plans by decision either.
You have much better working relationships on cooperatively- developed
AMPs. We should not hide the facts if there are multiple uses in an
allotment covered by an AMP. The rancher should be aware of the
restraints that other uses might have on his livestock operation.
The other uses should be listed in the plan.

We should be more involved in civic affairs. As the public gets to
know us better, they will be more willing to accept what we have to
say. We should take advantage of any opportunities to speak or to
present a slide program on our work. These slide programs can be
altered for the various kinds of audiences. For resource professionals
and livestock operators, the presentations can be quite technical.
For garden clubs and youth groups , a general program would be more
effective.

The assistance of other agencies (Fish and Game Departments, USFS

,

SCS, County governments, FHA, and BSF&W) can help us accomplish our
AMP programs if we work cooperatively with them. It is much easier
to incorporate the ideas and objectives of other interested parties
at the beginning stage, rather than trying to accommodate them later
on. Under the principles of planmanship outlined by Dr. Clark,
involving other groups in our programs is good. We have a better
chance of success if everything goes according to plan. If things
go wrong, we won't have to take all the blame.

We cannot emphasize enough the need to keep our own employees
informed about AMPs. Doctor Clark stated that the secretaries gave
some of the best definitions on conservation, when he had analyzed
the questionnaires. The secretaries may be well informed on AMPs
too, since they type them. However, other personnel in our offices
may be misinformed on AMPs - engineers for example. Each one of us
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•
is an I & E man when it comes to meeting the public.

Now, to demonstrate what our committee feels is an excellent slide
presentation, we have pursuaded Rex Cleary of the Montana State
Office to show you the slide program he presented at the Society
for Range Management's annual meeting in Reno last February.

A postcript about slide presentations: We should not use the trend
photo comparisons as concrete evidence of improved management. Mot
every trend plot is going to show a drastic change each year, so we
should not infer from one trend station that this occurs everywhere
as the result of grazing systems under an AMP. We can sell our
ideas by showing our best comparisons of trend photographs, but we
should not raise the livestock operator's expectations that the
same response will happen on his allotment.
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Appendix #23

Committee On
"SEC. 15 REGULATIONS AND MANUALS'

Chairman - Malcolm Charlton, Area Manager, Malta
Member - Dennis Jones, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Birrell Hirschi, Area Manager, Billings
Member - Scott Anderson, Natural Resource Specialist, Dillon
Member - George Nelson, Natural Resource Specialist, Lewistown
Member - Don Lotvedt, Natural Resource Specialist, Missoula

Committee Report
Sec. 15 Regulations and Manuals

1.

3.

Historically, land administered under Section 15 of the Taylor
Grazing Act has been a BLM "stepchild". A range technician would
establish a grazing capacity often without consideration of other
natural resource values by driving down the road. After the lease
was initially issued, all subsequent administrative work was con-
ducted by a clerk, who was probably the person most familiar with
the lease and lessee. The only time a rangeman probably saw the
lease again was if there was a problem.

The Committee recommends that Section 15 lands should be given the
same consideration, from a management point of view, as are the
lands administered under Section 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act.

The regulations contained in 43 CFR 4125. 1-1 (a) (3) require that
an application to lease lands included in existing grazing leases
to be filed not less than 30 days nor more than 90 days prior to
the expiration of the current lease. The Committee thought that
the 30 day period was unnecessary because the existing lease will
remain in effect regardless of the expiration date, until a
decision is made and a new lease issued. Also there is some
confusion in wording because the regulations say that the lease
must be filed within the 30 to 90 day period, but then says that
it may be rejected as not timely filed.

The Committee recommended that the wording be changed to read
that applications to lease lands presently in existing grazing
leases must be filed not more than 60 days prior to the expiration
of the current lease. There rejection would be mandatory if not
timely filed.

Billing procedures under Section 15 are quite different than
under Section 3 licensing procedures, but should be as much the
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same as possible. Presently payment is required before the
grazing period and for the full amount indicated on the fee
notice (43 CFR 4125 . 1-1 (m) (3))

.

The Committee recommended that the proposed change already
before the Department, which provides for actual use billing
after the fact, be approved.

4. There is now no provision for a non-use billing. Manual
release 4-28 specifically says that non-use is not authorized
in 4125.16B2(b).

The Committee believed that there are legitimate occasions
when non-use should be granted and therefore recommended that
provisions for discretionary allowance of non-use in a lease
be provided.

5. The manual in 4125.13Cl(a) provides for short-term grazing
authorizations on desert ranges of the southwest where annual
plants comprise a large segment of the forage.

The Committee recommended that this provision be extended to
include all range areas because animal fluctuation can amount
to 1007o even on distinctly perennial range types.

6. It is common practice at this time to send out a notice
advising the lessee that his lease is due to expire. Some
people believe that as mature businessmen the lessees should
be aware of lease expiration and therefore should not need to
be notified.

The Committee thought that since it is a common practice now
and in many cases will eliminate the paperwork of a cancella-
tion because of a late application, that a manual provision
for a courtesy notification of the lease expiration date be
provided.

7. The regulations contained in 43 CFR 4125.1-l(h) require issuance
of a show cause notice for the purposes of cancellation or
reduction because of the lessee's failure to comply with the
terms of the lease, etc. Since there is now no standard form
for this notice, each person issuing a show cause notice has
had to improvise one.

Therefore, the Committee recommended that a show cause notice
be developed as a standard form for use in Section 15

administration.
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8. There Is a recommendation before the Department to add to
43 CFR 4122.1-1 a reference to environmental protection as
provided for under Subpart 1725 of this chapter.

The Committee recommended adoption of this change.

9. There is a change in 43 CFR 4125.1-l(m)(2) before the Department
at this time which would make the fees for crossing permits under
Section 15 the same as under Section 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act.

The Committee recommended adoption of this change.

10. The regulations contained in 43 CFR 4125.1-1(1) (4) provides
that a grazing lease will be terminated in whole or in part
because of loss of control by the lessee of non-Federal lands
that have been recognized as the basis for a grazing lease.

The Committee thought that the proportioned reduction was
possibly confusing and unnecessary. A lessee may dispose of
a portion of his preference lands without any material effect
upon his use or need of the Federal lease lands.

Therefore, the recommended change was that a lease be cancelled
because of loss of control by the lessee if all non-Federal
lands that have been recognized as the basis for a grazing lease.

There were three points brought out during the discussion period
or later discussions with individuals that the Committee thought
were worthy of inclusion as recommended changes. These points
are discussed below:

11. At this time there is no provision for lessee representation on
District Advisory Boards. Some districts that deal entirely with
Section 15 administration do have Range Improvement Boards that
make recommendations in this regard.

The Committee believed that to make better decisions regarding
the resources on leased lands and also to have better communi-
cations with the lessees, that there be provisions for Section
15 representation on the District Advisory Boards.

12. It was evident from some of the discussion heard at the meeting
that not everyone is knowledgeable on what can be done under the
Section 15 regulations. This could possibly be a result of the
major changes in Section 15 regulations.

Therefore, the Committee recommends a Section 15 workshop to

cover this subject in greater depth than could be done at the
Bozeman Workshop.
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13. The regulations contained in 4125. 1-1 (m) (3) and manual
procedure found in 4125. 16B require that the billing for the
first grazing fee be forwarded with the offer to lease and
must be paid within 15 days from the date of receipt.
Subsequent annual grazing fee payments are due upon issuance
of the billing notice and are payable in advance of the
first grazing period. This in some instances required billing
in one fee year for grazing use to be made in the next fee.
This required a supplemental billing when the fee changed.

The Committee thought that this was unnecessary paperwork and
therefore recommended that the procedure be changed so that
the successful applicant be merely notified by mail that he is

the authorized lessee. Also that the first billing should be
due upon issuance of the billing notice and be payable in
advance of the first grazing period and for the full amount
indicated on the billing.
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Appendix #24

Committee On
"LIVESTOCK FORAGE COMPONENTS OF PLANNING SYSTEM"

Chairman - John Barnes, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Neil Talbot, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Jerry Hawkinson, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Bruce Daughton, Natural Resource Specialist, Billings
Member - Clint Howery, Range Technician, Dillon
Member - Orien Grover, Natural Resource Specialist, Lewistown

Committee Report
Livestock Forage Components of Planning System

The majority of the committee agreed that broader and more detailed
coverage should be incorporated in the planning system. Example:
If 100 AUMs additional grazing is granted, what is the benefit to
county and state government including schools? Increased tax base?
If the 100 AUMs are reserved for watershed or wildlife, what is the
dollar impact and where?

There was considerable discussion by committee members about putting
grazing in the support activities. Examples cited were that there
may be circumstances where grazing may be detrimental to wildlife,
watershed, and recreation; yet the developments may be needed for
other reasons. This was discussed, but no positive recommendations
for Manual changes were agreed on.

The committee deliberated for some time the nomenclature of the term
"Allotment Management Plan". The term "Resource" kept cropping up.
This brings up the question of whether we are to design a grazing
system with livestock forage as the main objective or whether we are
to favor all the resources within the boundaries. The committee did
not agree on specific recommendation on this point.

There were strong opinions among some of the committee members about
"Utilization Patterns" in Step 3 of the URA. There was agreement
that this is a costly, time-consuming job if done accurately and
reliably.

Members of the committee did feel and were in agreement that pheno-
logies! data on the native plants should be included in the URA.

In summation, there were no definite changes to be made in the Manual,
There are some sections where it could be expanded to varying degrees
to present a more realistic picture.
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Appendix #25

Committee On
"ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN OBJECTIVES"

Chairman - Jim Hicks, Area Manager, Malta
Member - Lee Holden, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Glen Stickley, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Hyrum Wilson, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Paul Sladish, Natural Resource Specialist, Dillon
Member - Allan Strobel, Natural Resource Specialist, Lewistown

Committee Report
Amp Objectives

Our recommendation is that we have a "General Land Use Plan" or a
"Comprehensive Land Use Plan" covering all uses in a geographic area.
The plan would be constrained by MFP decisions. This would eliminate
substantial repetition of background, correlation, and studies
statements now required in each activity plan.

Assuming it is not possible to have one resource plan covering a
specific geographic area within an area covered by an MFP, we would
change our recommendation to include other resource objectives that
can be accomplished through livestock grazing management. In essence,
this is no change from present manual statements.

Constraints of other uses identified in the MFP should be shown in
the "Correlation of other uses" section of the AMP. These constraints
must be considered before the AMP objectives are developed.

All objectives should have measurable or observable results. Examples
of measurable results are: increase in percentage calf crops, pounds
of forage per acre, number of plants per square foot within photo
trend plots, or decrease in soil surface factor. Observable objectives
need not be quant it itative. For example, "Establish willows in drainage
bottoms" is sufficient, as opposed to saying, "Establish 10 willows per
square foot along the drainage bottoms." Once they become established
they will continue Increasing to a point of whatever the site is
capable of producing. We often do not have a reliable estimate of
potential. The objective should be specific as to expected change on
specified locations. We should determine and identify the study we
will use to measure the results and cross reference with the studies
and evaluation portion of the plan.

We should avoid specific predictions of percentage changes in density
and composition, especially where a current beginning point is not
known and potential is conjecture. However, a specific starting point
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measurement or initial observation must be documented and studies
methods identified.

The objectives should be developed in line with policy guidance and
in recognition of problems identified in the URA and MFP and should
meet user and resource needs

.

k'cX'M/
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Appendix #26

Committee On
"RANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMING AND PROGRESS REPORTING"

Chairman - John Buck, Chief, Division of Resource Management, Lewistown
Member - Lee Chamberlain, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Jerry Knoll, Natural Resource Specialist, Malta
Member - Jack Schield, Natural Resource Specialist, Miles City
Member - Brock Short, Chief Division of Resource Management, Grand Junction
Member - Charles Haszier, Range Management Specialist, Cheyenne

Committee Report
Range Management Programming and Progress Reporting

Programming is not the most exciting subject to discuss; however, it
is an important subject and one we must all become involved with
sooner or later.

BLM programming procedures have certainly undergone major changes
within the past years. The most recent have called for several types
of systems.

One called for a program submission which included units, costs and
man months, with voluminous narrative material for the Current,
Budget and Program years. This was followed by an Annual Work Plan
several months later which may or may not have provided for the
man months and costs as shown in the Budget Year of the program
submission, but usually locked us in on the units of accomplishment.

This system was replaced by a PAWP which was basically the same as
the program submission, except the current year was omitted. The
Directives usually called for the same level of funding in the
budget year as the current year with justified increases to be
included in the program year. This was also followed by an AWP
based on advices which may or may not have followed the PAWP
Directives. However, more emphasis was placed on the upcoming
budget year and our planning processes began to be refined somewhat.
If time was allowed for a thorough job of programming at PAWP time,
(which generally was not the case) only minor revisions had to be
made at AWP time, unless there were major changes between the PAWP
Directives and the AWP advices.

Now we have gone to the package concept which eliminates the PAWP.
How this will affect the AWP for next Fiscal Year, we do not know
but at this point must assume that next year's level of funding will
be at the same rate as the current year.
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We have not been in this system long enough to make a constructive
evaluation, but do feel that the package concept does have merit.
A disadvantage at this time though, is that many of the inputs are
estimates at best and we may or may not be able to live with them
as is. No data was available to support some of the information
that was required for the recent AMP package submission. Until
this package is accepted and funded, or until specific reasons are

received as to why it was not accepted, we do not feel as though

any further effort should go into Duilding additional packages since
the recent submission is the number one range management program
priority for the State.

At times we might wonder why we do not have adequate data available

to put together a package that will realistically portray our needs.

This is not too difficult to determine though , when you look over

some of the many changes in our financial management system for the

past ten years or so.

In 1962, the Bureau implemented an entirely new Budgeting and
Programming procedure based on project work elements (PWEs) that

were developed for each activity. The AWP was developed in accord-

ance with these PWEs and monthly fund reports were received for

each activity. At this time, it was emphasized that garbage in

would result in garbage out. Many of the PWE definitions were very
vague and the garbage did start flowing freely.

It became evident that the fund reports were not giving us the

information we needed, so in 1968 the PWEs were restructured and

simplified. The fund reports, now called Management Reports, were
also revised to show direct man months and costs only. The leave

surcharge was removed, however, prior year carry-over costs and

payroll projections were still shown. The old fund reports then

became obsolete and went into File 13.

When these revisions were implemented, it was felt that the Bureau

now had the most complete and best structured financial management

system in the Federal Government.

Also, in 1968, the Montana State Director agreed to an experiment

in which the Annual Work Plan would show man months and units only,

with no dollar figures. This undoubtedly was the greatest step

forward and proved quite successful as our AWP was carried out better

than in most other states. Emphasis was placed on planned work rather

than our check book balance.

As Dr. Sharp mentioned, over-simplification leads to misinterpretation

and this evidently is what happened when the PWEs were restructured

and simplified as it was again determined that additional information

was needed to adequately manage our programs and portray our needs

to the Bureau of the Budget.
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To meet these needs, an experiment which was begun in California in
1967 was given official Bureau sanction and was tested against the
California AWP in FY 69. This involved a complete revision in FWEs
and reporting procedures. The FWEs were changed to JWCs and greatly
expanded. Upon completion and evaluation of this test, the new
Program Management System was approved by the Directorate and
implemented Bureau-wide at the beginning of this current fiscal year.
Since there was no correlation between the old FWEs and the new JWCs,
the old management reports again went to file 13 and here we go
again.

We do believe though, that all of these changes and periodic
revisions have greatly improved our programming procedures and only
hope that we can now settle down and begin to build a data bank
which will assist us in evaluating our current programs and provide
information to satisfy our future programming needs.

Some revisions are already needed as will be pointed out shortly,
and we certainly hope that these revisions can be made and clarified
at the earliest possible date in order that our future management
reports will not be distorted from incorrect coding, not only in
time but units of accomplishment.

One other item that has made planning and programming difficult, is

the allotment of only 10 direct man months /posit ion. In fact, for
the past two years it has been somewhat less than that, around 9-3/4.

This may be a realistic figure on a statewide basis, but it certainly
is not at the District level and has invariably resulted in an over-
run in the total district AWP, with the range management program
getting its fair share of the over-run.

One other thing we feel we need at the district level, is more
flexibility to adjust total allotted man months between activities
at AWP time. We seem to be locked in pretty tight to that figure
which was formerly shown on the PAWP. With the omission of the

PAWP, however, this may be relieved somewhat.

Some flexibility is especially needed between 1220, 1260, 1285, 8100
and 8200.

Since the resource Area is the very heart of the District operations,
we feel that the range program, as well as all other resource programs
must originate within the Resource Areas. This is not to say that
the Area Managers should be tied down to the completion of forms and
writing narratives because this is a staff function, however, the
information needed to put the program together must come from the
Area Manager. Staff must also determine the amount of staff time
required to provide the Areas with the support they want. After all,
the primary function of a staff position in the District is to provide
support to the Resource Areas

.
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Progress Reporting

We have been briefed on the history of Range Management Programming.

Now we get into what happens to the feedback or "Progress Reporting".

We are a Federal Agency and we have to give an account of our actions,

Requests for an accounting of accomplishments originate at the
Washington level and are relayed to thp States, then to the District,
on down to the Area people. We have four chances to misunderstand
what is wanted. Now multiply this by the States, Districts and Areas,
You can see how divergent the reporting may become. We found that
within our own group, which was made up of representatives of three
states, and within one state (Montana), three different Districts,
there were as many different opinions on how to report progress as
there were Districts represented.

Reporting Systems used by the Bureau fall mainly in these three
categories:

Time and Attendance Reports: which report time (Man Months)

Job Documentation Reports: which report on the ground unit
accomplishments (reservoirs, miles of fence, acres of land
treated, etc.) .

Progress Reports: which report areas of accomplishment
(AMPs revised, written, etc.).

The Basics of all this reporting is found in the Job Work Elements
and here is where the clarification is needed.

Following are examples of those we found were confusing within
Districts represented.

1220-2430

Evaluation and Revision - Resource Studies

Establishment and periodic data collection of all primary and
supplementary studies.

Question: How to report? Man month or number of studies - and
if studies - 1 trend plot or all trend plots in
Allotment or all types of studies within one Allotment?
What is the unit to report?
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1220-2439

Evaluation and Revision - Program Activity Plan

Includes time spent in evaluation of studies and revision of an
AMP. Report progress when a plan has been evaluated and revised
as needed.

Question: Does this mean that a plan must be revised in order to
be a reportable unit or is it reportable after
evaluation when no revision is needed? Also, what
constitutes a revision?

1220-4065

Use Supervision - Management Plans

Includes time spent making on-the-ground inspections of range areas
included in approved AMPs . Also includes user contacts . Report
progress as the supervision work is performed.

Question: What constitutes a reportable unit. All districts
appear to be interpreting this differently. How
we report really makes no difference as long as all
districts are reporting on the same basis.

1220-3546

Contests and Appeals - Section 3 License

Includes all actions taken in connection with appeals arising from
decisions on grazing privileges within Grazing Districts or Reindeer
permits in Alaska. Includes preparation for hearings and court
proceedings; analysis and response to appeals to the Director and
the Secretary.

Report progress when a case is resolved by decision, Court Order or
Agreement. We believe we should also be able to report progress
when a case changes jurisdiction. In other words, when a case is
referred to a higher authority.

We suggest all Districts assign every AMP a number beginning with
001. When units of accomplishments are completed, they would be
recorded on T&A reports, JDRs and Progress Reports. This would
identify all inputs into each AMP by AMP (or other Act Plans) . As
it is now, we have a number assigned to each State, District Area,
Grazing District and areas Outside Grazing Districts. By starting
with the letter 001 in each sub-unit, it would then be a simple
matter to Identify each allotment within the Bureau and keep track
of our total investment within each AMP.
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Appendix #27

AMP STUDIES, EVALUATION, SUPERVISION,
MAINTENANCE AND RECORD KEEPING

DILLON DISTRICT VIEWPOINT

by Sam Short
Area Manager

Dillon District Office

In the next few years we are going to spend considerable time
examining the studies data collected on our earliest allotment
management plans and then making an evaluation and then the long-
awaited answer ~ Has the plan been successful in meeting the
objectives?

I guess it was about 1964 when it was first announced that each
district should initiate an allotment management plan. These plans
were to be pilot studies. Information would be collected and
evaluated to see if this system of management would prove to be the
way that the BLM should take in managing its resources.

It appears that the answer was evident long before intensive study
data could be compiled and evaluated by the manual procedures on
the pilot plans. What evaluation procedures were used, I don't
know. The light was green and we now have funded and initiated 137
plans in Montana in addition to the six pilot plans which we can
now evaluate by the manual procedures. It was stated not over a

month ago that it wasn't known if the evaluation procedures had
been fully applied anywhere in the Bureau.

The evaluation is to be based on cumulative data from at least the
primary studies - actual use, utilization, trend, and climate.

Actual use -- This information can be very useful and is not time-
consuming; short term benefits; user pays only for what he uses;
user becomes more involved with the plan.

Additional information provided --

Supplemental feeding
Death loss and causes
Class of livestock
Calf and yearling weights

Long-term benefits -- An accumulative record that can be used in
evaluating the effects of livestock grazing and providing a base
factor for adjusting the grazing season and/or livestock numbers.
This information could be valuable in developing new plans.
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Problems

:

1. Training the user to keep good records
2. Forms which the user doesn't understand resulting in

unusable information. The type of form should be left
up to the district.

Each district varies somewhat as to local conditions.
A form which works perfect in Dillon with Section 3,
Section 15 lands, Bureau of Rec. and private lands
involved in two or three seasons of use may be rather
confusing if used in another district.

Utilization Studies - (Percent of plant growth removed annually
by grazing animals.)

This particular factor is of concern primarily where a range is

used for the entire grazing season every year. In this situation,
it is felt that the range condition should hold its own if half
the plant growth is left.

Where the allotments are under rest-rotation utilization studies
may provide some usable information, but it is rather doubtful
it can be justified.

In developing the system one should consider enough rest to provide
for regaining vigor and establishing new seedlings of the desired
species, and the numbers and utilization can be left up to the
rancher.

Problems

:

1. Allotments are hard to get to due to ice and snow after
the grazing season.

2. Utilization is hard to determine if you get there and
find a winter snow pack.

3. No method to include regrowth utilization especially on
vigorous meadow species.

4. Man months cannot be spread out during the year --

utilization studies can only be made at the end of the
grazing season.

5. The evaluation formula in the manual for a key species
if applied would indicate a reduction in use where it is

not needed under a rest-rotation system.
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Trend Studies

(Permanent photo plots)

As the saying goes, "a picture is worth a thousand words," that is
if it shows something.

These plot records are proving to be the best method of documenting
what is taking place on the allotment.

Problems

:

1. Getting the follow-up pictures and plot data at the same
time each year.

2. Man months in completing the field work and filing.
3. Filing space for photos and negatives.
4. 3x3 plots not as satisfactory as the 2x2 plots for

comparisons.
5. Study plot location symbol — anything but desirable.

Climate Records — This study, as required by the manual, is to
provide the precipitation and temperature records of the allotment.

For the majority, this information is taken from climatological
recording stations nearest the area.

Problems

:

1. Very few allotments have been equipped with the weather
recorders data.

2. Most weather recording stations are located in the valleys
where most of the allotments are at much higher elevations.

3. Climate study averages can be misleading on AMP's that
vary in elevation up to three thousand feet.

4. The application of data from the nearest recording stations
could be disasterous. Example: The closest reporting
station to an AMP in Centennial Mountains is south of the
Continental Divide in Idaho. The next closest station
would be Lakeview which is on the valley floor and is
known to be in a cold spot and high precipitation zone.
The next closest station is located in another valley
floor to the west considerably lower in elevation and
receives an entirely different storm pattern.
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Proposed Changes --

Actual Use: Required, however procedures and methods of
acquiring this information should be left to
the districts.

Utilization: Required only where there is not sufficient rest
incorporated into the grazing system.

Trend: Required for all AMP's. Change procedure to:
Initial plot photos with follow-up photos only
once during the grazing cycle. This should
decrease our costs and man months considerably.

Change the study symbol so it can be used to
designate the plot location.

Climate: Change to a secondary study and leave to the
discretion of the district.

There usually isn't a recording station that has
the similar weather to the AMP.

Initiating weather recording data on the allotments
could be rather costly and time consuming for what
value obtained from the study.

Evaluation Summary Form 4413-1

Include an annual narrative. This seems the best way to document
the normal and unnormal and the reasons why, along with all the

unexpected problems and benefits that do occur, which cannot be
shown or explained on a graph.
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Appendix #28

AMP STUDIES, EVALUATION, SUPERVISION,
MAINTENANCE, AND RECORD KEEPING

MALTA DISTRICT VIEWPOINT

by Bud Brown
Area Manager

Malta District Office

In the Malta District there are approximately 60 allotment management
plans in operation. These plans are located throughout the district
and are in operation on a wide variety of soils and vegetative types.
(Frail shale lands of the Missouri River breaks to rolling grassland
prairies.) The size of the AMP's range from 600 acres to over
198,000 acres.

The following comments are offered on the assigned subject:

I. Studies - Objectives of our allotment management plans are
developed to meet the needs of the area which generally
include livestock forage, wildlife habitat, and improved
watershed condition. Accomplishment of these objectives
is generally determined by utilizing one or more of the
following studies:

A. Actual Use - Primary need at present has been for billing
purposes; however, this information is used in the
overall AMP evaluation. Present procedure used to

obtain this information is to have the operator fill out
the "standard" form, which is returned to BLM after the
end of the grazing season. Accuracy has varied, as well
as timely filing. The most efficient method has been
when the AMP supervisor makes a personal contact with
the user and evaluates the plan's operation as well as

records the actual use data.

This procedure has permitted greater opportunity to discuss
the plan and "talk things out" with the operator. In
addition, the operator will more freely make comments and
suggestions that he wouldn't do if he had to write every-
thing down on the form. This procedure also adds the

personal touch, especially if we haven't made many earlier
contacts.

B. Utilization - Several methods are discussed in the Bureau
Manual.

Key Forage - Fast method and used predominately by this
district.
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Stem Count - Transect needs to be set up and useful only
if 50 percent key plants show up in plots.

Paired Plot - This method could be eliminated as it takes
too much time and samples only a limited area.

Ocular Estimate - This method could be eliminated as it
takes too much time and samples only a limited area.

Actual Weight - Doesn't fit vegetative conditions in the
area and is time consuming.

Utilization studies for the most part have little value
since the degree of utilization is of little importance
in most of our AMP's. The procedures for the most part
have been time consuming and place a heavy burden on an
already overloaded staff. The information is seldom
accurate, and there is a wide variance between methods
and examiners

.

The manual outlines procedures for granting increases in
livestock use based on the utilization data over a three
year period. This procedure probably has value only
from the standpoint of convincing a "non-technical" a

decision can be based upon a numerical evaluation. There
doesn't seem to be any need to belabor this point further.

One point in favor of the utilization effort would be to

encourage the AMP evaluator to get over the allotment and
get an idea of happenings on the ground. This often
helps in making sound recommendations for such programs
as RI, etc.

C. Trend - This study also is time consuming but does provide
much valuable information on vegetation.

In the past the major problem seemed to be overestablishment
of plots. The manual requires at least two trend plots per
stratum. For management purposes, it is doubtful if this
many are needed. One study plot per AMP pasture would be
more than ample, and in many cases only one per AMP would
do the job. The determination should be left up to the

field examiner. Photographic ability and adequate
processing of photographs or slides often cause problems
with these studies. Photographic training seems to be
difficult to obtain.
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D. Other - One can also get deeply involved with many other
studies. As an example: Nichols Coulee AMP has been in
operation for six years. Over this period we have
expended 7.3 man months in studies. This was a "pioneer"
program with study efforts directed toward wildlife,
watershed, vegetative production, and climatological
evaluation.

Overall our studies may not have been statistically sound, but,
when used in the proper context, they have provided us with
good information. We feel this has helped us do a better job
in the decision process. There continues to be a need for
studies, providing they are used within their limits.

II. AMP Evaluation - The manual procedure appears to be simple
enough and easy to use. We favor annual evaluations because
plan 'changes can be monitored and they facilitate the overall
plan evaluation at the end of the treatment cycle.

We have not experienced much difficulty in plan evaluation
since many of the AMP's are relatively new.

The value of recording temperature or precipitation on an
annual basis is questionable. A monthly basis is more mean-
ingful and provides more comprehensive evaluation. The
present form is deficient in this respect.

Plotting actual use by wildlife is an impossible situation and
should be removed from the form.

III. Supervision - Emphasis is placed on supervision in the early
stages of the AMP operation. Most of the effort has been
directed toward working closely with the operator to supply
guidance in following the system and locating of needed
improvements.

The overall effort here is deficient and must be increased.

IV. Maintenance - No apparent problems in this district at this
time

.

V. Record Keeping - Maintaining adequate records as well as
organization always seems to be a major problem.
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At present our AMP information is filed in a 6-way folder.
This prbcedure is working out quite well except where a
great deal of photos are involved. Order of filing has been;

Page 1 - AMP, Map
Page 2 - Actual use information
Page 3 - Utilization data
Page 4 - Wildlife data
Page 5 - Trend and Climatic and photo data
Page 6 - Annual evaluations - Memo

Livestock production

Photo filing - In some cases where a great number of photos
(slides and prints) have been taken, separate files are
maintained. Organization of these has been a problem.

Some basic conclusions:

A. Need for more latitude in determining studies (more
optional, less required).

B. Keep expanding in new ways, horizons, and methodology
that will provide cheaper and quicker methods of data
collection.

C. Need uniformity in photography methods (filing, kinds,
equipment)

.

D. Bookkeeping needs to be kept to a minimum so more time
can be spent with range users and others.

E. Increase education and training in AMP's - Studies, etc.

•
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Appendix #29

AMP STUDIES, EVALUATION, SUPERVISION,
MAINTENANCE, AND RECORD KEEPING
MILES CITY DISTRICT VIEWPOINT

by Lloyd Ferguson
Chief, Division of Resource Management

Miles City District Office

I approach this assignment with a degree of reluctance. As a newcomer

to Montana, I am not sure that I can cover the subject as effectively

as desired.

There are, however, a couple of things that seem to plague us; whether

they are real or fantasy may be open to debate.

One of the more noticeable things that confronts us is the apparent
lack of agreement between DSC and the State Office regarding the

subject of AMP evaluation.

Second is that the use of the terms AMP and rest-rotation seems to

be interchangeable. I believe that Gus Hormay has given us more than

just rest-rotation grazing. He has given us a philosophy of grazing

management or a logical thought process which, when done correctly,

provides us with a system designed to meet the combined needs of

vegetation, livestock, watershed, and wildlife. I am sure that Gus

himself would tell you that he is not just selling rest-rotation

and rest-rotation only.

Now, let us get down to the real subject. Probably the one aspect

of AMP evaluation which receives more discussion than any other is

the value of utilization studies. We have all discussed, at various

times, with great gusto the merits of utilization. First of all,

one thing should be noted--that any form of evaluation, to be

worthwhile, must provide the manager with useful information without

overburdening his program. Therefore, the techniques must be

relatively simple, not require a lot of extra equipment, and be

reasonably accurate.

We have five basic methods of collecting our utilization data:

(1) Ocular estimate by plot or by plant method, (2) Paired plot

method, (3) Key forage plant method, (4) Actual weight method, and

(5) Stem count method. Method #1 requires use of spring scales,

paper sacks, clipping shears, plot frame, and an exclosure for

training the examiner. Method #2 requires portable cages, spring

scales, paper sacks, clipping shears, and plot frame. Method #3

requires a pencil. Method #4 requires spring scales, paper sacks,
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and clipping shears. Method #5 requires plot frame and, as in all
others, the manual, 4412. 22B. You can draw your own conclusion as
to relative speed and equipment needed for each method.

Now, as to value of the data, I do not feel that it is good enough
just to know if our trend is static, going up, or going down. We
should have some idea as to why it is doing what it is. The
allotment evaluation summary is designed to give us this type of
information. We will all agree, I think, that the temperature and
precipitation are very important factors in the explaining trend,
but usually the only climatic-data-collecting stations available
are far removed from our study areas. Then too, with the localized
weather patterns common to most western states, this data may not
be very meaningful for our particular site. Actual use is another
input used to explain trend. But here again, it is of questionable
value because its main value is for the entire allotment. Where we
allow unrestricted movement of livestock between pastures after the
critical dates, we cannot obtain any accurate data on actual use by
pasture. That leaves us with the fourth component—utilization. Of
the four inputs to our allotment evaluation, the only one that is
collected on the spot on a pasture-by -pasture basis is utilization.
The value of the utilization data is to help us explain why our
trend is what it is, and not to be used as the principal component
in a formula to adjust the forage harvest. We had a slogan in Idaho-'
Proper Use Factor is Dead.

Trend studies have been thoroughly reviewed since we began AMP
evaluation, and I think we are beginning to get his one in hand.
I feel there is merit in the idea of only rereading our plots at
the conclusion of each cycle. I also feel that the main value in
our trend study is the photo, with or without the additional data
as outlined in the manual. I, therefore, would recommend that we
be very selective in our plot locations and put out only the minimum
necessary to do the job. We have, in the past, been guilty of going
overboard on the number of plots. It is not only a matter of how
many do we need, but how many can we continue to maintain with the
growing number of AMP's and the static number of people. If we
can't follow up on them, don't go to the expense of establishing
them in the first place.

Another effort to reduce the workload without hurting the evaluation
process is to evaluate only the rest pastures each year. Using this
method, all pastures would be evaluated at the same point in the
cycle with the real disadvantage being the variations due to climatic
factors.
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We are spending a lot of time at this workshop discussing grazing
management and expounding the virtues of rest-rotation, and this
is good. But, let us not trap ourselves into thinking that rest-
rotation is a panacea or cure all. As was stated earlier, the
main value derived from rest-rotation, as I see it, is the thought
process that one goes through to arrive at a grazing system.
Remember that this grazing system should be designed to meet the
needs of the resources we are managing and not to satisfy some
present quota of rest-rotation system to be operative by year "X."
Another way of saying the same thing is that we need to inventory
the allotment, arrive at the objectives needed, and then design
the, grazing system. I fear that we have too many AMP grazing
systems in which we did something like this: Well, today is
Wednesday, and I always write 4-pasture rest-rotation systems on
Wednesday; and after we have designed the system, we come up with
our objectives that are strictly an afterthought and there only
because someone said we have to have them in an AMP.

One of the big selling features of rest-rotation is that it is good
for the wildlife values, and it can be. But let us remember, as we
design these systems and later evaluate them, that we need to
consider all of the resource needs and not just livestock grazing.
Case in point, two statements from Instruction Memo, MSO 70-4:
"The rancher may run as many cattle as he wants...." and "The
rancher may use the pastures in whatever fashion he pleases once
the gates have been opened...." These statements are fine if we
don't get carried away, but as we analyze them, they are designed
to satisfy only livestock management. We also have a mandate to
provide for the wildlife needs. I have even heard it said that
we should provide maximum wildlife forage and give the remainder
to livestock. So much for the first statement. The second
statement provides that once a gate is open, there are no
restrictions on use in those pastures. I generally agree with this
if we are not putting our browse plant on the block. An open-gate
policy may be in direct conflict with the principles of good browse
management.

I think you know the point that I am trying to make—we are resource
managers, not livestock managers, and we must consider these factors
when we design any management system. Each system will have to
satisfy different needs and different degrees of values. I guess
this has been a long-winded way of saying AMP's should follow an
MFP where possible. And, regardless of what you may think, I am
a strong supporter of rest-rotation grazing because it will do all
the things we say it will, provided we design the system that way.
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AMP SUPERVISION PANEL REPORT - SUPPLEMENTAL REMARKS

During the course of the workshop several items came up that, I

feel, are worthy of comment.

A. The apparent lack of understanding regarding the Bureau
planning system and more specific the place that AMP's
play in this system.

1. First, I don't feel that the role of the various
activity plans is well understood. Nor do I think
anyone that has taken an active part in the
development of an AMP ever felt the need for a

number of activity plans on each geographic area.

2. The only action plan developed as a result of an
MFP may well be an allotment management plan. But,
this plan will incorporate in its design the
necessary objectives or management considerations
required to satisfy the total resource needs. The
biggest fault of the system may be that we call
this action plan an AMP, but it may not always be
so for the principal action plan for western Oregon
district would be a timber MP.

3. A wildlife habitat plan could cover several allotment
or parts of several allotments, with the principal
manipulation of the habitat being taken care of in
the AMP.

B. It was also evident at our workshop that a number of people do
not have a feeling or an appreciation for the role they play
in the total district program. As an example, one individual
stated the wildlife biologist was responsible for the wildlife
browse studies. This statement in my opinion is about 180
degrees from the way it is. The area manager is the man
responsible for the total program in his area. To expand this
thought further, if one of the AMP objectives is to improve
the vigor and reproduction of chokecherry, the evaluation of
that AMP should certainly include browse studies. Even
though the wildlife biologist may assist in the evaluation of
the AMP, he does not become a co-equal with the area manager
so far as the responsibility is concerned.
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We took a lot of time discussing the need to reduce the studies
portion of our AMP's to only the minimum level necessary to do
the job. If the area manager and his staff do not have the
time to do the studies for all his AMP's, then it follows that
the wildlife man is not going to be able to set up and maintain
the wildlife studies on the entire district.

C. Another subject that was hit rather lightly at the workshop was
that of the storage of the negatives for our trend studies. 1

went on record at the workshop as being opposed to storage of
the negatives on the back of the card holding the trend picture.
I feel that these negatives should be treated and stored just
like any other nonreplaceable records. In my opinion the
district should be encouraged to store these negatives in fire
resistant files.
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Appendix #30

AMP STUDIES, EVALUATION, SUPERVISION,
MAINTENANCE AND RECORD KEEPING
LEWISTOWN DISTRICT VIEWPOINT

by John Nesselhuf
Natural Resource Specialist
Lewistown District Office

I. Studies

A. Actual Use

At the present time, we are using Bureau Form 4412-8 to

record actual use. We generally add a column for the
pasture name or number, and a column for AUM's. If the
grazing system is a rest-rotation and the cattle are
allowed to stay on the regrowth, the pasture designation
is not necessary.

We have found that the most accurate actual use
information is obtained from the operator when we meet
with him immediately after the grazing season and fill
out the form from his records and/or memory. And,
unless he has kept notes on the livestock movements,
even these are not entirely accurate. If the operator
fills the form out on his own, we usually have to

contact him anyway for clarification. We do not feel
that this accuracy will improve with the rising grazing
fees either. As John Morse said earlier, we must
educate the operator as to the use of this actual use
information.

Recommenda tions

1. Let the district use a form format that best fits
their needs.

2. If the present form must be used, add a column
for pasture name or number, and a column for AUM's.

3. Meet with the rancher as soon as possible after the
grazing season and help him fill out the forms.
Although time consuming, this is the best way that
we've found to get acceptable information from the
majority of the operators.
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B. Utilization

We use the Key Forage Plant Method exclusively at
Lewistown. This method is not as time consuming as
the other methods and gives us acceptable information,
but it is an estimate. However, we do not feel that
this information has any value in evaluating a grazing
system. In rest-rotation grazing, heavy use may be
desirable to trample seed and use less palatable
plants. This heavy use can be tolerated because the
range is rested at critical times. The proper use of
a forage species would, therefore, be much higher
when that species is rested periodically than if it
were grazed season long.

To adjust the stocking rate using the current manual
procedures, one must know the past utilization of the
key species on the allotment. We must also know the
desired utilization (proper use) of these species -

which we do not. This makes the information received
from this procedure questionable.

May I quote from Gus Hormay's Research Report #51 on
Rest-Rotation - "Were it not for soil erosion,
practically all of the vegetation in grazed units
could be utilized." Utilization does not tell us
how much forage to leave for soil erosion correction.

Recommendations

1. Utilization studies be made optional on all allot-
ments covered by a grazing system.

2. If utilization studies must be retained, develop
proper use figures for the different grazing
systems.

C. Trend

We feel that the trend plots and photos will give us the
most information when evaluating a grazing system. The
photos will show any change in vegetation, litter
accumulation, and to some extent even utilization around
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the trend plot. It is important to recognize plant
phenology in the evaluation of comparison photos.
Comparisons may be misleading if retakes of photos
are a couple of weeks apart, or a change in moisture
conditions has occurred. It would be better if
photos were taken during a certain phenological
stage rather than taken on a certain date each year.

Many of our trend plots are located on sites with a
high density and complex composition of vegetation.
This results in a problem of consistency in reading
between examiners, and the previous findings usually
influence re-readings and thus individual bias.
Since these plots represent only a minute area of
the allotment, it is important to document composition,
vigor, reproduction, etc., around the study plot and
rely on our photos.

Another problem is that the manual calls for an
unrealistic workload of trend plots if we keep writing
AMP's at the present level. We have not experienced a
need for more than one plot per key area. We do not
think that a photo of every plot in the allotment is
necessary each year either. Photos of the plots in
the rested pasture of a rest-rotation grazing system
would be sufficient. On deferred-rotation grazing
systems, photos taken of the deferred pasture plots
would also be sufficient.

Recommendations

1. Require only one trend plot per key area with the
number of key areas per pasture being left up to
the district personnel.

2. In a rest-rotation grazing system, take photos only
of the plots in the rested pasture each year.

3. In a deferred-rotation grazing system, take photos
of the plots in the pasture that are used last
each year. These photos should be taken before
the cattle are moved into the pasture.
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A. Take these photos every year through the first
grazing cycle and at each re-reading. Additional
photos should be the option of the district
personnel. All plots would be read the end of
each grazing cycle.

The number of photos outlined in 2, 3 and A will
give the evaluator comparison photos on each key
area to aid him in his evaluation.

Hopefully, the Stereo-Photo Trend Method, now being
manualized, or infrared photos, will also relieve
some of the problems mentioned above.

C. Climate

Climate data is an important part of the studies system.
Precipitation and temperature figures are easy to obtain
from the Montana Climatological Data Report published
each month.

No Recommendations.

D. Supplementary Studies

I would like to touch on wildlife studies for a moment.
We feel utilization studies on browse plants may be
important where livestock is competing with big game.
The extent of wildlife or dual use on browse determines
the condition over a period of years because the browse
does not get rested. This gives you insight on whether
you should minimize livestock competition and make
adjustments in the grazing system or direct your effort
toward big game herd management.

This utilization data on browse by both livestock and
wildlife can be obtained in grazed pastures after the
livestock have been moved, or in the rested pasture, or
combinations thereof.

At present, we are using the Key Browse Survey Method
(Cole-1958) to determine use and condition of important
browse plants. A Montana Fish and Game Biologist usually
helps us with these studies.
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II. Evaluation

To date we have had very limited experience with the present
evaluation system. As mentioned earlier in the talk, one
cannot get a reliable adjusted stocking rate using the
current manual procedures unless we have proper use figures
for the different grazing systems. The establishment of
new seedlings and increased composition of desirable species
is probably the most important way to determine the
effectiveness of a grazing system. If the desirable species
(key species) are increasing, the grazing system must be
working. Currently, trend studies come the closest to
reflecting these conditions, so they should weigh the
heaviest in the evaluation process. Litter accumulation
and total live vegetation cover is also shown by the trend
readings and photos.

When this trend data is correlated to climate and actual
use studies, one should be able to come up with an
acceptable adjusted stocking rate without the use of
utilization.

Recommenda tion

Develop a formula that adjusts the stocking rate using the
change in trend index.

Example : Previous Trend Index = AUM's Used (Yearly Average)
Current Trend Index X (Adjusted AUM's)

If moisture conditions have been about average or below, an

increase in the stocking rate would probably be warranted if
the trend index has risen. If moisture conditions have been
above average, an increased stocking rate may not be warranted
even though the trend index has increased.

Or, maybe the trend index has increased because of increased
ground cover of an undesirable species. This would not warrant
an increase in the stocking rate.

This formula would give us a guide to the amount of increase
after we have decided an increased stocking rate is appropriate.
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III. Supervision and Maintenance

The better the operator understands the AMP, especially the
grazing system and objectives, at the time the plan is
signed, the less supervision will be needed on our part.
It also helps to visit the operator at about the time of
each pasture change to get him started on the right foot.
We also visit with the operator after the grazing season
(when we get the actual use). This is a good time to get
his evaluation of the grazing system.

If we keep writing more plans each year, this supervision
time will have to be reduced unless we get relief from
studies or the manpower is increased. This is becoming
more apparent as we revise our URA's and start MFP's.
Again, the best way to reduce supervision is to make sure
the operator understands the plan when he signs it.

If a deficiency is found, the plan should be updated and
changed as soon as possible. Serious problems may be
avoided if modifications are made promptly.

Recommendations

Reduce the studies load as mentioned earlier so that we
can devote enough time to the important function of
supervision.

IV. Record Keeping

Current procedures and policy seem adequate for filing
studies data. We use a 6-way folder to file our studies
data, but file our photos by allotment in a central file
and not in the studies file because they take up too
much room. At present, we keep negatives with the prints,
but we are working on a system to file the negatives
separately.

We have a central flip-card file set up by month and
allotment with the dates each study or photo is to be
completed. This file is becoming increasingly important
as more AMP's are written.
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Reconrnendation

Continue to give the districts freedom in record keeping.
Suggested guidelines from the Service Center are helpful.
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Appendix #31

AMP STUDIES, EVALUATION, SUPERVISION,
MAINTENANCE AND RECORD KEEPING

BILLINGS DISTRICT VIEWPOINT

by Duane Whitmer
Natural Resource Specialist
Billings District Office

In evaluating the William's Basin Rest-Rotation Allotment Management
Plan, I could find no use of all the utilization data which we
collected. I don't believe utilization studies are needed to
evaluate the effectiveness of rest-rotation grazing.

Range resource studies are intended to monitor the effectiveness
of allotment management plans and provide guidance for making
necessary adjustments in the grazing system. Utilization requirements
are not a management objective in the William's Basin or any other
rest-rotation allotment management plan in the Billings District.
Rather, we are more interested in changes in plant composition and
plant density.

For those who really subscribe to an allowable utilization level,
utilization studies should be required to show you that it is
virtually impossible to achieve. I have found again and again,
that utilization is essentially 100 percent in the coulee bottoms,
near water, where the preferred forage plants are readily accessible -

regardless of the grazing system . And conversely, there is uneven
light utilization in the steeper, rough areas farther away from water.
The many years of utilization studies in the William's Basin
Allotment substantiates this, and I'm sure selective grazing is no
phenomenon unique to the Billings District. So it logically follows
then, even if I wanted only 50 percent utilization of the key forage
plants, how can it be accomplished in the coulee bottoms, near
water, and other key areas? It is impossible to get a desirable
level of utilization in key areas. By reducing the rate of stocking,
you only reduce the size of the heavily grazed area. I've heard
that the only realistic way to get 50 percent utilization on the
range would be to knock out every other tooth in the cow. I believe
it!

It's really easy to be critical of most any study method, especially
utilization where it has served no useful purpose in evaluating the
effectiveness of our rest-rotation grazing systems. But "beans are
beans," we are interested in growing more desirable plants: plant
composition and density. In particular, we have a need to produce
more plants which will provide the highest nutritive value throughout
the season. This usually means we should key in on both cool and
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warm season plants. That is, a diverse plant community which will

best meet the nutritive needs of the grazing animals throughout

the grazing season. Now here is where a special kind of utilization

(or food habit) study would be of some use. By mere observation you

could see what plant species are preferred throughout the grazing

season. You could readily access the importance of a diversified

plant community. Cool season plants are grazed heavily in the

spring and early summer, when they are at their highest nutritive

level. Warm season plants are grazed heavily in the summer, when

they are relatively high in nutritive level. And finally when the

forbs and grasses have all cured in the late summer and fall, shrubs

are grazed because their nutritive levels are higher. So it's quite

important to consider in the management objective a diversified

plant community, and to monitor it's value to the grazing animals

by season-long food habit observations. And to measure the final

products: pounds of beef produced, health and productivity of

wildlife populations, soil stability, etc..

Actual Use

On Form 4413-1, we are asked to record actual use by wildlife, in

AUM's. I would like to know how we are supposed to do this. To

rephrase my concern, I believe it is virtually impossible to

realistically monitor the location of most wildlife populations by

allotment (much less by pasture) and likewise unrealistic to project

AUM's of use.

To go a step even farther, I think we are naive to believe that

documentation of actual use by pasture is possible in a rest-rotation

grazing system where gates are left open. That is, when the gates

to the next pasture scheduled for grazing are opened and left open

to allow free choice grazing, it could be several weeks or months

before all the livestock finally move to the next pasture -- mainly

because of the high nutritive value of regrowth in the grazed

pasture.

Now granted both the rancher and BLM need to know the number and

date of initial turn-out, and number and date of fall roundup. This

is all the information we need to prepare an after-the-fact grazing

bill, based on percent Federal Range in the entire allotment.

Regardless of whether the percent Federal Range in the pastures

varies 100 percent, the grazing bill will average out after one

grazing cycle.
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I think it would be desirable to know the approximate number of
animals grazing the preferred areas, and more important why they
are grazing at that particular location. The plant species
which are being grazed will indicate its seasonal nutritive
importance for good livestock nutrition and for possible
refinement or modification of the grazing system. This would be
a food habits study which I referred to in my discussion of
suggested utilization techniques. It could be accomplished by
mere observation in the field with binoculars.

For example, suppose you have designed a grazing system to
accommodate the physiological requirements of bluebunch wheatgrass,
at the expense and sacrifice of potentially important Nuttall's
saltbush. After a couple of years into the grazing system you find
significant numbers of livestock seeking out and selectively grazing
existing Nuttall's saltbush plants in the fall. At this stage you
might reassess the potential of Nuttall's saltbush, and suggest a

modification of the grazing formula to accommodate the physiological
needs of this high quality late season forage plant.

Range Trend

We could possibly reduce our range trend workload considerably by
rereading and photographing one pasture annually. After one
grazing cycle all pastures would have been photographed and reread.
The pasture to select each year would be the one which has received
the final rest treatment. The results of management should be
climaxed in the last grazing treatment, which is usually rest to
allow seedling establishment. I think this would show what we are
looking for, in terms of end results, providing that the information
which we plugged into the grazing formula was accurate. That is,
are you sure that only one year of rest is adequate for seedling
establishment? Are your new seedlings being selectively grazed out
and uprooted? I suppose if your judgment is flavored with practical
experience, then, photographing and rereading the rest pasture
annually would be adequate.

But perhaps for the first few years (the first grazing cycle), it
wouldn't be a bad idea to photograph each pasture annually. I

believe that the time you take the photos is quite important in
terms of efficiency. Take the photos immediately before livestock
move into the pasture receiving the last grazing treatment.

For example, if you had a 4-pasture rest-rotation system which was
keyed to the management of green needlegrass and Nuttall's saltbush,
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you would take the photos at seed ripe time of Nuttall's saltbush
just before livestock trample the seed.

In TREATMENT A of the grazing formula, you graze for maximum
livestock production. It might be interesting to know how many of
the seedlings which you observed the year before survived this
year's grazing treatment.

In TREATMENT B, you rest until the seed is ripe on Nuttall's saltbush,
then graze to trample seed. Now, you'll probably be out in the
allotment anyway checking phenology, so why not make a photographic
record of the seed crop produced that year.

In TREATMENT C, you rest until the seed is ripe on green needle-
grass, then graze to trample seed. It might be interesting to know
how many of the Nuttall's saltbush seedlings survived the early
grazing. Did you get any new green needlegrass seedlings, as a

result of Treatment B? If so, maybe you don't need Treatment C,
at all!

In TREATMENT D, you rest yearlong for seedling establishment.
What is the net result in new seedlings, density, and litter?
pasture receiving this treatment should, in addition to being
photographed, be reread annually.

The

I would also strongly recommend that several supplementary range
photos be taken, especially where you think vegetation changes
might be rapid. Repeat photos could be taken in the general area
whenever needed, to support the prescribed management system or
to help indicate that an alteration of the grazing management system
was necessary. Film is cheap and you might as well take advantage
of your time in the field. The follow-up slides may prove priceless.
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Finally, I think it might be a good idea to have color slides made
in addition to the 5" x 7" color prints, as you may find a need for
them in a slide program at a moment's notice. It generally takes
2 weeks for slides to be made. Slides can be easily filed in
plastic folders and would serve as an additional reproduction
source, should the Kodacolor negative be misplaced.

Precipitation

On Form 4413-1, we show actual and normal precipitation by year(s).
In addition to this, I believe it would be particularly useful to
know actual and normal precipitation by month (at least during the
growing season). In evaluating the William's Basin Allotment
Management Plan, I readily observed an above normal precipitation
curve during the past grazing cycle. But I had to dig a little
deeper to find out how much of this was snow in the winter months,
fall rains, and late summer rains. The importance of knowing the
timeliness of precipitation cannot be overemphasized.

To go a step even farther, I believe it would be useful to know
more precisely the frequency, duration, and amount of extreme
precipitation events which have occurred in the allotment, for it
is the extremes in weather which constrain management most. It
has been long known that the extreme characteristics of the
environment are responsible for plant success or failure.

Type of Vegetation Studies

Consider an allotment management plan wildlife objective to change
the condition class of silver sagebrush and chokecherry from 80
percent severely hedged to 30 percent, and increase the percent
composition of chokecherry from trace to 10 percent - in the
potentially suitable soil types. Okay, no problem, just get the

ole 5' x 5' range trend plot and monitor the woody vegetation, as

prescribed in the manual. But I must be selectively careful not
to study those plants taller than 40 inches, as this is the

maximum height of the 5' x 5' frame when fully telescoped. And
I should reconcile any vegetation changes with those of the
wildlife biologist's and perhaps Montana Fish and Game browse
studies.

We may be duplicating studies. It is the wildlife biologist's
responsibility to carry out the required browse studies in

cooperation with the Resource Area and Montana Fish and Game. In
the first place, the 5' x 5' range study plot is inadequate (too
small) to monitor most browse changes: condition class and
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percent composition. The wildlife manual directs the wildlife biologist
to use those types of studies employed by the local Fish and Game, like
the Cole Browse Transect Method in Montana. In summary, then, I think
we should encourage one cooperative browse study, the results of which
will be readily accepted by all concerned.

Stocking Rate Adjustment

I don't know why we spend so much time with studies designed to adjust
stocking rate in allotments where intensive rest-rotatioh grazing
management is being practiced. Range adjudication and carrying capacity
surveys are done with, they're history. We are supposed to be in the
management phase now. Let's quit arguing stocking rate with the range
user. Instead, let's suggest an initial stocking rate for the rest-
rotation grazing allotment. If the livestock operator wants to run a

few more than the suggested rate, let him do so. But remind him that

he is expected to remain in those pastures open for grazing until the

key plant development stage is reached in the next pasture scheduled
for grazing. If his actual use is greater than his Class #1 Privilege,
segregate the additional forage used in excess and brand it Temporary
Non-Renewable until such time as you have completely evaluated its

feasibility.

•
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Appendix #32

RESOLUTION COMMITTEE REPORT

Chairman -

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Ron Younger, Chief, Division of Resource Management,
Malta
Rex Colton, District Manager, Miles City
Duane Sonnenburg, Area Manager, Billings
Frank Barnes, Area Manager, Dillon
William Cutler, Area Manager, Lewiatown
Don Mellgren, District Manager, Missoula

The Resolution Committee recommendations and discussion on the
following pages relate specifically to the six "Committee
Reports" and one "Panel Discussion" conducted during the
Workshop. The final section deals with "Other Items" considered.
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I. Committee on Correlation of AMP with Other Resource Programs

Discussion : (See Appendix 21)

Chairman Ron Hall (Billings District) might have plunged to
the very innermost root of our problems by saying, "...It's
the term we've been beating around very effectively the lsst
couple of days - Communications. There can be no correlation
without first having communication. The big world, barrier

,

effectively understanding others' ideas...."

This interpersonal relationship skill may be one of the most
neglected training needs of BLM Personnel and one of the
most important to getting our job done.

Discussions within the committee resulted in the following
specific correlation suggestions:

A. Wildlife Biologist and Area Manager should work closely
together to identify and plan for habitat requirements
of wildlife species.

B. The AMP author should consult with the district lands
man to identify all potential lands activity problems.

C. Rezoning for fire protection should follow intensive
management efforts.

D. Use intensive management through AMP for improving
watershed conditions before resorting to artificial
treatments.

E. Check out mining activities before initiating project
development.

F. Identify future recreation areas in AMP's to alleviate
future livestock-recreation problems.

G. Conduct intensive timber surveys before MFP and work
out a five-year timber sale plan for correlating with
the AMP.

H. The AMP is a flexible plan and the planning may be
corrected or modified at any time to reflect new

resource information and changing conditions.
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Recommenda tions

No specific manual or policy changes proposed by this committee
or the Resolutions Committee.

Comments of Resolutions Committee Members

A. The suggestions listed by this committee are all problems
that, while they are somewhat common to many districts,
are basically internal in nature. The solution of such
internal problems must be gauged to the people involved.

B. I think many of the suggestions made by this committee
point up the misconception of the Bureau planning system
which were prevalent in this discussion. Most of the
committee suggestions would be obviated if MFP's are done
before an AMP.

C. AMP's should not be written and laid on the shelf if they
could not be implemented within a one to two year period.

II. Committee on Building Public and User Understanding of AMP's

Discussion : (See Appendix 22)

This committee also pointed out the vital importance of
communication at all levels within the BLM organization, with
the rancher, other agencies, and the general public. The
committee report states "...AMP program orientation might
well be extended to all BLM employees. Each one of us
represents BLM in the eye of the public, regardless of
whether we are on or off duty. Countless opportunities
exist for acquainting the various publics with our AMP
programs if we only will take advantage of them...."

Discussion within the committee resulted in the following
specific suggestions on "Building Public and User Under-
standing of AMP's."

A. Involve the livestock operator in planning and writing
up all segments of the AMP.

B. Keep the AMP management system as simple as possible.
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C. Ask for the assistance of other agencies and interested
parties at the very beginning of planning the AMP.

D. Be selective in choosing livestock allotments with a

demonstrated resource need and don't bribe the rancher
with offers of range improvements. Do not cover up the
fact that there are multiple use considerations in an
allotment under an AMP.

E. We should use every opportunity to publicize each new
AMP and the outstanding results from existing AMP's
through slide/sound programs, talk programs, newspapers,
professional groups, youth groups, and all kinds of
audiences.

F. And, by all means, keep our own employees informed about
AMP's, secretaries, engineers, foresters, for each one
of us is an X & E man.

Recommenda tions

No specific manual or policy changes proposed by this committee
or the Resolutions Committee.

Comments of Resolutions Committee Members

A. A greater effort needs to be made to inform the public
of the AMP program.

B. I think we in Dillon are in better shape than the other
districts regarding user understanding of AMP's. Here
the BLM, Forest Service and SCS are all preaching the

same thing. A great majority of our grazing users also
graze on National Forest lands on allotments with going
grazing systems. When we talk to him about AMP's he
knows that recreation and wildlife use plays an important
part in our land use planning.

III. Committee on Section 15 Regulations and Manuals

Discussion ; (See Appendix 23)

The committee pointed out a situation or condition that exists

within the BLM and all programs by stating that, "...It was
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evident from some of the discussion heard at the meeting that
not everyone is knowledgeable on what can be done under the
Section 15 regulations. This could possibly be a result of
the major changes in Section 15 regulations...." "Therefore,
the Committee recommends a Section 15 workshop to cover this
subject in greater depth than could be done at the Bozeman
workshop. ..."

Discussion within the committee resulted in several specific
regulations or manual changes and they are summarized below
under Recommendations.

Recommendations

A. Combine Section 15 with Section 3 regulations and manual
to the extent permitted under the Taylor Grazing Act.
Some specific items are:

1. Billing procedures (43 CFR 4125.1-l(m)(3))

.

2. Non-use authorization (4125.16B2 (b))

.

3. Provisions for short-term grazing authorizations
on perennial ranges (4125. 13cl (a)).

4. Environmental protection provisions.
5. Crossing permit fees.

6. Management objectives on Section 15 lands the
same as on Section 3 lands.

7. Section 15 lessee representation on all district
advisory boards in districts having Section 15 lands.

B. Applications to lease lands presently in existing grazing
leases must be filed not more than 60 days prior to the
expiration of the current lease.

C. Have provision for a courtesy notification to the lessee
of lease expiration.

D. A show cause notice form be developed for use in Section 15

administration.

E. Lease be cancelled for loss of control by the lessee if

all non-Federal lands that have been recognized as the

basis for a grazing lease.
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F. Eliminate the requirement for a billing and payment when
the successful applicant is notified that he is the
authorized lessee.

Comments of Resolutions Committee Members

A. Section 3 and Section 15 regulations should be* brought
together to the extent possible under present law.

B. The primary change we need in Section 15 regulations is
in billing procedures. These should allow the same
flexibility as the Section 3 procedures.

C. We now have authority for short-term authorizations.
Leases can be written for any period of time up to
10 years.

IV. Committee on Livestock Forage Components of the Planning
System

Discussion : (See Appendix 24)

The report of this committee to the workshop group resulted
in a wide ranging and sometimes disjointed discussion without
any major consensus of opinion.

Some of the general recommendations were:

A. Consider changing the name of the grazing system plan
from AMP to something else such as Resource Management
Plan or Grazing Management Plan.

B. There is an expressed need for basic economic training
and understanding at the district level.

C. Questioned the need for "Utilization Patterns" in
Step 3 of the URA.

D. General agreement that phenological data on the native
plants should be included in the URA.
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E. After MFP , develop one resource management plan with a
grazing plan as part of the resource management plan
(RMP).

Recommenda tions

No specific manual or policy changes proposed by this committee
or the Resolutions Committee.

Comments of Resolutions Committee Members

A. This committee did not come up with a significant
recommendation which could not be handled under our present
policies, nor did we.

B. I felt that the main concern of those in attendance at the
workshop was that the planning system does not adequately
reflect the true value, to the local units of our society,
of the livestock forage harvested on the public domain.
Example may be that the livestock forage values for Pondera
County would be much different than it would be for either
Prairie or Phillips Counties. In spite of this difference
we tend to use figures based on state averages or even
national averages to establish the value of this resource.
I do feel that some of us tend to try to oversell the
importance of livestock forage which is as bad as under-
selling. We should be able to accurately reflect the
value of this resource in our planning system.

V. Committee on AMP Objectives

Discussion : (See Appendix 25)

The report of this committee to the workshop group generated
some expressions of difference of opinion among the group.
The committee may have enlarged the subject beyond the point
where agreement on recommendations could be made within the
time period scheduled.

Some of the recommendations discussed were:

A. Consider a "General Land Use Plan" or a "Comprehensive Land
Use Plan" covering all resource uses within a geographic area,
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B. Listing of the constraints identified in the MFP in the
"Correlation With Other Uses" section of the AMP.

C. The AMP objectives should have observable or measurable
results and they should be specific as to expected changes
on specific locations.

D. Objectives should be developed to meet range user and
resource needs, solutions to problems identified in the

URA and MFP, and Bureau policy.

Recommenda tions

No specific manual or policy changes proposed by this committee
or the Resolutions Committee.

Comments of Resolutions Committee Members

A. No recommendation. This is, however, a very important
subject and one I feel we should have come out with a

recommendation on. We were as divided as was this

committee.

VI. Committee on Range Management Programming and Progress Reporting

Discussion : (See Appendix 26)

Chairman John Buck's opening remarks cover the changes in

programming procedures over the past several years. In talking
about the revision in 1968, John stated, "...When these

revisions were implemented, it was felt that the Bureau now

had the most complete and best structured financial management

system in the Federal Government."

Next, John outlined the present Program Management System and

the committee identified the following items*for clarification

or revision:

A. The allotment of only 10 direct man months per position is

not a realistic figure when the district experience is

somewhat more than that.

B. Flexibility is needed at the district level to adjust total

allotted man months between activities at AWP time.

*See Committee Chairman's Report for full discussion of these

items. - p«



C. All resource programs must originate within the Resource
Areas.

D. Within the Progress Reporting Job-Work Elements, the
committee felt that some were confusing and listed the
following specific ones:

- 1220-2430, Evaluation and Revision - Resource Studies
- 1220-2439, Evaluation and Revision - Program Activity Plan
- 1220-4065, Use Supervision - Management Plans
- 1220-3546, Contests and Appeals - Section 3 License

E. The committee suggested that all AMP's be assigned an
identification number to facilitate progress reporting
and workload.

F. The committee felt that no further effort should go into
building additional 1220 packages until the AMP package
is accepted and funded or until specific reasons are
received as to why it was not accepted.

Recommendations

No specific manual or policy changes proposed by this committee
or the Resolutions Committee.

VII. Panel Discussion on AMP Studies, Evaluation, Supervision .

Maintenance and Record Keeping

Discussion : (See Appendices 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31)

This five man panel covered the subject material as it related
to their district viewpoints. Each panel member's report
should be read to cover all the discussion and opinions.

Re commenda t i on s

General agreement was apparent on the following items:

A. Actual use should continue as an important evaluation
component of allotment studies and the districts should
use the methods and forms that obtain the best results
for them.
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B. Utilization studies should be optional with the districts
and should not be used to adjust stocking rates.

C. Trend studies should continue as a mandatory study
component but the numbers for each allotment and how
often they need to be read and photographed left to the
discretion of the district manager.

D. Weather records from stations at a distance or .elevation
from the allotment itself should be used with some
discretion and adjustment by acceptable methods.

E. To do an adequate studies job requires additional camera
equipment of quality and a studies filing record system.

VIII. Other Items Considered by the Resolutions Committee for
Improving Efficiency of Range Management Program

Discussion :

The Resolutions Committee was just as divided on some issues
and involved in discussion as the subject committees were and
was unable to come up with more specific recommendations in
the time frame allowed. Perhaps the workshop subject matter
was just too broad to condense in a short span of time.

The discussions were good for everyone engaged in them and the
success of the workshop should perhaps be judged more on the
interplay of ideas, opinion, and experience and not on
specific policy or manual change statements written out in
detail.

Recommendations

Four recommendations not specifically stated under a committee
report are

:

A. Support all efforts to improve efficiency in Range
Management administration through adaption to Automatic
Data Processing.

3. District offices should have an input into any State Office
policy consideration directly affecting the districts.
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C. Recommend steps be taken to provide for a multiple-use
advisory board for all BLM districts.

D. All "workshops" should be structured, as this one was,
to provide for outstanding input from individuals outside
the BLM such as: Burl Winchester, John Morse, Dr. Lee
Sharp, Norman King, Dr. Wilson Clark, Dr. Merle Meyer,
and others.
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Appendix #33

Montana Range Management Workshop Recapitulation
March 5. 1971

by Bill Luscher
BLM Range Management Staff

Washington, D. C.

This has been an extremely interesting and rewarding week for me
personally and I'm sure you have all profited considerably. During
your week of deliberations I have endeavored not to get involved
in the discussions—but listened--not always successfully. I

specifically wanted to hear your problems, ideas, and suggestions
without any outside influence. As a result I have voluminous notes
which I will analyze later in more detail, together with the minutes
of this workshop.

In his opening remarks Monday, State Director Zaidlicz emphasized
several objectives for your workshop which I believe are appropriate
to reiterate at this point. These will give us a standard to

measure against as we review the weeks activities.

1. Probe, analyze and project your experience.
2. Use your knowledge to better the range program.
3. Interpret your experience for Bureau-wide application.
4. Work for streamlining and efficiency in procedures.

To these objectives I might add: Think in new and innovative ways—
not just along traditional lines.

In attempting to recapitulate this workshop, I find that your organizers
developed a rather subtle, and effective, framework which I will
attempt to build my remarks around.

Benefits from Rest-Rotation Grazing

The results depicted in each district's presentation were extremely
dramatic and expressed the high degree of success you are achieving.
This facit set the stage to fully analyze and project your results
and experience, not only from the livestock and forage standpoint
but from the influence on wildlife, watershed, timber, and other
resources. I'm sure you all gained much from this experience—new
ideas and approach, new concerns, benefits and problems you had not
considered. This knowledge will help you improve your own programs.
It also dramatizes how important it is to document the grazing
systems with accurate data and photographs.

Rex Cleary's slides of the results of grazing systems in the
Winnemucca District, which he viewed during the Range Specialist
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Workshop last September, added another dimension to the program.
He introduced some new thoughts and ideas.

Other Developments Affecting or Which May Affect the Range Program

A number of items fall within this category which should have been
both informative and stimulating to your thinking.

' "
'

'; t

1. Possible grazing regulation changes and future program
outlooks .

2

.

New horizons in the Bureau's training program , Floyd
Kinsinger described some of the concepts and ideas being
considered to develop a more effective training program
for renge and other resource programs. They are
utilising experience gained with the L&M training program
underway in Phoenix, Arizona.

3. Infrared aerial photography for range studies . Dr. Meyer
outlined a program in which he is working on methodology
to help resource managers be more efficient utilizing new
technology. It was enlightening to have someone looking
not only at new methods but also striving for economy and

practicality.

4. Allotment filing procedures and stereo-plots . Don Pendleton
outlined procedures for standardizing our filing procedures.
He also described another discretionary method for

determining range trend through the use of stereo photos.

I might add that this session has already resulted in

useful feedback information. As a result of additional
discussions with Dillon personnel, we plan to include, as

an alternative system, the system they are using with
Nega-Files and also eliminating the filing of negatives
with the photographs as a safe keeping procedure.

5. Waterfowl social habits and habitat requirements. Dr. Eng

and Mr. Gjersing's presentation of their research work and

preliminary finds should have given you entirely new

insights into the benefits of properly designed grazing

systems.
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How Can We Do Our Job Better? -.;/'.; ,' a '* :.;:

Several important and interesting subjects were included in the '

category.

1. Malta's approach to grazing billings on areas with AMP's
portrayed a method to provide continuity and standardization
in after-the-fact billings. This should have provided the
other districts with some ideas as they proceed. We will be
interested in the continued results of their effort. It was
indicated by the discussion that there may be an over- .-:

concern among the districts with season-of-use, turn out:,

dates, staying too long in fall, etc., when operating under
AMP's. The grazing system should negate much of this c

concern if properly designed around phenology dates and
plant physiology.

2. Dr. Clark very effectively outlined the new public awakening
and concern for the environment. This concern and
questioning of agency programs can be expected to increase.
Thus, BLM personnel must be aware of this mounting pressure
and their responsibilities to the public. The Challenge
to BLM will be to channel the public restlessness toward
constructive conservation efforts.

3. Mr. Burl Winchester very ably demonstrated the need to

communicate more effectively particularly with the public.
He pointed out that the workshop provided a valuable
assessment of all our abilities to communicate. The
workshop participants effectively demonstrated their
abilities to communicate with some excellent slide
presentations. Mr. Winchester made us realize the need for

communicating more effectively.

How Do Others View the AMP Program and How Can It Be Improved?

This aspect was effectively analyzed through a panel of speakers
representing various related resource programs. Montana personnel
are to be commended for their openness and frankness in letting ,

:

other interests critique what they have done under the AMP program.

Wildlife Viewpoint - Joe Egan of the Montana Fish and Game Department
cautioned on the use of stock phrases indicating that everything in
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the AMP is "good for wildlife." He challenged us to be sure we have
analysed the wildlife situation and this statement is accurate. He
also emphasized that we roust have specific wildlife objectives and a

grazing system designed to reach these objectives. If various practices
are detrimental to wildlife these should also be specified. In his
opinion, BLM too often considers "how can we accommodate most
livestock without detrimental effects on wildlife."

Watershed Viewpoint - Norman King of the USGS provided an abundance
of food for thought. He provided some excellent watershed principles
which should directly assist in our grazing system design. We must
let nature work for us in achieving a dynamic equilibrium. He
pointed out that rest-rotation is the application of basic principles
which apply to watershed management and is probably the most effective
treatment of watersheds. He emphasized that BLM should apply these
principles through the AMP as the first and most basic step in
treatment of watersheds. Wait to see if the grazing system will
solve the problem before initiating water control projects. This is

not only the most feasible approach but the most efficient and
economic

.

Academic Viewpoint » Dr. Lee Sharp, Professor of Range Management,
University of Idaho. :Dr» Sharp expressed the opinion that the AMP
and other programs, particularly the Planning System, are
revolutionary changes in BLM. BLM is beginning to work as true

resource professionals. Intensive management through the AMP's is

a complete change in philosophy. In fact, the changes have been so

complete the education field is not even fully aware of all that

BLM is now doing. Dr. Sharp cautioned that we not use unessential
or outdated procedures which may detract from the momentum and

impact of the AMP program. As a specific example he referred to BLM's

utilization procedures. He questions their need for reliability in

making meaningful analysis of grazing systems --particularly rest-

rotation. Photographs may be more useful and meaningful.

Rancher Viewpoint - John Morse, Dillon, Montana. Mr. Morse
emphasized the need to consider the rancher and his needs in

developing AMP's.
:
He outlined several advantages and disadvantages

in AKP's.

Advantages

1. Stabilize, the grazing operation.
2. Assured of spring turn-out area in pasture rested

previous year.
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3. Flexibility helps ranch economics. iC' 1±
;

!

f
J "'

4. Fewer bulls and increased conception i*a\io. J ii:
"

,

'
J

5. Wildlife have undisturbed use of rest pastures.

Disadvantages

1. Increased management and handling of livestock.
2. Increased maintenance costs.

3. Compounds problems in common allotments as users n?jst T .

agree and cooperate. ;

'

It is too early to assess overall impact of grazing system on his

•

operation, but looked good enough that he initiated rest -rotation h

grazing on his private holdings. Mr. Morse stressed the need to v

communicate better with the general public—not only BLM but the
'- °

rancher.

Committee and Panel Presentations

I will not attempt to summarize the results of individual topics and

discussions but will try to highlight what my impression was of your
conclusions. There was too much material presented to do justice to

it without further analysis which we will do. Some excellent and

innovative ideas are presented.

I might begin by generalizing on a couple of areas which I believe
require some further study by the State Office to remedy. I

gathered from listening to the discussions that a number of

personnel are not aware of written Bureau policies as they pertain

to range management, AMP's, livestock facilities and improvement

projects. It is also evident that there is not an adequate

understanding of the Bureau Planning System and its various

components at this time. I realize that many of you have not as

yet been deeply involved in this program as yet, but you will be

in the near future. My general concensus of your discussions is

as follows

:

,,.,;,

.' '-j ,1. The Bureau Planning System will serve as a coordinating
tool and must be completed through MFP to guide on-the-

ground action plans.
"

ft laVwcl

2. AMP's must have specific objectives for more than just

livestock forage and grazing systems designed to meet J

these specific objectives. ''•'- '.

"

''• '' '"*'
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3. Considerable interest in a resource plan by geographic
area. .^ , ^

: -in

4. Bureau personnel must consciously build public and user
support.

5. A primary.obstacle continues to be shortage of manpower
and funds

.

6. Some problems are apparent with Section 15 regulations.
We are aware and working on some of these. Your
recommendations will be analyzed in depth.

7. There was a great deal of discussion and concern with
the livestock forage components of the planning system.
There is confusion in terminology and understanding.
This does pinpoint an area of concern, since we have so
much disagreement among participants of this workshop.
Communication may be the basic problem. There is a
similar problem with AMP objectives.

8. Progress reporting system needs additional clarification
in many of the work code definitions. This is a
difficult task, but we will do our best to improve this
area to make it a more useful and meaningful tool.

9. There were many good ideas on studies, evaluations, etc.
It was too short a period to fully assimilate and evaluate
all that you have presented. We will study this in detail
after receiving the full report of your committees.

In summary, I believe we have seen in this meeting the results of
a tremendous maturity of resource managers. It is apparent that you
are not operating by rote. You are questioning, thinking, probing,
analyzing, observing and interpreting in a manner and objectivity
not always obvious in the Bureau in the past. As a result I see
great enthusiasm and dedication in the majority of your resource
people. This enthusiasm is also evident with others who work
closely with you, such as Montana State University personnel. I
am sure this is at least part of the reason Montana is one of the
States at the forefront in range management, which is reflected in
your accomplishments and quality of your efforts.
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I believe you have done a commendable job in meeting'- the charges K{*&

State Director Zaidlicz laid out for this workshop. Much data »,
•

J '

and information w*""*Vorthcoming. 1 have no doubts that each of

you will take back"to your di"*fict new ideas and approaches to

your job as a result of this workshop.

Don't stop now--continue to evaluate the program and provide a ;

feedback of your thinking and experience. • ;- ~ .

1 ')

am-z

"C

t ! .&; '.*•: wjtjyrv.

3v » f" *
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